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MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Walter Jenkins

The White House

Abe Fortas indicated interest in seeing this Report

by the Presidential Mission on the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands. The 30 page summary at the

beginning of Volume One, which was read by President
Kennedy, gives a clear picture of the problem and our

recommendations. President Kennedy ordered that the

Report be implemented but implementation is going more
slowly than the timetable of our political objectives

permits. One of the chief reasons is the difficulty,
both bureaucratic and political, of getting certain key
personnel decisions made. Mike Forrestal and Charles

Johnson of the NSC staff know about this problem.

I am sending the Report to you on the possibility
that you may be interested and also since it is

classified I did not want to send it to Mr. Fortas' law
office.

Anthony M. Solomon

Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Inter-American Affairs

P.S. I should explain to avoid confusion that I headed
this Mission to the Pacific as an outside consultant

before I joined the State Department's Latin American
Bureau.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Washington

October 9, 1963

Dear Mr. President:

Pursuant to your instructions through National Security Action Memorandum

No. 243, dated May 9, 1963, I am submitting on behalf of the members of

the U. S. Survey Mission our report on the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands.

Accompanying the Mission and greatly aiding in our work were Mr. Richard

Tai_ano, Director of the Office of Territories in the Department of the
Interior, and Commander Charles Chamberlain from CINCPAC.

The members of the Mission were: Mr. Richard Cooper from the Council

__ _ of Economic Advisers; Mr. Paul Daly from the Peace Corps; Mr. Donald

Lind_holm from the Bureau of the Budget; Professor Gerard Mangone from

the Maxwell School, Syracuse University; Dr. Pedro Sanchez, Commissioner
of Education in the Virgin Islands; Mr. Howard Schnoor from the Bureau

of the Budget; Mr. Cleo Shook, Consultant.

My colleagues join me in urging tP_t if the recommendations of the

report meet with your approval they be implemented rapidly in the

interests of the United States and the people of the Trust Territory.

Re spe ctfully,

•• Chairman

The President

The White House

Washington
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REPORT BY THE U. S. GOVERNMENT SURVEY MISSION
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Introduction and Summary

Part I. The Political Development of Micronesia
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A Report by the U. S. Government Survey Mission to the
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INTRODUCTION AND Sb%94ARY

The Settin_

i. The T_ast Territory of the Pacific Islands -- or Micronesla -- corn-

;rises the former Japanese mandated Caroline, Marshall and Mariana Islands.

Scattered over an area as large as the mainland of the United States,

those 2,100 islands, less than 1OO of which are inhabited by the territory:s

81,000 people, came under United States control first by conquest and then,

in 1947, _Audera trusteeship agreement with the Security Council of the

United Nations. The islands _mmy from low coral atolls to higher islandsr,

of volcanic origin, the largest land masses being Babelthuap in the Palau

district with 153 square miles, Ponape with 129 square miles and Saipan

with 46 square miles. Population distribution ranges from islands with

a few families to Saipan with 7,800, Ponape with ii,500 and Truk with

15,500.

With a variety of racial mixt_res, languages and cultures, essentially a

series of individual island communities rather than a unified society,

a lack of human and natural resources, tremendously difficult communica-

tions and transportation, the area has presented very serious administrative

and developmental problems to the United States. Histarlcally, life has

centered around the village, the extended family or clan an@ its lands.

_ne traditional systems of communal, rather than individual land ownership,

of inheritance through matrilineal lines and of the selection of native

chiefs continue slde-by-side with the forms of democratic institutions

•introduced by the United States.

S-I
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For a variety of reasons, in the almost twenty years of United States

control, physical facilities have further deteriorated in many areas,

the economy has remained relatively dormant and in many ways retrogressed

while progress toward social development has been slow. The people remain

largely illiterate and inadequately prepared to participate in political,

commercial and other activities of more than a rudimentary character.

The great majority depend largely upon subsistence agriculture -- fruit

and nut gathering -- and fishing. As a result, criticism of the trustee-

ship has been growing in the United Nations and the United States press --

and in certain ways, among the Micronesians.

2. Despite a lack of serious concern for the area until quite recently,

Micronesia is said to be essential to the United States for security

reasons. We cannot give the area up, yet time is running out for the

United States in the sense that we may soon be the only nation left admin-

istering a trust territory. The time could come, and shortly, when the

pressures in the United Nations for a settlement of the status of Micronesia

could become more than embarrassing.

In recognition of the problem, the President, on April 18, 1962, approved

NASM No. 145 which set forth as United States policy the movement of

Micronesia into a permanent relationship with the United States within

our political framework. In keeping with that goal, the memorandum called

for accelerated development of the area to bring its political, economic

an_ social standards into line with an eventual permanent association.

 com  mw/DL
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The memorandum also established a Task Force to consider what action might

be taken to accomplish our goal and to provide policy and program advice

to the Secretary of the Interior who is responsible for the administration

of the Trust Territory. The Task Force, consisting of representatives

of the Depar_ents of the Interior, Defense, State and Health, Education,

and Welfare and observers from the NSC and Bureau of the Budget, has con-

sidered and recommended several steps for greater aid to the area, both

through the increased appropriation ceiling (from $7 to 17.5 millions )

and in legislation (H. R. 3198) nowpending in the Congress. It also pro-

posed the sending of a survey mission to the Trust Territory to conduct a

more thorough study of the area's major problems.

3. The Mission's formal instructions from the President (through NASM

No. 243 of May 9, 1963) were to survey the political, economic and social

problems of the people of the Trust Territory and to make recommendations

leading to the formulation of programs and policies for an accelerated

rate of development so that the people may make an informed and free choice

as to their future in accordance with United States responsibilities under

the trusteeship agreement.

4. The Mission consisted of nine men, both Government and non-Government,

selected by its chairman and serving for differing periods of time up to

six weeks in the Trust Territory during July and August 1963. The Mission

visited the six district centers in the territory and a representative

sample of the outlying islands containing in all a majority of the area's

S-3
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population. Discussions were held throughout the area with seven assemblies

of local people, eight legislative committees, seven municipal councils

and three women's associations; about twenty-five interviews with American

missionaries and over forty-five interviews with Micronesians were held.

There were also briefings by Headquarters personnel of the Trust Territory

government and the six district administrators and their staffs. Wherever

possible roads, communications, transportation facilities, agricultural

developments, schools and other facilities and enterprises were examined

and evaluated. Several additional weeks were spent in the United States

preparing the final report of the Mission.

Ma_or Objectives and Considerations

1. Working within its broad frame of reference, the Mission's major

findings relate to three key sets of questions that it attempted to

answer:

a. What are the elements to consider in the preparation for,

organization, timing and favorable outcome of a plebiscite

in Micronesia and how will this action affect the long-run

problem that Micronesla, after affiliation, will pose for

the United States?

b. What should be the content and cost of the minimum capital

investment and operating program needed to insure a favor-

able vote in the plebiscite, and what should be the content

L
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and cost of the maximum program that could be effectively

mounted to develop the Trust Territory most rapidly?

c. What actions need to be taken to improve the relation-

ships between the current Trust Territory government and

Washington and to insure that it can implement any

necessary political strategy and development program with

reasonable efficiency and effectiveness.

2. The Mission's findings and recommendations on these three sets of

questions correspond to Parts I, II and Ill of its report. Those recom-

mendations sum up to an integrated master plan which, if accepted, would

provide guidelines for Federal action through fiscal year 1968 to secure

the objectives of:

a. Winning the plebiscite and making Micronesia a United

States territory under circumstances which will: (1)

satisfy the somewhat conflicting interests of the

Micronesians, the United Nations and the United States

along lines satisfactory to the Congress; (2) be appro-

priate to the present political and other capabilities

of the Micronesians; and (3) provide sufZicient flexibility

in government structure to accommodate to whatever measure

of local self-government the Congress might grant to Micro'

nesia in later years.

S-5
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b. Achieving rapidly, minimum but satisfactory social standards

in education, public health, etc.

c. Raising cash incomes through the development of the current,

largely crop-gathering subsistence economy.

3. There are, however, unique elements in the delicate problem of

Micronesia and the attainment of our objectives that urgently require

the agreement now of th_ President and the Congress as to the guidelines

for United States action over the next few years. First, ..theUnited

States will be moving counter to the antl-colonlal movement that has

Just about completed sweeping the world and will be breaching its own

_ policy since World War I of not acquiring new territorial possessions if

it seeks to make Micronesia a United States territory. Second, of all

eleven United Nations trusteeships, this will be the only one not to

terminate in independence o_ merger with a contiguous country, but in

a territorial affiliation with the administering power. Third, as the

only "strategic trusteeship," the Security Council will have jurisdiction

over the formal termination of the trusteeship agreement, and if such a

termination is vetoed there, the United States might have to decide to:

proceed with a series of actions that would make the trusteeship agree-

"' ment a dead issue, at least from the Micronesian viewpoint. Fourth, the

2,100 islands of Micronesia are, and will remain in the now foreseeable

future, a deficit area to be subsidized by the United States. Fifth,

granted that this subsidy can be Justified as a "strategic rental," it

will amount to more than $300 annually per Micronesian through 1968 and

S-6
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any reductions thereafter will require long-range programming along the

lines of a master development plan as proposed in the Mission report.

Finally, this hoped for long-range red_mtlon in the level of subsidization

and the implementation of the political strategy and capital investment

programs through fiscal year 1968 require a modern and more efficient

concept of overseas territorial administration than is evident in the

prevailing approach of the quasi-colonial bureaucracy in the present

Trust Territory government.

Part I. Political Development of Micronesia

1. The Washington policy, adopted last year, of having the Trust Territory

• affiliate permanently with the United States has not had an observable

impact on the Trust Territory government. American and Mi_ronesian

officials in the area appear still to be thinking in terms of independence

for Micronesia as an eventual, distant goal and there appears to have been

little attempt to direct Micronesia toward thinking about eventual affiliation

with the United States. In the absence of further action, the Mission

believes that the momentum of previous attitudes and policies which did

not involve the concept of affiliation will be hard to overcome.

2. It can be stated quite unequivocably that the masses of Microneslans

are not only not concerned with the political future but also are not

even aware oT it as a question. They simply live in the present reality

of the "American time" that has replaced the "Japanese time." The earlier

German and Spanish times are dimly, if at all remembered.

S-?
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3- The situation is not quite the same among the political elite.

Political power among the Micronesians is in a trlumvirate of the tradi-

tlonal clan chiefs, the educated younger bttreaucracy working in the

Trust Territory government and the small but powerful group of business-

men operating trading companies. These groups are aware that their

political future is still to be resolved, but even they general_ shy away

from actively concerning themselves with it. The reason lies in their

belief that: (a) they cannot stand alone now and that independence, even

if they want it, is so far distant that meaningful consideration is not

practical; (b) there has been no indication from the United States of an

alternative to independence -- they do not know that the Unites States

may desire affiliation; and (c) even if affiliatign were possible, the

prospect creates feelingsQ_ uncertainty and insecurity that they would

rather not face.

4. These insecurities arise from general ignorance as to what affiliation

means and what it wou_d do to their lives as they know them tod_y. The

more important of the traditional chiefs are especially concerned whether

"coming under United States laws" would invalidate the present restrictions

against non-Micronesians owning land and whether it would affect their

complicated communal land-tenure systems on which their social organization

and customs and the chiefs' powers are based. The merchaut businessman,

even though they want more economic development, react against the prospect

of a flood of American businessmenwith whom they believe they cannot com-

pete. The Micronesians in the government bureaucracy are less fearful of

S-8
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permanent affiliation but they also share in the.general concern among

the political elite that they don't want to be swamped by Americans and

lose their status "as the Eawailans did."

5. On the other hand, there is a sophisticated awareness among a goodly

number of the Micronesian elite that their own interests are not best

served by the United Nations trusteeship simply because, as a provisional

non-permanent arrangement, it perpetuates the excessively dependent

psychology and habits of a people who have been handed ar0_nd among four

major powers in the last 65 years. There also appears to be an unexpressed

but fairly widespread and awakeable emotional feeling among these more

sophisticated Micronesians that they want an "identity" and a permanence

of status that is not compatible with the implied impermanence of the

trusteeship.

6. Another disadvantage of the trusteeship is its protective and custodian

nature, a carryover from the philosophy of the League of Nations mandates,

which is not fully compatible with the more recent emphasis on modernization

and more rapid development of peoples under trusteeship. Most policies which

try to be both development-mlnded and protective do not seem to d_ a good

job of either. However, a conflict between development objectives and

protective attitudes characterizes the current administration of the Trust

Territory. Although it has become fashionable for American offimials

connected with the Trust Territory to disclaim any desire to maintain an

"anthropological zoo," in reality protective and custodial policies are

S-9
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very prevalent. This conflict within official thinking faithfully

mirrors the dilemma of the Micronesians themselves. They desire urgent

economic development, but want to retain, at the same time, restrictions

on non-Micronesians immigrating, occupying land and starting businesses.

The Mission believes that, if for no other reason than that of the

impending plebiscite, the Micronesians need reassurances on the continuance

of those restrictions but, at the same time, we are recommending certain

modifications which will initiate long-run liberalization of those

restrictions •

7. Another factor of importance affecting the plebiscite is the economic

stagnation and deterioration of public facilities that has characterized

the United States administration of the Trust Territory in contrast to

that of the Japanese. The rapid growth under the Japanese was due not

only to their large capitsA investment and subsidy program, but to Japanese

government-directed colonization by Japanese and Okinawans. The fact that

it was the Japanese rather than the Micronesians who supplied the labor

for the then flourishing sugar cane and commercial fishing industries and

who benefited most from the Japanese government's subsidization of the area

d_es not alter the fact that per capita Micronesian_ cash incomes were•

almost three times as high before the war as they are now and that the

Micronesians freely used the Japamese-subsidized extensive public facilities.

For the outcome of the plebiscite .tobe favorable, the Mission believes

there must be an effective capital investment program before the plebiscite

S-I0
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to give the Micronesians a sense of progress to replace the deadly feel-

ing of economic dormancy.

8. While more than 95 percent of the budget of the Trust Territory

government is financed by the United States and the importance of those

funds in influencing a favorable plebiscite result is obvious, the

impact of United States funds has been lessened by: (a) considerable

feeling among Micronesianbureaucrats_ that a large part (actually over

$2 million) is spent on high salaries for United States personnel in

Micronesia; (b) numerous complaints about, and dissatisfactions with the

competence of the Trust Territory government (one district congress advised

the Mission that, despite area needs, they did not want more United States

funds if they were not "properly administered by real experts who should

be brought in"); and (c) some belief that United States aid results only

from United Nations action;and that Micronesla might not do as well as

a United States territory.

9. The Trust Territory government gets good marks fr_n the Micronesians,

however, for its genuine fostering of dm_ocratic _civil liberties and in-

creasing the participation of Micronesians in various levels of local

government (a territorial advisory council, six district legislatures and

a multitude of municipal governments). However, Micronesia is still a

long way in terms of experience and funds from being able to mount a viable

local government. The very multiplicity of local governmental levels is

beginning to cause problems, particularly at the municipal level where

S-If
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there is much dissatisfaction because of the realization that, in a large

majority of cases, the "U. S. imposed" municipal taxes produce only enough

revenue to pay salaries to municipal officials and councilmen for making

decisions that the village elders previously made free as a public service.

This is a clear case of too much government.

10. The great distances, cultural and linguistic barriers separating the

six districts of Micronesla also have special implications for a plebiscite.

The Mission found little consciousness among the people of the Trust

Territory of themselves as "Micronesians" and no emotional nationalistic

feelings. There are no traditions o_ unity but rather a history of indi-

vidual island cultures. There is almost unlversalignorance in each

district as to who are the leaders, political or otherwise, of the other

five districts, and there is little inclination to compromise on a district's

special interest in favor of the territory's advancement as a whole. This

regional separation is strengthened by the existence of separate district

legislatures, and to date only minor progress has been made toward a

centralized indigenous government. The district legislatures function

reasonably well given the small revenues they can command, but they repre-

sent conservative bastions for the maintenance of traditional policies,

and land and social customs. Within some districts, especially Yap and

Ponape, there is the additional complication of the outlying island group-

ings resenting the domination of the islands nearer to the district centers.

This situation requires the most carefully impartial handling by the United

States in the period before the plebiscite and the avoidance in the

S-12
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plebiscite of questions of special interest to particular districts, such

as "union with Guam" which is an issue in the Marianas. It also creates

the need for the right mix of political compromises in the organization of

the territorial legislature. (The Mission's report, in Part I, identifies

for each district the particular issues, political groupings and key people

of importance in that district. )

iI. The Mission has no difficulty in concluding that there is little desire

for independence in the Trust Territory. It would go so far as to say that

even if a plebiscite were held today Without preparation, the total vote

for independence would probably be only from 2 to 5 percent. The Mission

also concluded that there is no hard core of feeling against permanent

affiliation with the United States but, as described earlier, an inchoate

insecurity among a substantial number of the elite that can be allayed only

through certain actions recommended below.

12. The Mission recommends that the plebiscite be held in 1967 or 1968

because:

a. Our timetable calls for creation of the true terrltory-wide

legislature in the fall of 196_ and having its members serve

out an initial three-year term before the plebiscite, during

which the members from the _Ifferent districts can develop

more political experience working together than was possible

in the present territory-wide advisory council.

S -13
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b. The maximum impact of the recommended capital investment

program will not be felt until late 1967 on the one hand,

nor will it be felt as strongly after 1968, since the

Mission does not expect the development process in the

private sector of the Micronesian economy to be strong

enough to offset the anticipated cutback in the capital

investment program after fiscal year 1968 (by which time

the higher priority capital needs of education, public

health and public works will have been met).

c. The early definitive resolution of the political future

of Micronesia as a United States territory will make it

easier for the United States, if it so decides, to permit

Japanese businessmen, technicians and fishing vessels into

non-sensitlve area_ of the Trust Territory which would supply

a very great stimulus to economic development at no cost to

the United States and thereby permit reductions in the United

States subsidization of the territory.

If necessary, the plebiscite could be advanced to as early as 1966 by

compressing the schedule for the development of the legislature. The

legislature could be created by the spring of 1964 if the High Commis-

sioner were instructe@to do so. However, such an advance in the plebiscite

timing would be at the expense of giving the legislature less experience

and not waiting for the capital investment program to have its full impact.

S-14
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13. The questions offered in the plebiscite to the Microneslans should

be confined to two in number with some such general wording as follows:

(a) Are you in favor of becoming an independent nation?

(b) Are you in favor of a permanent affiliation with the

United States of America?

There will be some nations in the United Nations which, sensing our

objective, will claim that the plebiscite should be confined to the single

option of independence since the basic idea of trusteeships is that they

should terminate in independence. There may also be some_,natlonswhich

will claim that, in its 1967-68 state of development and dependence

Micronesla cannot realistically choose independence and is therefore not

being given real alternatives. To some extent, this latter argument could

be nullified by including a third plebiscite option -- namely, continuation

for the time being of the status quo of the trusteeship with the United

States as the admlnisterln_ power. From our viewpoint, this would reduce

the vote for permanent affiliation from 95 percent of those voting to a

substantially smaller percentage, although still a majority.

14. The Mission recommends the following steps as part of the overall

program to achieve our plebiscite objective and at the same time P:_mote

the longer•run political development and general advancement of the

Microneslans:

a. A qualified American should be appointed i_ each of the

six districts to develop and maintain continuous liaison

with the various leaders of the three politically critical
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groups. His main job would be to develop, in a gradual

way, interest among these people in his district in favor

of permanent affiliation by supplying the information needed

to eliminate their ignorance and allay their fears as to

what the affiliation would entail, as well as its advantages.

He would also administer useful adult education and United

States and world information programs, as well as the local

radio programmlngnow handled by the district director of

education. These six information officers, in whose recruit-

ment United States Information Service should cooperate,

would also perform through their supervisor at Headquarters

the regular political reporting function so acutely lacking

at present.

b Washington should facilitate the general development of•

•Micronesian interest in, and loyalties to, the United States _

by various actions, three of which are:

(1) Sponsorship by the Department of State of Micronesian

leader visits to the United States.

(2) Introduction in the school system of United States

oriented curriculum changes and patriotic rituals

recommended in the section of the Mission's repor_

dealing with education.

S°16
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(3) Increasing the number of college scholarships offered

to Micronesians, a highly sensitive issue in the Trust

Territory.

c. The Community Action Program by the 60 Peace Corps Volunteers

recommended in the Mission report should be begun because it

is of critical importance to both the plebiscite attitudes

and the overall advancement of the majority of Micronesians

living on islands outside the district centers. The program

as recommended (which excludes use of Peace Corps Volunteers

as teachers in the school system) and the realities of

.... Micronesian needs contain all the probabilities of a specta-

cular success for the Peace Corps.

d. Preparations should be taken to offer Micronesian government

employees and oth@r wage earners two specific inducements

to seek affiliation with the United States. First, after such

an affiliation Micronesian and United States personnel basic

pay scales would be equalized. Since the inequality exists

only in the professional and higher administrative echelons,

the cost would not be excessive. Second, rather than introduce

a retirement program for Micronesian government employees, the

Social Security system should be extended to all wage and salary

earners in Micronesia (most of whom are government employees)

with possible consideration of a more general inclusion simul-

taueously or at a later time.

• s-17
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15. The final factor of importance to the outcome of the plebiscite will

be the Micronesian leaders' inslstence on knowing the proposed organization

of Micronesia's post-plebisclte territorial government. The Micronesian

leaders are intelligent and in many cases quite sophisticated, and they

...... have been led to expect eventual independence; their willingness to pro-

duce a large popular vote for permanent affiliation will partially depend

on the measure of self-government to be given them within the structure of

territorial affiliation. This will also be of critical importance in the

United Nations since the trusteeship agreement requires "independence or

self-government" as the terminal objective. On the other hand, consider-

ation must be given to the need for continued adequate control by the

u_ United States and the traditional attitude of the Congress toward the

organization of territorial government. Also, there are clear limitations

on the present-day ability of the Micronesians to govern themselves.

As the practical solution of this many-pronged dilemma, the Mission recom-

mends a government organization for the .Territory.of Micronesia that gives,

on the one hand, a reasonable appearance of self-government through an

elected Micronesian legislature sad a Micronesiau Chief Executive nominated

by and having the confidence of th_legislature, but on the other hand

retains adequate control through the continuation of an appointed United

States High Commissioner. (This arrangement is similar to that now

• operating in the administration of the Ry_ Islands. ) The powers of

the High Commissioner _could range from:

/
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(a) The minimum of being able to withhold all or any part of the

United States funds going to the Micronesian government and

the authority to declare martial law and assume all legis-

lative and executive powers when the security of the United

States so requires; to

(b) the maximum additional power of vetoing all laws, confirming

the Chief Executive's appointments of key department directors

and dismissing the Chief Executive and dissolving the legis-

lature at any time. ::_

16. The Mission also recommends that, after the plebiscite, the Congress

._ recognize the expressed desire of the people of Micronesia to affiliate

by granting tham the status of United States nationals but that action on

an organic act be deferred until Congress Judges, that the development of

the territory has sufficiently advanced, and the territorial legislature

has had a chance to take action on the local customs and laws which now

protect tbm_lands and businesses of Micronesians.._ Once the people of Micro-

nesia have expressed their desire to affillate, it is highly advisable that

they feel that the question of their political future has been definitely

resolved by having the Congress grant them without delay the status of

U. S. nationals even though there may be subsequently protracted debate in

the Security Council over the termination of the trusteeship agreement.

• It is worth pointing out that the extension of the status of U. S. nationals

appears to the Mission, although questioned by State, to be legally possible

under the trusteeship agreement which permits the extension of all the
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administering authority's iaws to the Trust Territory, and that this

could be the first in a series of steps that could make the trusteeship

• agreement an academic issue, even if the Security Council were not

willing to terminate the trusteeship agreement.

17. Looking beyond the plebiscite and the subsequent achievement of

territorial status for Micronesia, what seems to be the possible long-

run political future of the area? First and most essential consideration

might be given to the union of the two territories of Micronesia and Guam

.... which would produce (a) economies of overhead in regular governmental

administration, transportation and other facilities, (b) a more economically

viable area along with a new stimulus to its economic development, and

(c) the _ :rapid modernization and Americanization of this United States

frontier in the Pacific. Such a union would involve a very delicate problem

of negotiation and would require consistertpress_re. However, the payoff

would be a substantial reduction in the need for appropriations as these

deficit areas came to stand more and more on their own feet. (Part II

of the Mission report includes recommendations for immediate action to

develop the economic interrelationship between Guam and the Trust

Terrltory. )

The even more distant problem of what ultimately, if anything, could or

should be done with the unified territory of Guam and Micronesia is at
P

---4 i"

present too much in the realm of clouded crystal ball gazing. Incorporation

-- as a county into .the State of Hawaii has been suggested in various places,
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and the Governor of Haws/i apparently feels that it is very much a

possibility, but the Guamanian and Micronesian leaders' long-run

political speculations definitely do not contemplate this degree of

absorption and loss of political independence. Furthermore, the

ultimate status of this territory may very well not be decided separately

but as part of a general solution devised by the United States for all

our remaining territories.
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Part II. The Capital Investment Program for Overall Develo_nent

i. Until fiscal years 1963 and 1964, when the Congress authorized an

. appropriation of $17.5 million for the Trust Territory and appropriated

$15 million for each of those years, the level of United States appro-

priations for Micronesia had averaged slightly under $7 million annually.

Outside of new transportation facilities, few new capital investments

were possible within this budget and those were achieved at the expense

of an overall net capital disinvestment -- that is, by permitting the

deterioration of buildings, machinery and public faciliti@s. The running

down and eventual destruction of much of the physical plant inherited

from the Japanese and Navy administrations , which is amply evident in all

the districts, has proved to be "a very expensive "economy".

2. The decision by the United States to bring about the permament affi-

liation of Micronesia requites the formulation of programs that will have

both the maximum political impact in the plebiscite and will also advance

the Micronesians in the long run as rapidly as possible toward satisfactory

living standards. A successful initiation of the economic development of

the area is critical not only to the plebiscite and the living standards

of the people who would become United States nationals but also to

eventually relieving the United States Of the financial burden of sub-

sidizing those living standards.

@

3. The bulk of the increased funds in fiscal years 1963 and 1964 is being

used in a program Just starting for the construction and operation of an
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expanded and accelerated elementary school system. In view of the remark-

able degree to which educational opportunities are almost desperately

. wanted by all classes of Micronesians (including surprisingly the most

traditional-minded clan chlefs) this priority of funds was exactly right

by every criterion of United States objectives.

4. The Mission found, however, an unsatisfactory state of affairs in the

Trust Territory government with respect to the development of the overall

size and the components of an integrated capital investment and operating

program (including the educational sector) that would meet Trust Territory

needs in the framework of United States objectives. The High Commissioner

_ himself believes that the $57 million long-range capital program briefly

presented by him to the House Interior Committee last year was not based

on an adequate study of sectoral needs and priorities within those sectors

to achieve the most favorable develol_nentaland political impact.

5. The Mission members therefore proceeded within the short time available

to identify the specific sectoral social and economic capital need and

feasibilities in the survey of each of the six districts. Simultaneously,

the Mission members surveyed the policies and administrative problems

specific to each of the sectors and tho'sethat could probably arise in

connection with an overall capital investment and development program.

The Mission then worked out the overall priorities and their interrelation-
@

ship and formulated the optimal program it Judged to be a feasible and

efficient maxlmum_ given the differing district _abor availabilities and

aT
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other resources. This maximum program totals $_2 million of capital invest-

ment over the four fiscal years from 1965 through 1968 with _annual operating

. costs ascending from $14.5 million in 1965 to $15.9 million in 1966, $18.5

million in 1967 and $20.2 million in 1968. The Mission also presents, at

the other end of the scale, the minimum program it believes sufficient to

achieve United States political and developmental objectives which involves

somewhat inferior educational and other standards and slower• economic

development. The minimum program totals $31 million of capital investment

over the four-year period and somewhat lower operating costs than the

maximum program.

..... 6. To look at it in various perspectives, the maximum program is a small

program, except in education, relative to the investment made by the Japanese

government before World War II. The $360 average per capita annual expendi-

ture that it represents is not very meaningful in the Trust Territory with

its 81,000 people scattered through a vast area, but it is closer to the

small per capita expenditure of Britain and France in their Pacific colonies

(under $60) than it is to the high per capita expenditure ($1,300) of small

Denmark for the 23,000 inhabitants of Greenland. Also, in view of our

political objectives, the program should be viewed in relation to the

Micronesians' average per capita income of about $80 per year -- the

equivalent of $36 in 1939 prices -- compared to the comparable 1939

Micronesian average of about $i00. Given the rate of increase in the

population of Micronesia (about 3.5 percent annually) and the almost

negligible impact of current technical assistance efforts, the economic
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development problem will not be solved except with some such capital

investment program such as that presented in the report.

" 7. The major items in sectoral breakdown of the optimal capital invest-

ment program from 1965 through 1968 are:

Education $9.9 million

Health 2._ "

Public safety and Judiciary 0.9 "

Economic Development Fund 5.0 "

Transportation 1.5 "

Communication and radio 2.7 "

_ Public Works 13.0 "

Equipment replacement 2.5 "

Housing assistance 1.2 "

The small percentage of the proposed program devoted to economic develop-

ment projects -- which would be administered through a recommended Economic

Development Fund --is due to some extent to the anticipated response of

private Micronesian and United States capital. However, it is primarily

a reflection of the Trust Territory's very limited ability to use such

funds effectively, given its meager production resources and tiny, dis-

persed markets. The limited prospects for the growth of the private

economy dictate that for the foreseeable future this will continue to be

a deficit area notwithstanding the development that will result from the

•proposed progrsm. Prospects would be brighter, and the post-1968 need

fors sidizationreducedirWas.W ad be toc-celmated
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States import duties on processed fish (a privilege enjoyed by American

Samoa) and to eliminate, after the plebiscite, entry restrictions (except

in the KwaJalein area) on Japanese businessmen, technicians and fishing

vessels. And, in the still more distant future, although not now fore-

seeable, what looks like a "Y_IcronesianFolly" -- Justifiable only for

its strategic value -- may very well develop into a viable economy based

on American residents and tourists.

The large part of the capital investment program, and the even larger part

of the annual operating program, devoted to education reflect the acute

need and the critical importance of that program. But,_given the limit-

_ ations on the feasible rate of economic development, it also poses a

dilemma. Modern education, particularly secondary education, will create

a demoralizing unemployment problem as graduates refuse to return to

their primitive outlying lands and to the extent that they are not aided

to continue on to college. It is essential that the safety valve of

legally unlimited (and possible financially-aided) immigration to the

United States be established. Fortunately, that would come to pass when

the Micronesians are given United States national status, if not sooner.

0
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Part III. Administration in the Trust Territory

i. The Mission regrets to report that a major obstacle to the overall

development of the Trust Territory is the creaky functioning of the quasi-

colonial bureaucracy in the Trust Territory government. Unqualified

" American officials with remarkable long periods of bureaucratic longevity,

many from the days of Navy military government, are more the rule than

the exception. There is a real and present danger that increased appropria-

tions by the Congress will not be used with maximum effectiveness and that

the Trust Territory government cannot implement the progra_ needed in the

area. Increased numbers of permanent personnel in the Trust Territory

government staff are assumed by too many department heads in too many

cases to constitute the needed "expansion of programs".

2. The Mission believes that a new approach to territorial administration

is required if the Executiv$ and the Congress want results. This should

be the conscious effort to utilize the services of other Federal agencies

or to contract out the implementation of the new and expanded programs

recommended in this report. Based on its survey the Mission is convinced

that results will be quicker and the overall and long-run costs of such a

policy cheaper. To list Just a few examples, the Mission recommends that

+ the recruitment of American teachers be .provided. for through a contract

between the High Commissioner and the State of Hawaii, that the provision

: of American physicians be contracted for with "Medico", that a private

consulting organization provide advisory services in connection with the

administration of the proposed Economic Development Fund an_ that the
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Immigration and Naturalization Service take over immigration functions in

the area.

There has been sufficient exploration by the Mission to be reasonably sure

of the general flexibility, and in most cases the particular willingness,

of the suggested agencies and contractors to undertake those functions.

Contract supervision will pose its own set of problems for the Trust

Territory government, but it can handle these problems more readily. To

charge the Trust Territory government with the task of implementing with

its own staff a relatively large and complicated program will not only

involve many years' delay anl much waste, but will saddle that government

.... (and the United States) with the costs of permanently swollen bureaucracy

necessarily recruited in many cases without full qualifications owing to

the pressure Qf time. The need for many of these contractual services will

disappear as certain programs are completed and others are increasingly

staffed by qualified Micronesians.

3- The Trust Territory governmental organization of functional departments

at headquarters in Saipan and in the six district administrations headed

by district administrators is basically sound. However, there is a serious

problem of communication between headquarters departments and their district

counterparts partially arising from the over-centralization of authority

in the High Commissioner's office. Essentially, the High Commissioner

uses his department heads as staff officers, and they have no real oper-

ating authority delegated to them, nor are they permitted t0 deal directly
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with their district counterparts nor with the district administrators.

Furthermore, it is alleged that the district administrators frequently

alter professional technical policies and programs. The Mission believes

that in the interests of better administration of both the pre-pleblsclte

"master plan" and the particular nature of the post-pleblscite territorial

government, that the delegation of powers by the High Commissioner to his

department heads be permanently clarified. The headquarters department

directors should be given professional and technical responsibility for

their programs, beginning with Departments of Education, H_alth and

Agriculture, and a management specialist should be sent to the Trust

Territory to spell out the specific steps to accomplish this objective.

4. Budgeting in the Trust Territory government is simply a means of setting•

a ceiling on expenditures rather than a planning mechanismthrough which

programs are developed and 9arrled on effectively. There are numerous and

serious deficiencies in both budget formulation and execution, and the

accounting of expenditures. The Mission recommends various specific

measures among which are requiring the full funding of construction projects

starting in the FY 1965 budget and separate accounting for business-service

operations including payment for such services as the Trust Territory

government receives.

5. Due to the long supply lines back to the United S_ates and inadequate

funds, the Mission found serioussupply deficiencies iparticularly in

medical supplies and spare parts) at various points through the system.

The Mission recommends certain funding and management actions.

CO_Lu_,_iAL--
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6. Under United Nations pressure and our own response to it, the policy

of replacing American officials with Micronesians has been pressed to

- the point of using poorly qualified Micronesians. The Mission has investi-

gated various possible training programs to meet this problem and makes

specific recommendations regarding training for public administrators,

teachers and medical practitioners.

7. The Mission recommends in regard to American personnel that minim_n

professional qualifications be formulated, that the Department of Interior

adopt a compulsory rotation program and that the directors of education,

public health and engineering and construction be upgraded.

8. The ultimate objective should be a single personnel system where

American and Micronesian officials in similar positions receive equal

basic pay. In the interim and as a measure to reduce friction and encourage

Micronesians to complete their full education, the Mission recommends the

adoption of a new transitional schedule in the Micronesian pay scale for

senior professional officials who meet every qualification requirement

for comparable grades in the Federal civil service. Once a unified

personnel system is established and the Social Security system is extended

to territorial employees, the new American employees entering after that

date should have terrltorial-employee status rather than Federal employee

status, unless they are detailed from a Federal agency.
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9. The pol_Cy and administrative relationship between Washington,

especially the Department of Interior, and the Trust Territory govern-

. ment must be sharply improved. There has been, on the :part of Washington,

both insufficient guidance as to new policies and program objectives and

a lack of review in depth of the Trust Territory government's adminis-

trative implementation of them. A major reason seems to have been the

tradition of treating the Trust Territory government somewhat as a

sovereign foreign government. This is in the Mission's opinion an

unnecessary and inadvisable interpretation of the administ_erlng power's

role in the Trust Territory. One important example of these deficiencies

is the lack of familiarity by many high officials in the Trust Territory

with the policy shift contained in NASM 145 and the marked failure of

that Presidential policy statement to have sufficient impact on Trust

Territory government policy. To correct the general problem, the Mission

recommends :

a. The Task Force created by NASM 145 should continue up through the

plebiscite as a program and policy advisory group to the Secretary of

the Interior. They should be involved in the adoption of a "master plan"

of priority programs and periodic review in Washington of the progress

of these programs as well as approving any later modifications.

b. Annual visits of an evaluation team to the Trust Territory to ascertain

by field inspections that the "master plan'! is being implemented in

accordance with the terms of reference approved by Washington. The _eam
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should serve the Secretary of the Interior, but the Task Force might aid

the Secretary of the Interior in nominating the membership of the team,

. and should of course have full access to the report of the team for

such action as it considers appropriate. If the team's annual visits

" were to coincide with the Trust Territory government's budget formulation,

it would further insure the implementation of the "master plan" and would

facilitate the more intensive budget examination by Interior that is needed.

c. The High Commissioner should be appointed by the Secretary of the
i}

Interior rather than the President partially because of certain legal

anomalies involved in the position being filled through a Presidential

.... appointment, but primarily to focus responsibility on the Secretary for

the continuing guidance of the administration of the Trust Territory.

d. The Secretary of Interior should issue an order clarifying the exact

powers delegated to the Hig_ Commissioner and those reserved to the

Secretary in accordance with the draft appended to the Mission report.
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PART I

TWE POLITICAL DEVELGPMENT OF MICRONESIA

Talking about United States policy for the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands, a young Micronesian on the boat from KvaJalein to

Ebeye burst out, "I feel blind". Many Micronesians and Americans: are

wondering about the present and future status of the Trust Territory,

but virtually no one has focused upon the idea and the need for a

plebiscite in Micronesia in the near future that would propose permanent

affiliation with the United States° The Washington policy formulated

last year of bringing about the permanent association of _he Trust

Territory with the United States has not had an observable impact in

Micronesia.

It has generally been accepted instead that it will take many years of

tutelage under an indefinite Unite_ States trusteeship for Micronesla

to develop to the point where it can be an independent or self-

governing, economically viable entity capable of determining its own

status an@future. _cause we have not come to grips with the problem

of international trusteeship and political reality, policies for the

Trust Territory have :been hesitant and planning uncertain, _Lle the

lack of a definite objective has not only confused the Micronesians,

but hampered the administration of the Americans.

A. Problems of the Trusteeship Status

Little blame for the lace of a definite goal can be lev'led, upon :Ln&Lviclm_

officials in the Trust Territory, most of whom have performed their tasks
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under arduous physical handicaps, with pitiful resources and an

extraordinarily difficult transport_communicatlons system. The

" fault to date lies instead in the conflicting interest of the United

States with regard to the Trust Territory and the concept of an

indefinite trusteeship itself.

The United States has been torn between the need to retain full control

over Micronesia for _nerican security interests and its anxiety to

abide by a progressive international philosophy toward dependent ter-

ritorieso The conflict was evlden_ in the decision to place Micronesia

under the United Nations trusteeship system, but in a special agreement

_ with the Security Council that permits the United States to close off

any area at any time from UN inspection for security reasons.

Since the initiation of the trusteeship, we have continued to equivocate.

On the one hand, based on the understanding that the area might someaay

become independent, we have been attempZing to be scrupulously neutral

in our limited action to develop a self-sufficient and self-governing

Micronesia. The United States has been celebrating United Nations Day

throughout the Trust Territory, while the Fourth of July is generally

ignored; the Trust Territory f_g is given as much, if not more proml-

nence than the American flag_ we have been reluctant to force the use

of English upon the natives in order to give full respect to _he nine

major languages of Nicronesia, none of which is spoken by more than

25,000 people; we have delivered the care and trea_nent of the sick

to native practitioners, although no Micronesian has a degree of doctor of
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medicine; we have encouraged down to the smallest village the practice

of local representative govermmen_, despite doubts as to its utility

' and acceptance; we have promoted the development of native legislatures

and courts, despite an obvious lack of native leadership, experience

and ability; and we have restrained the free entry into the area of

American investment and American private enterprise.

On the other hand, ve have had to face the practical realities of the

situation and the need to preserve American security inter_ests. The

Defense Department is expanding rather than reducing its activities

in the territory; almost as many Americans work in the Trust Territory

administration now as five years ago, and the reality is that additional,

rather than fewer Americans are needed; all major positions of authority

are still held by Americams_ and the United States continues to finance

well over ninety percent of _the cost of government in Micronesia.

The dichotomy in United States interests is also reflected in the

frequent shifts of responsibility that have occurred between the Navy

and the Department of the Interior for the administration of all or

portions of the territory. These shifts have resulted in unfortunate

breaks in the continuity of administration, planning, and _evelopmant.

In the confusion over American goals for the Trust Territory, our

policy has been to "stimulate and promote the .attainment of self-rule

among the Micronesians" within some undefined framework. The resulting

attitude, at least until 1962_ was largely that of a custodian,
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protecting, preserving, and maintaining the territory, with insufficient

emphasis on, or interest in development for the future. The tendency

to hold the llne is evidenced by the stability in the annual appropri-

ations for the Trust Territory between 1952 and 1962 - - ranging between

_4.3 million and _6o8 million _ _ during a long period of rising prices

and expanding international commitments by the United States. The

limited appropriations also reflect the policy that the United States

ought not to finance a level of government services in the territory

vhlch the local :-conomycould not _upport in the event of eventual

Independence •

Americans in Micronesia have m_rked time in seLf_conscious uneasiness

while _tching the deterioration of roads: schools, hospitals and other

public works_ and the continued stagnation of the local economy. As

a result, we have wound up with a run-down physical plant, a poor show-

case of American administration and a Micronesian people who are non-

aggres_ive_ but rather apathetic, -_illingto follow, but timid in

accepting obligations and responsibility_ an_ making minimum use of

their potentialities. Without clear political objectives, the economic

and political development of Micronesia cannot move forward with much

vigor, for initiative will be stifled and administration will remain a

routine servicing affair rather than an imaginative tool for progress.

.Backgroun_ on Trusteeship

Pen&ing the arrival of that day in the dlstAut future when an undefined

sumething will happen as the result of Micronesia's development towar@

self_rule, we have continued to assume that the present trusteeship

agreement will contlmae for an unspecified perio_ despite some heckling

_,j_ ._,.,_.,_, ._..tl.,tetl_.. _
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from the unfriendly members of the United Nations. The fact is that

trusteeships are out of date. The legal status of trust territories

actually contributes to the drift in which we and the Micronesians

find ourselves, and the United States may soon be in the embarrassing

position of administering the only area under a UN trusteeship in the

world o

The concept of mandates and trusteeships evolved during World War I

from a disenchantment with the exploitation and trading of colonies by

t_.egrea_ powers° Rather than treat the weaker peoples of Africa, the

Middle East and the Pacific that were detached from Germany and Turkey

as mere spoils of war, it was agreed to place those dependent areas in

The care of "mandatoz_J_'or administering powers, which would exercise

sovereignty over the areas subject to the guiding principles of the

League of Nations. _lle independence was recognized as a possibility

for the mandated former possessions of Turkey, the emphasis in Africa

and the Pacific was upon protection and tutelage by an advanced nation.

The United Nations inherited and endorsed this philosophy during and

after _._orldWar !I, but added to the responsibilities of each admin-

istering power the promotion of self-government in the dependent ter-

ritorieso Under the United Nations Charter, the administering powers

transferred their mandates into "trusts",_ and a Trusteeship Council

was established as the principle organ of the new organization both

to receive reports and petitions and to supervise the regular visits

of inspection to the trust territories.

- _ -
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Japan had seized Micronesia--the Mariana, Caroline and Marshall Islauds--

from Germany in 191_. By the Treaty of Versailles, however, Japan was

denied title to the islands and, in keeping with the Covenant of the
@

League of Nations, instead received a class "C" mandate to exercise

sovereignty over the area. In keeping with the letter of the mandate,

Japan essentially governed the islands as an integral part of its own

territory. It violated the spirit of the mandate, however, insofar as

it proceeded to fortify and heavily colonize the area.

.... The United States occupied Micronesia by conquest during World War If,

and, immediately after the war, the military forces urged the retention

of the area as American territory by virtue of that conquest. No public
J

doubt existed that the United States had a paramount interest in the

islands, and that they could not be left to go their own way or be

returned to Japan. The position of the military, however, contradicted
J

the non-aggressive war aims of the United States and came at a time when

American support for the principles of the United Nations to maintain

peace and promote international Justice ran high.

Because of these conflicting interests, the United States entered into

a unique agreement with the Security Council of the United Nations, under

'-" _ Article 82 of the United Nations Charter, for a "strategic" trusteeship

over Micromesia. The trusteeship differs from others in that, under

Article 83(i) of the Charter, the Security Council, rather than the

General Assembly exercises the functions of the United Nations relating

- 6 -
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to the area, including aczion on "the terms of the trusteeship agreement

and their alteration or amendment". Both the Security Council and the

General Assembly, however, make use of the Trusteeship Council to assist
f

them in carrying out their responsibilities for trust territories.

While the basic objectives of the trusteeship system, set forth in

Ar_icle 76 of the _har_er, apply in the strategic trusteeship as well,

the United States is authorized, under the terms of the agreement, to

close all or portions of the Trust Territory for security reasons and

to detenmine the extent to _rhichit -_zillreport on such areas or open

them for inspection. The agreement _s approved by the Security Council

on April 2, 1947, and by a Joint Resolution of the Congress on July 18,

1947.

In 1947, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands was one of eleven

United Nations trusteeships_ However, with the rapid postwar movement

toward independence for former dependent areas, only three trusteeships

re_ain today. In addition to our own, there is Nauru, a small island

south of the Mmrshalls _hich is inhabited by only 2,000 people whom

Australia plans to evacuate to its own shores in the near future thus

terminating the trust. Finally, there is a trust area in northeast New

- Guinea, which Australia administers jointly with its own territory of

Papua on the same island, all of which, according to reports, Australia

is steering toward independence under an arrangement in which Australia

would be responsible for the new nation's defense and foreign relations.

-- 7 "
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Thus, looking at the events of the past decade and a half, international

trusteeship has almost become extinct as a device for fostering the

- development of dependent peoples.

The Need For a Plebiscite

_ndates and trusts have played a useful role in the development of

the new world community° They have had an effect upon the improvement

of all colonial policy° But it would be difficult to demonstrate

that the administering powers have done more or less for their trust

territories than they have done for their own colonies 6r possessions.

There is, therefore, a fundamental question as to whether trusteeship

..... remains the best device for integrating the Micronesian people into

the strenuous _oliticai and economic conditions of the modern world.

The emphasis of our trusteeship has been on protection, not adaption

and development, for exan_le, the protection of local languages against

English, which offers superior means of communication in the world

today; the protection of local subsistence economy against American

capital and management that could improve low-income levels, inadequate

transportation and wre_ched housing. The indefinite, but obviously

long-term nature and vague goals of the trusteeship contribute greatly

to _hat protective a_titude.

The true responsibility of the United States is to provide for a rapid

systematic ada1_ation of Micronesia to the environment of modern society.

It is a _,_d,_-tal conclusion of the Mission that international trustee-

ship, as applied to Micronesia, is not suited to the achievement of that
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end because it has resulted in an aimless drift in which no goal is

immediately or read/ly apparent. It does not excite the energies of

the people themselves, and it has actually retarded the development of

institutions and resources that permit the people to tame their best

place in the modern world because of its resulting emphasis on pro-

tec_ion. The legal form of trusteeship is a delusion if it condemns

the Micronesians to live in poverty without the stimulus of outside

aid or contact. The administrator who works in the drift of trusteeship,

with the possibility of independence in the distant future, is confounded.

The less sophisticated Micronesian simply wonders where all the fuss is

leading him.

It is true tha_ the United Nations has--through its debates, criticisms

and other pressures--sought to use the trusteeship vehicle to push the

more rapid develoymen% of Micronesia. But, insofar as the United Nations

pressures are aimed at eventual creation of an independent Micronesia,

we believe that they will sooner or later result in even greater frus-

tration and will postpone work toward a realistic goal. Independence

of _icronesla would only be possible, given the various United States

and _cronesian needs, on the unreliable and undependable basis for

both parties of an arrangement involving continuing United States sub-

sidles on the one hand and "permanent" ceding by Micronesia of exclusive

defense a_ military use rights to the United States on the other hand.

Nor will continuing United States subsidies alone satisfy the Micro-

nesians in the long run because certain inflexible economic limitations

- 9 -
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of the area and the increasing population pressure must eventually

compel substantial emigration of Micronesians.

Thus, the Micronesians would inevitably end up pressuring the United

States, or if refused by the United States, some other major power for

a special association that would involve both parties in the substance

of a territorial relationship, but would not satisfy either party's

need for a permanen_ dependable association.

There is also, of course, the further likelihood that the continuation

of the United States trusteeship will be seriously challenged in the

United Nations. If we are left with the sole trusteeship in the world,

__ the United Nations pressures for action will grow. Both our enemies

and the uncommitted or emerging nations can be expected to become

increasingly critical. Our embarrassment could become acute and our

prestige in the _rld com_Aulty is certain to suffer; a very difficult

situation might result over which we _ have little or no control.

Given the factors outlined above--(1) the United States need to

retain control of Micronesia for security reasons; (2) the increasing

possibility that our trusteeship will be challenged; (3) the lace of

a clear United States policy and the need for a goal around which to
cA

buil_ a realistic development pro_; (_) the conclusion that con-

tinuation of the trusteeship tends to reinforce our present custodial

attitude and aimless policy; an_ (5) the impossibility of true indepen-

dence for Micronesla--it is the conclusion and rec-m_-_-tlon of the

- i0 -
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Mission that the United States should take the initiative now in

action that would result in a termination of the trust agreement

_ and the permanent affiliation of Micronesia with the United States.

A plebiscite among the Micronesians is essential to such action and

should be held as soon as possible in the interests of the Micronesians

and the United States.

B. Territory-wide factors affectin_ a plebiscite

Before any meaningful discussions can be presented regarding the timing,

terms, and mechanics of the plebiscite and the steps req_uired to bring

about the desired result, it is necessary to take into account six

major factors that shape the current attitudes of Micronesians and the

present and future development of political institutions and leadership

in Micronesia. These interrelated factors essentially affect any

analysis of political forces, their care, capture and control.

i. Existin_ 5overnmental;or_anization

The government of the Trust Territory, with the exception of the clan

and familial government traditionally exercised by the chiefs, has

been created under the authority of the trusteeship agreement with the

Security Council (approved by a joint resolution of the Congress on

July 18, 1947) and the Act of June 30, 1954, as amended (48 U.S.C. 1681),

of the Congress. Article 3 of the agreement provides that the United

States will "have full powers of administration, legislation, and

jurisdiction over the territory' subject to the provisions of the

-- agreement. The Act of Congress vests all executive, legislative and

- ii-
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judicial authority necessary for the civil administration of the

territory in, and provides for the exercise of that authority by such

persons and in such manner as the President may direct.

The President currently, under Executive Order No. 11021 of May 7, 1962,

has delegated his authority to the Secretary of the Interior subject to

certain policy guidance from the President and collaboration with other

departments with respect to carrying out the obligations of the United

States under the trusteeship agreement. Previously, the President had

vested authority over first all and then parts of the Trust Territory

in the Secretary of the Navy. The 1962 order brought Saipan and the

northern Marianas under Interior and again united the Trust Territory

under one agency.

The Secretary of the Interior, in turn, has delegated his executive

authority to the High Com_ssioner of the Trust Territory and his judicial

authority to the Chief Justice of the Trust Territory. The former has

been appointed by the President, the latter by the Secretary.

The High Commissioner has, through the years, issued various orders

and a code for the Trust Territory which comprise the basic laws of the

area (the need to clarify his legislative authority is discussed in Part III

of the report), and he and his staff have served as the executive branch

of the government. This central government, with headquarters now in

Saipan, has been organized around its major programs to include the

departments of public safety, public works, education, public health,

agriculture and fisheries, communications, property and supply and various

staff offices. _ _----£E._'--T_UJ

-i2 -
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The Trust Territory has been divided into six districts -- the Mariana

Islands, Ya_ Truk, Ponape, Palau and the Marshall Islands -- with their

= district centers being Saipan (Marianas), Kolonia (Yap), Moen (Truk),

Kolonia (Ponape), Koror (Palau) and Majuro (Marshalls). The departments

of the government of the Trust Territory function in each of those districts

subject to the general coordination and control of a district administrator

appointed by the High Commissioner. Similarly, judges of the district

courts are appointed by the High Commissioner. Appeals from district

court decisions or original cases are heard by the High Court, whose

members are appointed by the Secretary of the Interior but whose budget

is controlled by the High Commissioner. The Trust Territory government

employs some 2,200 personnel in district and headquarters administration,

of which almost ninety percent are Micronesian, only one of whom holds

a post above the level of department head at the district level.

A considerable effort has been made by the Trust Territory government

to sponsor and develop local government with limited legislative powers

in districts and municipalities. Each of the districts has a legislature

of varying composition and method of selection chartered by the High

Commissioner. They are unicameral and generally popularly elected,

although the traditional chiefs also have representation in the Marshalls

and Palau. These legislatures do have certain legislative powers in

district matters, the power to impose certain taxes and to appropriate the

revenues. However, their slight revenues ($242,000 in fiscal 1962) do not

- 13 -
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provide the possibility for financing significant programs and are

generally used for local education, to supplement particular territorial

government activities, or support small projects of interest to the district

legislatures. All their legislation is subject to the approval of the

_" district administrator or the High Commissioner.

A major campaign has been underway to complete the chartering of all

Micronesian municipalities with the objective of having a complete scheme

of local government throughout the Territory. They vary in size, however,

from Saipan which constitutes one municipality with 8,000 people, down to

communities of less than a hundred souls. Generally, their charters provide

for an elected magistrate with minor powers and a council, also with minor

taxing and other powers. The exercise of those powers is severely limited

in most areas of Micronesia since such municipal governments are operating

at a level where the existing clan government usually prevails.

At the territorial level, the Council of Micronesia has now been created,

evolving out of aninterdistrict advisory council of Micronesian leaders

that began meeting regularly in 1956. The Council is composed of two repre-

sentatives elected by popular vote from each district (except in Ponape where

they are selected by the legislature, and in the outer islands of Yap where

they are selected by the Chiefs or thedistrict administrator). The Council

held two sessions in 1962 and 1963. It passes declarations, resolutions ,

and recommendations for such actionas the High Commissioner deems necessary_

- but it has no legislative powers.

A
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2. Distance I transportation and communications

Micronesia consists of a series of small islands scattered over an area of

= the Pacific as large as the mainland of the United States. Even in the best

of circumstances, this means that the islands and districts of the area are

...... ' isolated little communities. The largest center of population is the Truk

atoll with some 15,000 inhabitants. Other relatively sizeable district

centers exist, such as Ponape with 11,500 'people, Saipan with almost 8,000,

Koror with 4,100 and Majuro with 4,000, but they are remote from one another,

the outside world and the other half of the Trust Territory population which

lives in smaller conlnunities in the outlying islands.

__J Saipan, the headquarters of the Trust Territory government, is less than

an hours flight from Guam, the gateway to the Territory, but it is necessary

to go through Guam at present to go from headquarters to any of the other

district centers by Trust Territory plane. To go from Guam to Yap, the

nearest district center, it is necessary to fly 460 miles, and from Yap

to Palau another 253 miles must be covered.• In another direction from

Guam lies Truk, 554 miles away, thence to Ponape, another 382 miles,

Kwajalein, another 583 miles, and finally Majuro, the district center of

the Marshalls, another 263 miles.

The problems of transport and co,,nunicaCions from a technical point of view

are discussed more fully in another part of the report, but the great

.... distances separating the islands, the slowness and infrequency of transporta-

tion from one district to another and the awkwardness and expense of wire
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and radio communication, almost all of which is governmental, frustrate a

reasonable integration of the economy, political and social life and prevent

a normal diffusion of central ideas that might serve as unifying political

principles. There is a danger of continued provincialism and separatism

' unless transport and communications difficulties can be overcome.

3. Diversity of cultures

The historical remoteness of the islands from one another has produced a

diversity of cultures in Micronesia. Political, social and economic patterns

and institutions vary significantly almost on an island to,island basis.

Nine major languages and several dialects are used. Until recently, even

the concept of a single united district comprising a group of neighboring

.... islands was foreign to their traditions.

Neither the Spaniards nor the Germans, although exercising sovereignty over

the islands, brought them under a cohesive administration; while the

Japanese, except for teaching their language in the lower grades, created

no political or social institutions that would stimulate the self-conscious-

ness of the Micronesians as a relatedpeople. The Japanese governed the

mandated territory from Koror in Palau, making it an attractive, prosperous

capital; the United States_ mixed up between Navy and Interior Department

administration, has governed the Territory from Honolulu, Guam, and now

rather awkwardly from Saipan where the people have an intense attachment for

Guam but rather little regard for the culturally different people of the other

districts. However, the United States, in-its action to establish a
.°

territory-wideCoumcil of M!cronesia , the first in all Micronesian history,

has begum to bridge the traditional isolation of the islands.

• - 16 -
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Given the conglomeration of peoples, languages, cultures, isolated atolls

and islands, thesubdivision of the area into district administrations, first

by the Germans and Japanese, and now by the United States, has had to be

rather arbitrary. The present districts are not culturally homogeneous.

The Marianas are most homogeneous, despite a Carolinian minority that remains

somewhat culturally and politically distinct from the Chamorro majority. But

the Ponape District, for example, contains two Polynesian, rather than

Micronesian, islands, and Kusaie, which speaks a different language than

Ponape Island, believes it is equal to, or better than Ponape and has

petitioned for a district of itsown. In some cases, especially in the

eastern Carolines, the outlying islands near district boundaries have

a closer affinity for the neighboring district than they do for parts

of their own.

The selection of district centers and their consequent, more rapid

advancement and closer ties to transport and communications facilities

has also resulted in friction with the outlying islands. Significant

differences in levels of development now exist, for example, between the

Palau district center at Koror and the outer islands such as Peleliu. In

the Yap District, the outer islands have yet to gain representation in the

district legislature. In many ways, the outer islands have come to feel

that they are being outdistanced and overwhelmed by the district centers.

i
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•What Micronesia lacks most is a long co,non experience with shared

institutions. To be under four foreign powers in less than seventy years,

each using its own language, economic and political standards, and to have

four capitals in thirty years hardly helps develop that necessary

experience and denies any hope for the imediate cultural cohesion of

Micronesia.

4. Familial and clan patterns

Except in the Marianas, the familial or clan patterns of life through-

out Micronesia are an important political factor° Families and clans

are the objects of primary allegiance in many areas and the centers

of basic authority. Large areas of land, indeed, sometimes whole

islands, often classified as in "private ownership," are in reality

controlled by a clan, with use rights being apportioned through

historical practice_ communal agreement and the intervention of

the elders or chiefs of the clan. (A curious and important factor

tending to perpetuate the power of the traditional chiefs in many

communities where terribly complicated structures of land rights

exist is their uniquely authoritative knowledge of boundaries and

rights.) Land •is the tie that binds families and clans together;

the right to occupy and use land, guaranteed by family membership,
"4

is the security of young•and old, and the index of hierarchical

" patterns. In Yap, for example, all useful land is held by the

families except for a little held by rel_gious missions and used by

the gover=ment--the public domain land consists of mangrove swamps.

- 18 -
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In the Marshalls, Ponape, Truk and Palau, although the United States

is encouraging homesteading of the public domain, leasing and register-

ing of private land transactions and other devices designed both to

clarify title and increase individual ownership of homes and farms,

the family-clan patte=n with its many chiefs is omnipresent. Urban-

ization, with the movement of young men to district centers and the

increase in a cash economy_ of course_ tends to break down clan

and chief authority. But the young men working for the government

and the trading companies, speaking English and absorbing western
I

ideas still have an emotional attachment to their family and clan,

and to their chiefs who, after all, are relatives, often close ones,

and often men of character and leadership.

Whereas the Germans and Japanese tended to utilize the chiefs as

their agents in the adminilstration of the territory, the United

States has attempted increasingly to introduce representative,

democratic government based on the electoral process. Even in this

new system, the chiefs_ in many instances, have simply become the

magistrates, being "elected": by their clans. The tendency to select

men other than the chiefs as magistrates occurs mainly in the larger,

more urbanized •municipalities. Nevertheless, when this occurs it is

still generally true that the elected magistrates must be sure to

retain the traditional chiefs' support.

- 19•-•
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The traditional chiefs tend to be men over 45 years old; they are

not likely to have a working command of English, although they may

O

speak Japanese; they are naturally more conservative and rooted

in local interests than the younger Micronesians working for the
4

government. This does not mean that they are reactionary, particu-

larly in their concern for "more education" for the younger people

which all Micronesians feel is the magic key to raising their incomeS;

indeed, a number of them have extraordinary leadership qualities and

0
receive profound respect from the people. In many responses from

ordinary, non-English-speaking Micronesians 9 and in rank and

file conversations with Micronesian women, it was obvious that they

knew their chiefs and magistrates personally and by name, whereas

they did not usually know their representative in the district legis-

lature unless he was the same man. Such people rarely knew anything

about the Council of Micronesia and the delegates to it from their

district. They never knew the names of the delegates from other

districts.

5. The Youn$ Leaders of Micronesia

According to the figures in the 15th annual report to the United

Nations in 1962, the Trust Territory government and other United

States agencies in the area employ 65 percent of all the Micronesians

who work for wages_ and this figure excludes elementary school

teachers, the majority of whom secure supplementary bonuses from the
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Trust Territory government. In this pool_ occupying positions as

department heads or assistant department heads in the district ad-

• ministrations and special staff positions in headquarters are the

overwhelming number of potential leaders of Micronesia. Many of these

" men_ mostly in their thirties and selec=ed for their knowledge of

English and their formal high school education, are also doing double

duty as members of the district legislatures and the Council of Micro-

nesia. In fact_ they dominate most of those bodies. _

These are the men who are most fluent about western ideas and American

administration; these are the men who are easiest for Americans to

J talk to and who seem to deal in concepts meaningful for an American

investigator- Neither their capacities nor their influence in

Micronesia, however, should be exaggerated. First, they are young

by Micronesian standards, _o that neither their age nor clan status

carries much weight with themasses of the people. Over the next

few years, of course_ as they enter into positions of larger responsi-

bility in the administration, or as the legislatures in which they

serve stabilize and increase their functions, these men, growing

older, will increase in influence. Some will also achieve increasing

importance in their clans. Second_ their education and experience

is quite limited. A mere handful have college degrees and none, it

is believed, from a mainland UnitedStates college. In Truk, for

example, there is not a single Micronesianwith a Bachelor of Arts
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degree. In 1962, there were 78 Micronesians studying at the College

of Guam, 13 at the University of Hawaii and 12, of which 2 were girls,

_" in mainland colleges. Out of that group, of course, many will not

have political leadership capacities. It must also be recognized
4

that the high school education of those young Micronesians who were

snapped up by the Navy and Interior administrations was hasty and

laid upon a weak base of elementary school education during and just

after World War II.

Despite those drawbacks, the best leadership potential exists in

this group. What is required now for them is not more formal edu-

.... cation, but rather special training and development through visits

to the United States, visits to other districts and to headquarters

for discussions of common problems such as health, public works

and education, and improve_ tutorial relationships between themselves

and their American supervisors. In too many cases, these people

have been moved into what would appear to be fairly responsible jobs

only to be assigned year after year routine repetitive work.

6. Interest Groups in Micronesia

Because of the wide-scale subsistence economy, because of the paucity

of private businesses and individual merchants, because there is no

organized labor, because of the lack of professional persons, with

no Micronesian lawyer in practice, and because the religious orders

are dominated by Americans, it is almost impossible to speak in

- 22-
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western political terms of Micronesian "interests°" The execution of

an economic development program and the improvement of education will

in the course of time contribute much to the diversification of life

in Micronesia and, by creating institutional changes, begin to create
eo

other sources of independent leadership and foster interest groups.

However, one group which deserves special mention at this time is

the trading companies. Apart from one shipping company, all the

principal private businesses in the Trust Territory are _import and

export firms. In the Marshall Islands Import-Export Company, the

Truk Trading Company, the Yap Trading Company, and so forth, are to

_ be found men who have an important standing in their community and

earn their income from private enterprise. In several cases, they

have traveled outside Micronesia to the Philippines, Japan and the

United States. The best ?f them have participated in government as

magistrates, members of district legislatures and delegates to the

Council of Micronesia. They bri=g to government an outside view,

considerable experience, and a perspective typical of their financial

independence, as well as a realistic appraisal of the economy and

the community with which they deal every day on a bread-and-butter

basis. In light of the absence of any other interest group to balance

the galaxy of goverranent employees now occupied with legislative work,

it is sound political sense for the United States to encourage their

training and participation in public affairs.
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- COi_IAL -

C__:.District Political Patterns_ Problems and People

Generalizations about an area so geographically vast and culturally

_ diverse as Micronesia are bound to be roughly approximate. Even

forthright statements about districts, which comprehend many islands,

some of which see a ship three or four times a year, and which contain

very small, scattered populations, can also be misleading. There

are in each district, however, a few key political problems and a

few key political figures°

THE MARSHALL ISLANDS '_'

The most dramatic impact upon Micronesia by Americans has been in

the Marshall Islands° With good reason, for no other district has

had so much cause for suspicion, doubt and resen_nent toward the

United States. In 1946, the United States transferred 167 people

off Bikini in preparation for nuclear tests; in 1947, another 137

people were moved from.En_wetok; and in 1954, the people of Uterik

and Rongelap were affected by radioactive fallout from nuclear tests,

so that 236 of these Islanders were transferred to other places.

Resettlement of the Bikini and Eniwetok people has since taken place

in Kill and UJelang, while the Uterlk and Rongelap _eople have returned

to their islands°

To make room for a military base, the people of KwaJalein Islands

have also been removed to a barren, dirty slum on another islet in

the atoll Ebeye -- sane thirty minutes away, where a polio outbreak
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last year, allegedly left to run rampant for lack of vaccines,

attacked infants and children. Twenty are still crippled. Moreover,

no settlement has been reached between the natives of KwaJalein

Islan_ and the United States on the terms of the Navy 6s lease of their

homeland.. This constantly rankles feeling° They can work on their

home island, but they cannot live there° It is ironical that the

Trust Territory government has the poorest public relations on Kw_jalein

where the Federal Government's payroll supports an above-average

- Micronesian s_d of living° The t_itory_s resident representa-

tive lives in the Federal base at KwaJalein Islands, goes to Ebeye

._ infrequently and has little rapport .with the people,

_J
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Koror Island_ in the Palau district, once _s the thriving capital

of Micronesia1 it has memories of fine buildings, good roacls, shops

and bustling urban life under the Japanese° All these are largely

-=_ gone° Across a narrow stretch of water from Koror, thirty minutes

by bo_t, lles the largest island, of Micronesia, Babelthaup, with

space for expansion and economic develol_nento But transl_rtation

and cc_nunlcation pose a b_ttleneck to action, i / _L _

.?
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In a vote held .in 1961 under the auspices of the Saipan legislature,

about 63 percent of the voters favored becoming United States citizens

in-affiliation with Guam, 36 percent favored becoming citizens in a

separate territory and only one percent favored the status quo.

While the Mission was in Saipau, the district legislature again

._-- passed by a large majority a resolution asking for affiliation with

Guam and termination of the trust°

i

k

A
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D. Attitudes Toward Affiliation

How do the individA_3s and groups identified in the preceding pages

see the future government of their people_ an_ where do they believe

= that their interests lie?

First, co,non throughout the triumvirate of traditional chiefs_

the younger bureaucracy s_ the businessmen is the strong conviction

.... -3_-
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that Micronesla cannot "go it alone" and tha_ the United States is

the source to which they must look for aid. Second, they all generally

feel that education oriented to the modern world is the key to a

better future, which i_ generally equated with higher cash income

and less dependence on a subsistence economy. (In this connection,

the NSC Task Force and the Congress m_de a wise choice in selecting

education as the initial area for mounting a large-scale United

States development effort in Micronesla.) This "better future"

is at present rarely equated with the concepZ of an evegzually

independen_ Micronesla since the time involved before serious thought

could be given to independence is believed to be so great that even

those who might emotionally be disposed toward the idea shy away.

from any real consideration of it. Third, these people are generally

confused as to the relationship between Micronesia and the United

States in a variety of _ys. They do not know whether our interest

in the area is permanent or temporary. If our interest is permanent,

they do not know whether the United States wan_sMicronesia to join

it, and, if they were to join the United States, they are not clear

as To what that would mean to their present vested interests. There

is a tremendous area of underlying, inchoate uncertainty and fear

that is formulated only when they are forced to face the issues.

They would prefer to think of these matters as too far distant in

time to be considered.

"--CC:_IAL
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The traditional chiefs feel ignorant of what "coming under American

laws" would mean to their restricted land t_ systems an_ the

associate_lsocial structure and culture in which they have so _rominent

a role. The younger bureaucrats are more concerned with the highly

emotional and tangible issue of equalizing the Micronesian and

American pay scales in the Trust Territory government, but they

have few views as to how Joining the United States might affect

that issue. The businessmen are concerned that affiliation with

the United States would mean that they would be swamped_by American

business with which they could not compete. Both the chiefs and

businessmen frequently referred to the case of the native Hawaiians

who lost control of their lands and were displaced in the cc=mercial

and political are_. They believe they must be better educated

before they can be expected to compete.

Fairly wldesprea_ also, although varying from district to district

in intensity -- with the strongest emphasis in the more aggressive

districts of Palau and Marianas, is doubt as to the quality of

individual American administrators. The leaders are confused,

particularly by the administrators' great concern with fostering

numerous local political institutions and their lack of concern in

the eyes of the Micronesians with more i_mediate and tangible

problems an_ needs. Although muah of this "strangeness of American

_ys" cannot be blama_ upon American officials, the Mission _s
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offered and has information in its files on quite a few cases of

officials misdirecting their own and. cc_ty efforts and funds

in ill-planned projects with unfortunate political impact.

The man-in-the-street has also given little thought to the future

status of Micronesia, while the Trust Territory government has done

nothing so far to suggest any potential course of action. As one

woman on Yap replied to a query about the future, "That's a far,

big question." Again and again in discussions with Micronesians

when asked about the next five or ten years,the reply never left

the range of local economic problems: "Things are getting better";

.... "We need more money for our copra"; "Better roads and more ships

would help" -- or the range of social improvements: '_ucation is

better in American times"; "M_re business in Japanese days, but we

llke the American _y, American schools, letting us into government"

-- or the range of local political ch_es: "We're learning about

government"; "It'll take a long time"; '_"nepeople don't know much

about their district legislatures yet". Only after tedious and

delicate questioning could most MicronesianS be led to frame for

themselves the possibility of changing the status of the Trust

- Territory and then it was obvious, except for the Saipanese and very

few elite Micronesians, that the chance of beccmlng part of the

r United States had simply not entered into any rational analysis.
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On the basis of six weeks of traveling to some eighteen islands

in the Trust Territory, discussions with seven assemblies of local

people, eight meetings with legislative committees, seven meetings

with munlcilx_lcouncils, three meetings with women's associations,

at least twenty-five interviews with American missionaries, and no

fewer than forty-five private interviews with Micronesians, as well

as complete briefings by the High Commissioner end the six district

administrators, it is the conclusion of the Mission that there is

no important hard core of resistance to affiliation wit_ the United

States either among the leaders or the people of Micronesia. If

the people of Micronesia were offered a simple choice between self-

government in affiliation with the United States or independence,

we believe an overwhelming _aJority would favor self-government in

affiliation with the United States. Because of various concerns

and fears that have been expressed by Micronesians, however, there

might be considerable abstention from a plebiscite unless attention

is focused on the issue and the meaning of affiliation with the

United States is clarified.

E. Timing and Terms of a Plebiscite

Having concluded that a plebiscite leading to permanent affiliation

with the United States in the near future is in the best interests

of the Micronesians and the United States, and, hav'lx_ i_entified

the factors that woul_ most affect it, consideration must be given
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to the key questions of timing and the actions needed to prepare the

Micronesians for the plebiscite, including the inducements required

to secure a highly favorable result. Study mm_ also be given to

the actions needed to prepsme the United States and United

Nations for the plebiscite.

While it is the o_inion of the Mission that the great majority of

Micronesians would favor affiliation at this time, we mnst overcume

the Micronesians' doubt about the unkmown and overc_ne their

natural fears regarding their status and their future in any affilia-

tion with the United States. We rams% also take into account the

-_- interests of the United States a_.the United Nations.

In that regard, we m_y be in somewhat of a _11_,_ since it is

difficult to provide an arrangement and program which will, on the

one hand, s_tisfy the United States -- particularly the Congress --

and, on the other, be acceptable to the Micronesians and the United

Nations. The Congress -- indeed the Federal Government as a whole --

will require a_equate protection of the United States interests in

the area and an assurance that effective use is made of Federal

resources. However, we must also assure the Micronesians and the
e

United Nations that adequate provisiom will be made for the

dev_,lo_ and interests of the native _ol_tion. This will require

fairly concrete action, before the _lebiseite, to make known the

form of territorial gove_al organization which woul_ al_

under affiliation with the United States.
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"_ U_'.L_e.,.'.L'_._T.,_

The Mission has aimed at presenting an integrated and realistic

program -- in the political, social and economic area -- to be

followed in the next few years leading up to and subsequent to the

plebiscite. Our basic objectives have been to maximize our chances

of securing a favorable vote at an aypropriate time, to provide a

program acceptable to all the parties concerned, and to produce in

the Trust Territory the most effective situation and machinery for

the further develolznentof its people and resources.

Timing

Micronesia has been under United States control since shortly before

...._ the end of _._orld_¢arII, a period of almost twenty years,and under

the trusteeship agreement for over sixteen years. As was pointed out

to the Mission by several Micronesians, during a comparable period,

the Japanese were able to _create a relatively prosperous economy and

a more developed infrastructure of public works than now exists.

We have noted that our attitude in Micronesia has tended to be largely

custodial, that initiative has been stifled, and that our administra-

tion and the indigenous population have drifted rather aimlessly.

All of these factors argue for a plebiscite in the immediate future,
|

the next few years, motthe next decade. In the Mission's Judgment

rapid action is now required to check the ever-increasing apathy in

the area and the psychological pattern of dependency and feeling of

transiency on the Part of Micronesiaus.
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We have noted too that both the Nauru and New Guinea trust_eshil_sare

on their way towards termination and that the United States migAt be

left as the sole administering power of a United Nation_ _msteeship.

This politically embarrassing situation ought to be avoided as early

as possible.

However, we cannot act immediately, for there has not been sufficient

preparation in the Trust Territory. A period of some years will ideally

be required for preparation for the plebiscite by the implementation of

the Mission recommendations which we believe are prerequisites. Some

years, moreover, will be needed to convert the Council of Micronesia

.... into a true legislature with some experience with legislation and to

establish a solid basis for a Micronesian administration along the

lines of the Mission's recommendations. If those steps are no_ taken

first, the Micronesians will still have considerable doubts as to the

meaning of "self-government in affiliation with the United States" and

the United States might be unable to persuade the United Nations that

the area has achieved a sufficient degree of self-government.

Finally, it will take several years to implement the higher priority

capital investment programs for economic and social develolment

proposed in this report. Those programs would be largely implemented

by 1968 if the Mission's recommendations are followed. As is pointed

out elsewhere, however, it is the Mission's conclusion that those pro-

grams and the spending involved will not set off a self-sustaining
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development process of any significance in the area. It is important,

therefore, that advantage be taken of the psychological impact of

the capital investment program before some measure of disappointment

is felt.

Therefore, it is the recommendation of the Mission that the plebiscite

should be held early in 1968. The time could be advanced to 1966 by

compressing the schedule for the establishment of the Microneslan

legislature _nd reducing the •period in which it would gain pre_plebiscite

experience° A 1966 date would be feasible_ but not ideal.

Announcement:

One of the most critical questions to be answered in the very near

future is the timing of the announcement of the plebiscite. From a

strictly Micronesian point of view, the Mission would recommend that

the plebiscite should be _ublicly announced only a few months in

advance. This would provide time for most of the preparatory ground=

work needed to reduce the shock of the announcement. It would also

reduce the time in which any opposition -- either in Micronesla or the

United Nations o- could campaign against affiliation.

On the other hand, we believe it .wouldbe advantageous if the entire

program leading up to the plebiscite could be lald before the Congress

when it is asked to _authorize _nd appropriate the increased funds that

will be required to carry out the recommended development program. If

that advantage, or strategy with respect to the United Nations requires
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an announcement in 1964 of the timetable leading up to a 1968 plebiscite,

the anticilx_tedshock in Micronesia should not block that action.

Terms to be Offered:

Given the operation of the trusteeship system of the United Nations,

it is essential that the Micronesians be offered a choice of complete

independence versus affiliation with the United States. The Mission

has no doubts about the outcome_ but we must take into account the

_ttitudes of the United Nations, our friends as well as our enemies

and the developing nations. It is extremely doubtful t_h_ they would

accept any more limited choice° Our friends could not defend it, nor

could we, and our enemies would have a prime opportunity to denounce

the United States as a colonial power.

It would also be possible to introduce alternatives which go beyond

the simple issue of affilSation with the United States, such as, for

example, the question of affiliation with Guam or even Hawailo In

our judgment, those options should not be considered_ first, because

they introduce ccmplicated factors regarding which no guarantees can

be made. Second, such alternatives would introduce side issues into

the plebiscite which are apt to create confusion and, in certain districts,

_ negative attitudes. Certainly, the Carolinian m_jority in Micronesla

(which constitutes roughly two-thlrds of the total population) would

be influenced by the present reaction of the Marianas Carolinians

against merger with Guam.

=_3-
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It would also be possible and perhaps necessary to offer a third choice

in the plebiscite: continuation of the trusteeship° Such an addition,

we believe, would reduce the majority in favor of affiliation by a

substantial portion of the total vote because it would be attractive to

those who would s_ill h_ve doubts regarding affiliation and who might

shrewdly conclude that trusteeship offers the Micronesians the greatest

leverage in dealing with the United States° However, becuase of the

constant UN pressure to end trusteeships, it presumably would be most

difficult for the UN to insist on adding the third choice°
0

Given the above factors, it is the recommendation of the Mission that

two alterm_tlves should be offered in the plebiscite: (1) Do you

wish to become an independent natlon?_ and (2) Do you wish to become

permanently affiliated with the United States? If required by the

United Nations, the second question might be made more specific by

including a simple or des_criptivereference to the proposed post-

plebiscite form of local government organization discussed below°

F__ Pre_tion for a Plebiscite:

The Congress an_ the United States

Nothing, of course, could be worse than an a_verse confessional

reaction after the plebiscite is announced and before it is held --

or, assuming a favorable result in the plebiscite -- if the Congress
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were to fail to take action to recognize the results° Failure to

recognize in some appropriate form the outcome of the plebiscite

could place the United States in a difficult position and w0ul_

have a devastating effect among the MicronesiauSo As will be dis-

cussed below, it is recemmended that the minimum action of the

Congress would be to grant to the Micronesiaus the status of United

States nationals to provide clear evidence of their acceptance

within the American system. The indispensable need for consultation

vith the appropriate committees regarding the proposed _program need

not be further stressed°

As an alternative, it would, of course, be possible to involve the

Congress directly now, before or immediately after the plebiscite

in enaa_ment of Organic legislation for the territory. An organic

act was actually before the Congress in the late 1940's and early

1950_s but failed of enactment. The High Commissioner has suggested

that it might be appropriate again to approach the Congress with an

organic act at the time the Council of Micronesia becomes a legisla-

tive body in 1964 or 1965, thus giving the Congress the opportunity

to ratify the arrangement and give the Micronesians the assurance

of law regarding the organization of Trust Territory govermmento

However, it is the reco_mendmtion of the Mission that such action

not be taken in the near future because it might pose later diffi_

culties, largely because of the rapidity with which events would be

taking place in the Trust Territory in the next few years° An
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initial congressional enactment and _ubsequent delays in amendment

would prevent the accom_llshment of later steps in the process of

developing the government of Micronesiao Such delays might also

have an adverse effect on Micronesian attitudes° Presi_ntial and

SecreTarial orders have been utilized to d_te (and are also the

source of action in American Samoa) and provide the necessary flex-

ibility to meet the expected rapid changes in governmental organiza-

tlon. The su_slon to Congress of an organic act, which should be

the c+_alminationof Micronesia_ movement toward affilla_ion9 should

came after the plebiscite when it is judged appropriate in view of

the territory +s development °

In addition to the consultations with the Congress regarding the pro®

grmm for Micronesia_ the White House an_ the Executive B_nch should

begin _o prepare the American people for the forthcoming affiliation

long before the plebiscite is publicly announced. Few Americans

know where the Trust Territory is_ le_ alone have Ju_ents about

its people, their resources and the advisability of making Micronesia

a territory of the United States o Without a planued information

program, scme American critics might be able to discredit the idea

of affiliation on the b_sis of "colonialism" and the subsidization

costs that are involved. Others might unknowingly assume that

the plebiscite woul_ lea_ to independence and criticize accordingly°
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The Mission recommends that responsibility for developing and carrying

out a necessary program of informing the American peopleabout Micronesia

should be assigned by the White House to the Deparunents of the Interior

_nd State and such other agencies as may be able to provide useful ser-

vices. The program might include the mentioning of Micronesia and its

importance to the United States in public addresses by the President

and other offi_ial_ circulating to American interest groups and civic

associations iiter_ture and pictures about Micronesia_ making arrange®

ments for an increased number of visits by Micronesian _leaders to the

United States and giving them the opportunity to talk to American

groups and publicizing _heir visits, possibly arranging for visits

by Micronesian choral groups_ some of which are excellent and_ if thought

advisable_ h_ving the Department of Defense stress Unite@ States

security interests in the area through its information programs°

The United Nations

While Article 83(1) of the ChartaT reserves to the Security Council

the exercise of all United Natlon_ functions relating to strategic

_reas such as Micronesia_ including the alteration or amendment of

trusteeship agreements, it is silent on any steps =- such as a plebiscite _®

which might be taken prior to an alteration or amendment of the agree=

mentso The Charter _%VS, however_ the Security Council "shall call"

upon the Trusteeship Council for assistance in carrying out its

responsibilities. Article 76 of the Charter, moreover, distinguishes
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self_government from independence and states that the objective of

the trusteeship system shall be to promote the progressive development

of the territories "towards self_government or independence as may

be appropriate to the particular circumstances of each territory and

- its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned

• . o" Thus, the views of the Micronesians clearly are to be freely

expressed and taken into account, but the machinery for determining

those views is apparently left to the discretion of each administering

power in the absence of any restriction in the Charter°

Based on an examination of previous UN trusteeship plebiscites,

--_ the Mission sees no reason why the Trusteeship Council would not

as usual authorize the framing of the alternatives to be offered in

the plebiscite and Join the United States as the administering authority

in setting up the plebisci_te machinery. ___

.............
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At a minimum the grauming of Unite@ States n_tional status (which on

the surface appears permissible under the wording of Artlcle 3 of the

trusteeship agreement although there is some question by le_l counsel

of state)_ is necess_y to give the Micronesiam_ the _suramce that their

political future ha_ beau resolved° The question of additional steps

to make the trusteeship agreement a dead issue (such as the discontinu-

_tion of reposing to the UN completely or by refitting to the Com-

mittee on Non_eLf=goveralug Territories rasher than the Trusteeship

sad Security Council_) is one tha_ can be decided onlyoat the appro-

priate time given the over_all situation at that time. '-

The Micronesians

The United States must begin preparing the Micronesi_us for the

plebiscite immedi_telyo Ouz preparation must take into account the

f_ctors and attitudes previously discussed in section B:

(1) The fact that essentially all legisl_tive powers for the

terri+_ry are s_ill ooncentrated in the High Ccmmissioner_ that the

all_imporv_nt cautr_l and district administration is still in the

of Americaus_ and that existing local legislatures are lacking

in power and resources_

(_) DisT_uce, transportation and ccm_m_uicatiomsproblams fras-

trate a normal diffusion and exchange of ideas_
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(3) The islands of Micronesia are culturally diverse, essen=

tially still quite provincial in outlook, segregated into artificial

districts and lacking in common experience_

(4) In most islands the hold of the traditional chiefs and

land tenure systems r_nains strong and respected;

(5) While young leaders are emerging in the bureaucracy, they

require additional development and training;

(6) Normal "interest" groups are lacking save for a small busi_

ness comunity generally engaged in export_im_ort enterprises_

(7) Special local problems exist such as the question of land

rights in the Marshalls and the Marianas' desire to affiliate with

Guam; and

(8) While there is no hard core of resistance to affiliation

now, there has been very little thought given to the possibility,

and what little thought _is given raises concerns, doubts and fears

about the unknowns of affiliation and what it would mean to vested

interests.

It is obvious that the problems implicit in the above listing cannot

be solved overnight and that some of them require very delicate

handling so as to lessen fears rather than heighten them. It is

also in the United States interest, we believe, to proceed in stages

to solve some of the problems so as to secure the maximum propags_d_

advantage out of the moves made to solve the problems. Further, while
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it would be wise and indeed necessary to indicate by concrete action

our good intentions with respect to the development of Micronesia,

and_ for example_ to spell out clearly the type of government that

would exist under affiliation with the United States_ it also makes

• good sense at the time of the plebiscite to have some inducements

left tO offer as a reward for a favorable vote.

._hus, as will be detailed in the next section, we believe action should

be taken in 1964 to convert the Council of Micronesia into a true

legislative body° This action is a necessary first step in the

time-table of Micronesian political development° Subsequently, when

the plebiscite is announced, a Presidential Executive order (see

Appendix B for proposed draft) could be issued promulgating the Micro-

nesian government to take effect on a specified date after the plebiscite

(irrespective of the plebiscite results). The creation of the office

of the Chief Micronesian Executive in that order, even though subject

t_ limitations explained later in this report_ together with the

promise of recognition of the areas as a United States territory and

a grant of the status of United States nationals to the citizens of

the _rust Territory would constitute a set of generally attractive

inducements for permanent affiliation with the United States. The

other more specific inducements and reassurances that would impel

the three groups of political leaders to organize a large favorable

vote and that the Mission believes are appropriate are described below.
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The other factors which pose problems in preparing Micronesia -- the

lack of common experience, provincialism_ the diversity of cultures

and the lack of trained personnel, can largely be solved only by time

and experience° However_ certain steps can be taken now to broaden

the perspectives of the Micronesian leaders and people and to correct

a general unawareness of the possibility of union with the United

States° In this regard the Mission recommends that there be a con-

centrated effort made to bring the leaders of Micronesia together

for discussions and conferences on matters of broad interest and for

the exchange and dissemination of information, including information

about the United States and its interests and activities in the Irust

Territory. To the extent possible, these men and women should be

exposed to the affairs of the territory as a whole and to the dis-

tricts other than their own° Special emphasis, we believe_ should

be given to the promising _oung bureaucrats and younger businessmen

who are the major potential for Micronesian leadership. It is recom-

mended that the young leaders of Micronesia should be given further

•opportunity to develop through leadership grants which will enable

them to go to the United States° An administrative training program

should be established in Micronesia by contract with an American

university noted for its •work in that field. Also groups of Micro-

nesians should be selected by •the High Commissioner and the district

administrators to be sent as a group to an American university td

be trained for political and administrative leadership.
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At the same time the United States must create in the average people

of Micronesia a political consciousness about the United States,

its strengths, interests and concerns. The people of Micronesia

are not unintelligent -- far from it s even among those living in

small villages_ under thatched roofsD without water or electricity

or toilets and only half-dressed by American standards. There is

a good native intelligences a dignity of person and high standards

of civil behavior° But there is little or no understanding about

the United Nations trusteeship_ the role of the United Stg_es or

the possibilities for future political development.

Knowledge about the United States_ of course_ is greater in the urban-

ized district cen=ers where some of the best educated Micronesians

work. The ways of the West, with alcoholic beverages_ cha-cha dancing_

cowboy movies, supermarket _rocery stores and the habits of American

family and social life are evident there. On Kwajalein Island, hundreds

of Marshallese can see a full-blown American community, almost a re-

production of a California suburb° But, the majority of Micronesians_

outside the district centers, have had little or no contact with world

news, United States policy and the American government°

In developing the educational curriculum_ the United States has

studiously avoided pressing knowledge about the American political

system. Perhaps indicative of the attitude is the lack of American

flags_ pictures and displays. On the other hand_ United Nations posters
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appear frequently. Most significantly_ the delay in teaching English

to the children until the sixth grade_ whether justified by pedagogical

theory or the lack of English-speaking teacherso has lost precious

years in developing a territory-wide medium of communication which is

an important means of engendering common interests and institutions

and the rapid spread of information°

There is no close count of the privately-owned radios in the Trust

Territory. The government estimates that_ in 1962_ there were some

2_000 sets in indigenous homes. In any case_ the number is constantly

increasing_ and radios represent the quickest and easiest means for

_ the dissemination of ideas. The Saipanese listen to the Guam radio; the

Marshallese receive a strong signal frzm Kwajalein, but unless they

understand English they are closed out to news interpretation and must

rely on their own, weaker station broadcasting in Marshallese. Ponape

is planning a radio transmitter. Yap has no transmitter but can hear

the Palauan radio which broadcasts almost exclusively in Palauan. In

both Palau and Truk the overwhelming portions of the programs are m_sic,

with little or no English broadcasts. Palau radio broadcasts the news

_hree times a week. Japanese, Chinese and Moscow broadcasts can be

heard clearly in the Carolines and Marianas although the Mission was

unable to identify any sentiments that might derive from those sources°

The Voice of America is not heard clearly in most areas, but local

stations do use the tapes and material of the United States Information

_erv'ice.

,--¢C_.T._
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Newspapers in local languages are nonexistent in the territory and the

few mimeographed sheets in English distributed by the district admin-

istrations are really "house organs", narrowly circulated among the

Americans and a small Micronesian clientele with no editorial opinion

on public issues. There are commercial theaters in most districts

showing American films. The theaters in Saipan and Palau show Japanese

films as well. But_ there is little use of documentary or training

films by the government_ especially outside the district centers_

This paucity of systematic communications, hinging upon the lack of

personnel_ difficult distances to be covered, lack of funds for

equipment and the weak embryo of a common language must be overcome as

much as p_ssible during the preparation for the plebiscite, and the

Mission program for communications improvement has been developed with

_his and other criteria in mind.

H_wever, technical frustration is not the only problem. A sound

_rienta_icn cf the inferma=ion to be conveyed_ a knowledge of the

most efficient means of gaining political impact and a gift for the

evaluation of attitudes is also indispensable to maximize communica-

tions during the preplebiscite period, l_is requires sensitive and

continuous handling by the United States administration_ and it is

recommended that (i) a public affairs officer should be added to the

staff of the High Commissioner and each of the district administrators

to develop continuing contact with the elite groups of Micronesians
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and to run the information_ radio programming and adult education

program in the district; (2) an information-adul_ education specialist

should be added to the headquarters staff to develop programs to

influence mass attitudes; and (3) the Peace Corps volunteers (proposed

program in the Community Action program of Par= II_ Section B of this re-

port) should be utilized to help implement the adult education and

informa=ion programs at the community level as part of the proposed

communi=y action program. It is strongly suggested that Americans who

have the needed skills and experience be recruited with t:he help of the

United States Information Service (or possibly through the help of the

Department of State) for these Public Affairs or Information officers in

the Trust Territory. They should he responsible for the development of

favorable political attitudes toward the United States through a system-

atic program of information through various con_nunications media° _hey

would assist in the selection of persons for educational tours in Guam_

Hawaii and the mainland and act as reporters and evaluaters of all

activities and attitudes that might have an important bearing on the

outcome of the plebiscite in Micronesia.

G_._.Present and Post-PlebisciteTerritorial Government

The current government organization of the Trust Territory_ as noted

earlier_ consists of the United States financed and directed government

under the High Commissioner with its field structure extending down through

the districts and three layers of Micronesian government -- the territorial

advisory Council of Micronesia_ the district legislature and the municipal
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magistrates and councils -- superimposed on the traditional clan

organization. The High Commissioner's government is unusual --

even among the United States territories ®- in the degree to which it

dominates the field, accounting for well over ninety percent of the

governmental expenditures in the area.

A considerable effort has been made by American officials to copy

democratic institutions which have little political relevance in the

situation. Those officials have been urged on in that direction by the

United Nations which has also exaggerated the theme of self-government,

pushing complex democratic forms upon a Micronesian connnunity

that had no experience therewith and a minimum economic capacity

to support them. The product is an apparently greatly "overogoverned"

community of only 81,000 people of which easily 1,000 serve in one or

more legislatures and municipal councils, aside from the traditional

clan councils and the 2,200 Micronesians in the Trust Territory Government.

The presefitCouncil of Micronesia is still no more than the inter-

district advisory committee from which it grew. The new name was

chosen in 1962. It has no legislative Ppower, no executive counterpart

and merely passes declarations, resolutions and recommendations to

the High Commissioner for such action as he deems appropriate. No

laws prescribe its functions or the manner of the selection of members_

instead, each year the High Commissioner has announced that there
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will be a meeting of the advisory bo&y at a certain time (usually the

Spring) and place and invites the districts to send representatives.

In response to, or in anticipation of the invlta_ion, the districts each

select two representatlves, usually by popu/ar election, although the

district legislature selects the members from Ponape. Tradition

apparently calls for certain subdistrlcting so that, for exsmple, Saipan

elects one of the Marlana members and the other is elected by Tinlan

and Rota, and Yap Island selects one of the members from _hat district

while the district administrator selects the representative of the outer

islands in that district@

We have already discussed the need for a more meaningful Microneslan

central government, not only to dispel Micronesian doubts as to the

shape of their government in affiliation with the United States but also

to offer inducements to the Microneslans to vote for affiliation° The

.present feeble structure, in the Mission's opinion, does not satisfy

those needs. As important is the need to satisfy the world community ®_

our friends to whom we must look for assistance in the matter of

affiliation as well as the new nations and the neutrals _® that we would

be providing Micronesia with a.reasonable degree of self=governmen_o

Without that, we would be defenseless against charges that we are gr_bbing

Micronesla to thrust it into a colonial status without consideration of

the interests and rights of its people.



The question then is: How can the existing weak institution be conver_ed

or developed into a meaningful central government for Micronesia in

the shor_ time before the plebiscite? It is the conclusion of the Mission

that a central government for Micronesia can only become effective

through the transfer to it of some of the executive, legislative and

judicial powers of the High Commissioner and the United States government

for the Trust Territory. Such trausfer_ however, must be accompanied

by adequate protsction of the United States interests in the _ea and its

government _nd the United States funds involved°

The Legislature:

The first step in the right direction is already underway in tha_ the

High Co_issioner announced to the United Nations tha_ by 1965 the

Council of Micronesia will become a legislative body_ A draft order

outlining the creation of a Congress of Micronesia has been prepared by

the Department of the Interior and was discussed at the meeting of the

Council in the Spring of 1963o

The path to the formation of a Congress, however, is _tr_ with

many obstacles. No one who has visited the territory_ _topped at the

i_olated atolls and district centers_ can be blind to the separateness

of the Marianas from the Marshalls, the Yap I_lands, Ponape, Truk and

Palau. There has been no common historical heritage in the area, no

common language, religion or economy to raise transcending problems

that require solution in a single territory-wide legislature.

......._IA_
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By some standards the establishment of a cenmral legislature might seem

premature, especially since it will have few resources to work with and

little control over the bulk of the funds spen_ in +he territory and the

executive machinery which spends those funds and enforces the laSSo

if regarded solely as a law-making body, in its firsm years it might sew.

to have too little to do for all the effort and expense of creating ito

.Butmost institutions have an educational value beyond their functional

operations° Legislatures are extraordinary educational bodies_ The

oppor_unlty of bringing together regularly elected r_presentatzves of the

people from all the islands, having them concentrate on emerging and

gradually increasing common problems, indeed, creating issues_ and

training them in political leadership, responsibility and the practice

of democracy cannot be missed. Moreover, as soon as legislative power

is transferred the Microneslan Congress will be able to tax == and the

responsibility for taxation is the surest -_ayof teaching star%smanshipo

It is therefore the Mission recommendation that, as the firs_ smep

toward the creation of an effective Micronesian cen_.ralgovernment,

the Council of Micronesia should be conver_ed into a legislative bo_y

with the delegated authority to legislate on all te_Fitor_l matters.

_nat conversion should take place in the Fall of 196h.0 In the Mission's

opinion, deliberations on the composition of the legislature and other

outstanding problems should be completed during the _ession of the

current Council of Micronesla in the Spring of 196_o Action _hould
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then be taken promptly to promulgate an order setting forth the

powers, membership, election and procedures of the legislature.

That order should be issued in time to permit the election of the first

legislature in August or September 1964 and the convening of the legis-

lature in November 1964. This would give the legislature the maximum

experience possible, and, on the basis of a three-year term, permit

the election of a second legislature for a term beginning in the Fall

of 1967. Depending on the situation at that time, the announcement

of the plebiscite to be held in the Spring of 1968 could be made either

before or after the 1967 election.

It is the further recommendation of the Mission that the legislature

should be established by a Presidential order or an order of the

Secretary of the Interior approved by the President in order to lend

to it as great a prestige as possible and to provide for necessary

interagency coordination.

Briefly, the draft order prepared by the Department of the Interior

provided for the establishment of a single house of twenty-one members

to be apportioned among the districts roughly on the basis of population

(with the smaller Yap and Mariana districts receiving slightly excessive

representation) with a reapportionment every ten years. Legislators

would have to be at least twenty-five years old, citizens of the Trust

Territory and residents for two years prior to their election. They

would be elected for two-year terms by the residents of their districts

who are Trust Territory citizens at least eighteen years old, and they
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would receive a salary of $2,080 aunually. They could have no other

galnful employment. Provision would be made for two regular sessions

each year and for special sessions.

Under the Interior draft, the legislature would be granted the power

to legislate on all rightful matters of leg_slatlon not inconsistent with

the treaties, international agreements and laws of the United States or

the Trust Territory bill of rights. Their enactments would be subject

to approval by the High Commissioner, but, in the event they overrode

his veto by a two-thirds vote, the final decision on a_ enactment would

be made by the Secretary of the Interior. The High Commissioner.would

also be given the authority to promulgate urgent laws unilaterally with

the approval of the Secretary. On the key question of Federal funds,

the legislature would be allowed to review and make recommendations on

the High Commissioner's budget before it goes to the Secretary.

Although a working cc_mlttee of the Council of Micronesla suggested

only slight changes in the Interior draft, the Council itself, in March

1963, came up with recommendations as to organization which varied sub-

stantially from the draft. Primarily, the Council proposed a bicameral

legislature consisting of a lower house, the Assembly, of sixteen members

very roughly based on population, and an upper house, the House of

Delegates, composed of two members from each district. The latter

were to serve for four years an_ be at least thirty years old. The

Council further propose_ a review of the bicameral system after the

• _VA_ j_m_i_l,_l.J._"U..J
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first year by the Assembly° Only the holding of other governmen_

positions was to be barred and salaries were to be provided by law.

Other minor changes were also proposed from the Interior proposal°

The key issue tha_ requires resolution appears to be tha_ of the
Q

membership of the legislature° The Council vo_ed for a bicameral

legislature by a narrow margin ap_ren_ly with the idea in mind of

either preserving She upper house for the traditional chiefs or of

minimizing the proportional representation _ich the large districts,

particularly Truk_.would en.joy in a legislature based strictly on

population° However_ the debate was rather indecisive and, as one

.... member said, "I vo_ed for the bicameral system, because nobody

seemed to give any reasons _hy it should be unic&meral"o

In the judgement of the Mi_sion_ it Yould be a grave error to allow

a bicameral system to t_ke root in the territorial legislature°

Micronesia has only 81,000 people who must already _upport a sizeable

legislative superst_ctureo They should not be call_ upon to su_ort

an additional house in the legislature. In ad_lition_the _hortage of

Micronesians with real leadership talentmakes it necessary to concert=

tra_e the supply. To find even twenty, let alone a much larger number

capable Micronesiaus to elect to the legislature will be a challenge.

The institution of two houses will also call for a higher degree of

leadership an_ parliamentary skill than appears available =_ it will be

enough of a strain to get a single house functioning with a semblance
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of order -- an_ no doubt will call for longer sessions and more

staffing, another commodity in short supply°

The larger goal, moreover 3 is not to perpet_ate the rigid island

sectionalism which in the particular setting of Micronesia will be

fostered by the bicameral scheme, but to develop a sense of community

interest in Micronesia. The Micronesians must realize that all the

districts form part of the same entity° The Unite_ States must consider

the Micronesian legislature as the first step toward an affiliation

with the United States after the plebiscite. Since t_ leaders of the

first legislature will inevitably have a voice in future arrangements,

these also will proceed more smoothly if the Micronesian leaders are

working together in one body°

In addition, it is the judgement of the Mission, that the members of

the legislature should be elected from single-member subdlstricts

insofar as practical rather than at-large from the existing districts.

This will provide for better representation of all the people of the

territory° In Ponape, for example, it will be very im_ortan_ to have

Kusaie as a separate subdistrict_ in Yap_ the outer islands should

be a subdistrict. Without such subdlstrlcting it is certain that almost

all the members of the legislature woul_, in effect, be elected by the

people living in the more populous district centers. We believe the

advantage of giving certain outlying areas the right to elect members
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of their own outweighs the disadvantage which may result in some cases

from the fact that the subdlstricts will contain differing numbers of

people.

Based on the above, it is the recommendation of the Mission

that the Micronesian legislature should consist of a single house

of about twenty members to be elected to the extent practical from

single®member sUbdistricts rather than at_large from the existing

districts° If, for some reason, it is impossible to convince theL'

Council of Micronesia along those lines at its next session it would be

our alternative suggestion, as a temporary measure, that the legis®

I_ lature be set up initially in the same manner as the curren_ Council,

with two representatives from each district and with al_ropriate sub-

districting to allow the outer islands to _ve representation.

The Mission found itself at variance with the proposals of the Departm

ment of the Interior and the Council of Micronesia regarding the legi_m

lature in several other respects. First, we believe the _ age

qualification should be set as low as twenty-one years for membership in

the legislature. In our opinion this is necessary to encompass as many

educated Micronesians, especially those few who are now graduating from

colleges, as possible in the potential group from which the legislature may

be chosen. Second, we believe a term of three years is more realistic

than a term of two years under Micronesian conditions. Third, we believe
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that a salary of $3,000 aunually is more in keeping with the amount

required to attract the best people to service in the legislature. That

amount would equate with the salary now received by Micronesians serving

as department heads at the district level. Fourth, we believe it is

unrealistic to require at this time that the members drop all other

gainful employment in order to serve in the legislature for very

limited periods during each year. We also believe it is unrealistic

to require at this time that the legislators terminate their service in

the Trust Territory government. We would certainly support such

a requirement a few years from now unless a clear distinction is

created between those legislators who would hold political appoin_nents

in the executive branch and the career civil servants, but as we have

noted, most district legislatures are now d_minated by government

employees and we believe it will be necessary to rely on that group

for much of the potential;membership in the legislature of Microneslao

We do feel, however, that the members of the legislature should not

receive dual compensation during periods in which they serve in the

legislature -- those who are government employees should be put on leave

without pay for such periods.

Finally, we believe that action should be taken by the High Commissioner

with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior to perfect the

existing Trust Territory code before the Micronesian legislature receives

the pewer to amend the Cods with its own laws. What is particularly needed

are laws spelling out the functions and duties of various government

• CC_
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departments. This should not be left to absolute executive discretion

now or under the proposed action to establish a Micronesia Chief

Executive. In Part III of the report are detailed recommendations for

implementing this proposal.

The above views of the Mission regarding the proposed legislature are

embod/ed in a draft order which we have prepared and attached (Appendix A).

The doubts and fears of the different districts over a new territory_

wide legislature _® in particular with respect to +_heir_xi_ting

rights -- must also be allayed. Political education _rillhelp, and

some persuasion that the High Commissioner re_ins a veto over any

legislation that might penalize the minority, that legislation will no5

extend to matters covered by their bill of rights, including the traditional

land tenure systen, and that the division into subdistri_s for electoral

purposes will break up any _tion by the populous district centers°

Anyone joining a larger community must yield something in order to

secure the benefits of that union. A_ least in the case of the eventual

territory of Micronesia, this larger comunity will contribute more

to the political, economic and social developmen_ of its component

parts than it will take a_y.

The Executive Pover:

With the creation of a Micronesian legislature an_ its enactment of

territorial laws, the need for an executive coun_erpar_ will increaseo

Inltlally, the High Commissioner will be able to execute the laws of
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the legislature and spend their funds through his organization, but as

time goes on the anomaly of the situation will increase. This factor,

combined with the one already stressed of the need to satisfy the

world community and Micronesia that they will have a realistic

measure of self-government, make consideration of a Micronesian

Chief Executive imperative. The establishment of such an office should

be the next step in the evolutionary development of Micronesian

political institutions.

The formation of the office of a Micronesian Chief Executive apart

from that of the High Commissioner, however, represents a departure

from the historic ways in which the United States has governed its

territories. Looking forward to the period after the plebiscite when

Micronesia may become another United States territory, it would seem

logical that it should follow the pattern of Guam, the Virgin Islands,

American Samoa and, until recently, Alaska and Hawaii. As such,

the area would be governed by a Presidentially-appointed governor

who would be the chief United States representative in the area as well

as the executive head of the local government.

However, in the opinion of the Mission, we must be prepared to go

farther in the case of Micronesla. Micronesia is not now United States

territory; we wish it to become so. To accomplish that we must

convince the United Nations and the Micronesians that a measure of

self-government will be given. The continuation of all executive powers
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in an American High Commissioner or governor is not comparable wit!_

that image. On the other hand, we believe that the creation of a Micrc-

nesian Chief Executive along with the continuation of the United Staze_

High Commissioner will satisfy that objective and provide the vehicle for

the transfer of realistic responsibility to the Micronesians grsdu_lly

and flexibly and under circumstances which will continue effectively,,

to protect United States interests and funds° The e_T_bi_zhmenz of a

Micronesian Chief Executive, serving primarily at _h__pleasure of hi_

legislature or people, will also create a respon_bilit7 of _o:'ernm_n_

in Micronesia which it has been difficult to develop in our exl&z_ug

territories. There the legislature and executive depend on Z',odifferent.

sources of power and have no real need to work together constructively.

For the above reasons, it is the recommendation of the Mission that

the office of a Micronesian Chief Executive should be created to funczion

as the executive head of the government of Micronesia. It migh_ be no_ed

that such an office has been created under a United States Kigh Commissioner

in the Ryukyu Islands, and the arrangement appears to be working well.

The Mission considered various alternatives regarding the timing c_

the establishment of a Micronesian Chief Exmcutive o it _ould_ of cour__e_

be possible to do so concurrently with the establishmen_ of the legi_lattu_e

The difficulties im_liclt in having the High Commissioner _-xecutethe

legislature's laws would then be overcome. However, such action would

confuse and complicate the already difficult situation that would Zhen
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prevail. It would be preferable _ allow the legislature to organize,

begin to function and gain several years experience before the nex_ big

hurdle is crossed. In addition, the Congress might react unfavorably

to such abrupt action. Finally, an adverse reaction might result

among the Micronesiaus in the event that a Chief Executive, for one

reason or another, had to be removed from office prior to the plebiscite°

We also considered the establishment of the office _roun_ 1967 in order

to demonstrate our good intentions regarding _elt_=governmen+. even

before the plebiscite is anno_Aucedo This woul_ have _.headdi_ior_-_l

advantage of giving the Micronesians some experience with the in_i_

tution and a clear idea of the shape of their governmen_ in affiliation

with the United States by the _ime of the plebiscite. Again, this alter_

native was rejected because of the possibility of having to remove a

Chief Executive before the plebiscite°

While it would also be possible merely to promise, during the period

before the plebiscite, that the office _vouldbe established after _.he

plebiscite, it is the Mission recommendation that an order =_ and thi_

should be a Presidential executive order because of the _mportance of The

document in the eyes of the United Nations _- _e_ming up the offise of the

Chief Executive should be issued at the time the piebi_zite i_ announcmd

to be effective immediately before or _fter the plebi__ci+_eoThis vould

constitute evidence of our good faith; it mill come _er the legislature

has had over three years of experience_ it will provide the Micronesiaus
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with a clear view of the shape of their government in affiliation; it

will constitute an inducsmemt for a favorable vote for affiliation; and

it will not involve the risk of the removal of a Chief Executive before

the plebiscite.

Alternatives also exist with respect to the manner in which the

Chief Executive shall be chosen. It might be possible to have him

elected directly by the people of the Territory° However, as we

have stressed, in the absence of information in the districtm about

people outside their areas and with the existing problems of distance,

transportation and communications and withthe absence of smypolitical

party machinery for overc_ning those problems, that choice does not

appear feasible. Consideration was also given to have the Chief

Executive elected by the legislature. This might provide a greater

appearance of self-government but provides no guarantee that the

election would not be simply a popularity contest or that the

Chief Executive would have the support of the majority of the legisla-

ture. The Mission believes, instead, that it would be preferable to

have the High Commissioner appoint the Chief Executive on the basis

of a ncmination by the legislature and with the assurance that the

Chief Executive can command the confidence of the majority of the

legislature. Essentiallythen a parliamentaryformof governmen_

woul_be create_. To complete the system, the Chief Executive should be

selecte_from%he legislature, but there wouldbe no need to require that

by statute. Practice would be the best father of the law.



To assure an al_propriate degree of maturity and yet not to limit

too seve_ the potential choice of Chief Executive, the Mission

recce_ends that the qualifications of the Chief Executive should be

the same as those of members of the legislature, except that he

should be at least thirty years of age. On the matter of salary,

in order to provide for comparability with the salaries paid to

government personnel .. including United States personnel _- and to

provide adequately for the expenses of the office_ we recommend

that the Chief Executive should receive an annual salary of about

$17,5oo.

A major question arises concerning the disposition of the operating

departments and agencies under the High Commissioner. It would, on

the one hand, be possible to continue them under the High Commissioner

and not make them part of the Micronesian govermmento This would

mean greater control over the development and management of their

progrmms an_ the use of the Federal resources involved. However,

it would also place us in the strange position of having two

governments in Micronesia -- the High Commlssloner.s government with

over ninety percent of the resources mud a very minor Microneslan

government. The potential for duplication and conflict in that

situation woul_ be great. Continuation of the bulk of executive

activities unger the High Ccmmissi0-nerwhile having transferred



dements. This should not be left to absolute executive discretion

now or under the proposed action to establish a Micronesia Chief

Executive. In Part III of the report are detailed recc_mendations for

implementing this proposal.

The above views of the Mission regarding the proposed legislature are

embodied in a draft order _hich we have prepared and attached (Appendix A).

The doubts and fears of the different districts over a new territorF=

vlde legislature ®® in particular with respect to their _xi_ting

rights ®- must also be allayed. Political education rill help, and

some persuasion that the High Commissioner re_ins a veto over any

legislation that might penalize the minority, that legislation wlll no_

ex_end to m_tters covered by their bill of rlghms, including the traditlon_l

land tenure system, and that the division into subdistri_s for electoral

purposes will break up any domination by the populous district centers°

Anyone joining a larger community must yield something in order _o

secure the benefits of that union° A_ least in the case of the eventual

territory of Micronesia, this larger community will contribute more

to the political; economic and social development of its ccmponent

par_s than it will take away.

The Executive Power:

With the creation of a Micronesian legislature and its enactment of

territorial la_s, the need for an executive counmerpart will Increaseo

Initially, the High Co_Issloner will be able to execute the laws of
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the legislature and spend their funds through his organization, but as

time goes on the anomaly of the situation will increase. This factor,

combined with the one already stressed of the need to satisfy the

world community and Micronesia that they will have a realistic

measure of self-government, make consideration of a Micronesian

Chief Executive imperative. The establishment of such an office should

be the next step in the evolutionary development of Micronesian

political institutions.

The formation of the office of a Micronesian Chief Executive apart

from that of the High Cc_missioner, however, represents a departure

from the historic ways in which the United States has governed its

territories. Looking forward to the period after the plebiscite when

Micronesia may become another United States territory, it would seem

logical that it should follow the pattern of Guam, the Virgin Islands,

American Samoa and, until recently, Alaska and Hawaii. As such,

the area would be governed by a Presidentially-appointed governor

who would be the chief United States representative in the area as well

as the executive head of the local government.

However, in the opinion of the Mission, we must be prepared to go

farther in the case of Micronesia. Micronesia is not now United States

territory; we wish it to become so. To accomplish that we must

convince the United Nations and the Micronesians that a measure of

self-government will be given. The continuation of all executive powers
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in an American High Commissioner or governor is not comparable _-iZi=

that image. On the other hand, we believe that the creation of a Micrc-

nesian Chief Executive along with the continuation of the United 5ta_e_

High Commissioner will satisfy that objective and provide the vehicle for

the transfer of realistic responsibility to the Micronesians gra_duall_/

sad flexibly and under circumstances which will continue effec_ive_j

to protect United States interests and funds° The e_z_biui_hmenz of a

Micronesian Chief Executive, serving primarily at -he p le&su_e of hi_

legislature or people, will al_o =rea_e a respon_hiiiz 7 <d _over_men_

in Micronesia which it has been difficult to develop in o,&r ex1__u_

territories. There the legislature and executive depend on z';o different.

sources of power and have no real need to work together construcziveiy,

For the above reasons, it is the recommendation of the Mission That

the office of a Micronesian Chief Executive should be created to ftmczion

as the executive head of the government of Micronesia. It migh_ be noted

that such an office has been created under a United States Kigh Ccmmisaioner

in the Ryukyu Islands, and the arrangement appears to be working well.

The Mission considered various alternatives regarding the timing c_

the establishment of a Micronesian Chief Executive° it would° of cour__e_

be possible to do so concurrently with the establishment of the legislature:

The difficulties implicit in having the High Commissioner execute the

legislature's laws would then be overcome° However, such action would

confuse and complicate the already difficult situation that would _hen
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prevail. It would be preferable so allo_, the legislature to organize,

begin to function and gain several years experience before the nex_ big

hurdle is crossed. In addition, the Congress might react unfavorably

to such abrupt action. Finally, an adverse reaction might result

among the Micronesians in the event that a Chief Executive, for one

reason or another, had to be removed from office prior to the plebi_cit_o

We also considered the establishment of the offi___ _rouni i967 in order

to demonstrate our good intentions reg_rdlng _elf=governm_n_ _veu

before the plebiscite is announced° Thi__voul_ have -_-=d_-_-_

advantage of giving the Micronesians some experience _-i_hthe ins_i_

tution and a clear idea of the shape of their govermment in affiliation

_-iththe United States by the _ime of the plebiscite. Again, this al_er=

native was rejected because of the possibility of having _o remove a

Chief Executive before the plebiscite.

While it would also be possible merely to promise_ dur=ng the period

before the plebiscite_ tha_ the office _ould be established after _.he

plebiscite_ it is the Mission recommendation that an order _o and _hl_

should be a Presidential executive order because of the _mport_n_e of _.he

document in the eyes of the United Nations _- _et_ing up _he offi=e of _he

Chief Executive should be issued at the time the plebi_=its i_ announced

to be effective immediately before or after the plebi__citeo Thi_ vouii

constitute evidence of our good falth_ it will come -_ft__rthe legi_laturm

has had over three years of experience_ it will provide the Micronesians
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with a clear view of the shape of their govermment in affiliation; it

will constitute an inducement for a favorable vote for affiliation; and

it will not involve the risk of the removal of a Chief Executive before

the plebiscite.

Alternatives also exist with respect to the manner in which the

Chief Executive shall be chosen. It might be possible to have him

elected directly by the people of the Territory° However, as we

have stressed, in the absence of information in the districtm about

people outside their areas and with the existing problems of distance,

transportation and communications and with the absence of any political

per_y machinery for overccming those problems, that choice does not

appear feasible. Consideration was also given to have the Chief

Executive elected by the legislature. This might provide a greater

appearance of self-goverzment but provides no guarantee that the

election would not be simply a popularity contest or that the

Chief Executive would have the support of the majority of the legisla-

ture. The Mission believes, instead, that it would be preferable to

have the High Commissioner appoint the Chief Executive on the basis

of a nomination by the legislature and with the assurance that the

Chief Executive can cc_m_nd the confidence of the majority of the

legislature. Essentially then a parliamentary form of government

would be create_. To complete the system, the Chief Executive should be

selected from the legislature, but there woul_ be no need to require that

by statute. Practice would be the best father of the law.

_CC_IL
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To assure an appropriate degree of maturity and yet not to limit

too seve_ the potential choice of Chief Executive, the Mission

recommends that the qualifications of the Chief Executive should be

the same as those of members of the legislature, except that he

should be at least thirty years of age. On the matter of salary,

in order to provide for comparability with the salaries paid to

government personnel -. including United States personnel o_ and to

provide adequately for the e_enses of the office, we recommend

that the Chief Executive should receive an annual sala_j of about
$17,5oo.

A major question arises concerning the disposition of the operating

departments and agencies under the High Commissioner. It would, on

the one hand, be possible to continue them under the High Commissioner

and not make them part of the Micronesian government. This would

mean greater control over the development and management of their

programs and the use of the Federal resources involved. However,

it would also place us in the strange position of having two

governments in Micronesia-. the High Commissioner.s government with

over ninety percent of the resources and a very minor Micromesian

government. The potential for duplication and conflict in that

situation would be great. Continuation of the bulk of executive

activities under the High Cc_missioner while having transferred
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legislative power with respect thereto to the Microneslan legislature

would be awkward a_i would severely limit the concept of self-

government in Micronesia.

We, therefore, recummend that, a_ the time the Chief Executive is

established, the executive departments an_ agencies now in the

office of the High Cc_nissioner shoul_ be transferred to the

government of Micronesia and placed under the general supervision

of the Chief Executive with adequate safeguards of the United States

interestsinvolved. As noted above, the powers and duties of those

departments should be spelled out now in law to limit the discretion

of the executive in administering them. In addition to supervising

those activities and others that might be added by the laws of

Micronesia, the Chief Executive would carry on the generally

accepted executive functions of apl_inting the heads of departments

and agencies aml the district administrators, al_roving the enact-

ments of the Micronesian legislature and executing the laws of

Micronesia. The need to move Micronesiau bureaucrats into more

responsible positions and to train them in anticipation of such a

change is obvious.

The end Product of the shift of the o_erations and executive powers

fr_n the High Commissioner would be a government or_mlzation in

which the High Commissioner continues as the United States repre-

sentative with the _ower to exercise c_ controls over the
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Microneslan government to protect the United Sta_es interests.

He would retain a small personal staff to carry out his control

functions and probably to provid_ technical advice to the Microneslan

government. We would visualize the continued employment by the

Trust Territory government of a cadre of Amarican personnel until

such time as trained Micronesians are available. None of these

shifts would affect the operations of other Fed_r_l agencies in

the area.

It is obvious tha_ the transfer to the Micronesian government of

responsibility for carrying out a program which is financed for

the most part with Federal funds mus_ be accompanied by controls

which adequately protect Federal interests, not only in the funds,

but also in the gov_ent of Micronesia generally. A_ number and

variety of controls could be visualized. We cc__cludedthat the

control which would, on the one baud, be the most effective, and,

on the o_her, be the most defensible, would be a control over the

Federal funds to be use_ by the Microneslan government. Without

those funds, a government of Micronesia would be impossible. We

wou/d envision a continu_tlon of the systpm of securing the ccmnents

and rec_m_-_ations of the Micronesian government on the budget that

is submitted to the Secretary of the Interior -- indeed the Chief

Executive an_ his _ants an_ agencies shou/A be %ulte directly

--_ay, _
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involved in the preparation of that budget -- and an allocation of

those funds once appropriated by the High Ccmmissioner to the local

government. However, we would recommend that the High Commissioner

should have the authority to review the use of Federal f_nds by the

government of Micronesia and to withhold or withdraw those funds when

he believes they are being used improperly. That power standing by

itself, we believe, would be enough to compel any Micronesi'_-ngovern-

ment to follow the wishes of the High Commissioner in mosm matters.

Withdrawal of funds could certainly be used, for example, to for_e

the resignation of a Chief Executive who might be acting con%razs-

to United States interests. Such power alone, however, might still

permit situations which would be highly embarrassing to the

United States and inimical to its interests. For example, the

legislature might refuse to elect a Chief Executive or to elect one

which the High Cumnlssioner would consider aPl_riate. The legis-

lature might also enact laws which would be in conflict with

United States interests or which would so reshape the executive

machinery as to create severe problems on the expenditure of funds°

To overcune those problems, we recomme_ that the High Com_ssioner

should have the additional power of ap_olnting an Acting Chief Executive

in the event of a vacancy or in case the legislature does non elect a

satisfactory Chief Executive within a reasonable period of time.

Such an appointed Chief Executive shou/_lserve until the legislature
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does elect a satisfactory Chief Executive, with disputes as to the

approval of a Chief Executive being referred to the Secretary of the

Interior. Further, where United States security or interests are

involved, he should have the power to approve the Chief Executive's

major appointments and to veto or annul legislation and to remove

public officials.

The above views of the Mission regarding the pr_osed organization

of the government of Micronesla and the office of the Chief Execu-

tive are embodied in a draft executive order which we have prepared

and attached (Appendix B). The extent to which that order spells

out the structure of the Micronesian government would, of course,

in itself constitute a control over the actions of the Microneslan

government. It would also serve to allay certain other fears

through the inclusion of a bill of rights preserving local custcms

and prescribing the manner in which -- if at all -- non-Micronesians

can acquire property and business interests.

H. Additional Plebiscite Inducements

in addition to issuing the ex_utlve order which would establish the

office of the Chief Executive after _he plebiscite, as we have

mentioned earlier, several other inducements for a favorable vote

in the plebiscite should be made known in the appropriate form.

The most importamt of those, we believe, would be the azmounceme_t
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that action will be initiated to secure the status of United States

nationals for the Micronesiaus in the event they choose to affiliate

with the United States. The benefits that go with that status as

well as its symbolic meaning would go a long way toward assuring a

favorable vote if carefully explained. As noted earlier, this is,

of course, a matter on which the Congress must be thoroughly con-

sulted beforehand. The Mission believes that citizenship, however,

cannot now be considered because of the threat it poses to certain

of the vested rights of the Microneslaus, particularly their

restrictive land tenure system and restrictions of entry of American

business. Action must be taken on the latter restrictions before

citizenship will be feasible.

Additional inducementsthat are also apln_priate to offer at the

time of the plebiscite would be (1) the extension of the social

security system to _age and salary earners in Mieronesia and (2) the

completion of action to equalize American a_i Microneslau government

pay schedules (discussed further in Part 1"rv).

The Mission believes it is too early to make a definite rec_n-

mendation on steps to be taken after the plebiscite and the estab-

lls_ent of a Micronesian Chief Executive. As noted earlier, we

do believe that subsequent to those e_tions consideration could

al_ropri_tely be given to confirming the then existing ors_nization
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through an organic act. It is not too early, howevers to begin

consideration of an eventual merger of Micronesia and the Territory

of Guam. In the long run this would be logical because of culturals

racial and other ties betuceenthe territories and because it would

result in administrative economics and probably stimulate the economic

development of both areas.

I__.Government at the District Level

Elected district legislatures have been established in all six

districts of the Trust Territory. The achievement of creaming

those bodies in the space of half a d_zen years, given that lace of

Micronesian experience with such institutions and the problems of

transportation aml communications, deserves great praise. The American

administration has been in a tutelary position, taking the initiative

in suggesting the chartering of district legislatures, helping in

parlismentary procedures, the drafting of bills an_ giving general

counsel on subjects of legislation, appropriations and other legis-

lative matters. The enactments of the district legislatures have

been subject to approval by the High Commissioner on the recom-

mendation of the district administrators.

The real problems of the district legislature lie in (i) their

lace of any significant revenues with which to work to develop

programs of district interest, (2) the lack of an exmcutive
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counterpart -- their laws being enforced by the district administrator

who is a representative of the central government, (3) memberships

made up in large par_ by the employees of the district administra-

tion, (_) the non-elective representation of traditional chiefs in

some districts, and (5) their general lace of political experience

and leadership.

The history of modern legislatures revolves around appropriations

by consent. Withou_ power to tax and spend public funds, the role

of a legislature is severely limited. The district legislatures

of Micronesia have some control over the resources in their areas,

but not much. The Marshall Islands district, for example, collected

the most taxes in 1962, about $93,000, while Yap collected only

$31,000. United States funds for Just the operations, not the

capital improvements in those districts in 1963 ran to about

$825,000 and $385,000 respectively° All the districts -- and the

municipalities in Micronesia -- collected only $750,000 in taxes and

other revenues in 1962 as contrasted with the $6,304,000 in United

States funds appropriated for the area in the same year. In 1963,

the $15,000,000 Federal appropriation will overshadow local revenues

even further.

The currenm clrcumsr_nces in which the vast majority of the funds

spent for governmental purposes in the districts come from the
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United States and _ spent throu6h the machinery of the centre!

government under the control of the _6h Ccmnissicner can be

expected _ _ntiuue indefiuitely, even after a _tial shift of
C

res_onsibt//ty to a Micronesian Chief Execu_i_. Further, because

of the small amount of district revenues, It makes little eense to

creste a distinct district executive arm alm_-t from that of the

central government. The Misslon recomnends, howe_r, that the

district legislatures should be consulted and the_ rec_menda_ions

should be sough_ in connection vith the Dremurationof the budgets

of the district administrators and on the allocation of funds.

Those budEets should cover the use of United States aa ,,.Jell as

j district funds. They should be able to determine how their own

funds _ be spent, but their appropriations should, be included

in a consolidated district budget. This would enable _he district

admlni_trator to secure the leglslatmre's knowledge of_local needs

and their evaluation of his In'o_"aln. The most Impor'-,.mnt obJec_i_

is to bring the district admi_strator and the distric_ legislature

closer together in thinking about the needs of the dia_ric_. Too

often the district administra_or now seems to be _ one govern-

men_ while the legislature is operating another--e_en to _he point

• of.having a district treasurer, selected and paXd by the le_slature,

to collect taxes and, in some cases, to make s_ disbursements.

-- " _ _ra_icei in effect _.s.t:t._ a minor executive ann of the
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legislature, _ be stopped. All district tax col.l.eettcas and.

dls__s of dtst;rtct funds should be :_le by the dtstztct;

administrator or his agents. This principle ls._@'lzm, l_ to. receive

recognition in some of the districts as exemplAfted by Public Lay _-63

. of the Palau legislature in whlch a grant of _.2_0 _s made to the

municipalities "to be administered an_ controlled by the District

Administrator, who is further authorized under this r_eolu_ion to

make any change he sees necessary and Justl,_i_i to insur_ that public

funds are properly hannled and used wisely". Thls practice shou_

be clarified and enforced in all districts.

The scarcest resource in Mtcr_esta is skilled manpower. The lack

of admlulstrators an_ politlcal leaders in _ Trust T_tory ls

serious. One ¢c_sequence has been to exten_l_ lean talents avail-
._°

able over two or more _esponslbilit_es, asklng 1_hefew keen me_,

usuall7 with goo_ En_sh-_._ _ty, to serve t_ _ers

or to do more than they can realistically manage. _he drive to

establ£sh le_slatures has put a heavy bnrden on the admi_Istratl_n

_o ,_And,e(_m_r,en_ !egislators. The brighter yom_ =en, fa=llAar

with American tcleas of' government, _ to be found _ malnly

for the district administration and hea:l_ers. _hese have been

_he natuzal candidates to flll _ legislative seats'in all six

. districts, but the nmnber of those seats (79 in the _,

in Ponape, and so forth) has drained all the Trust Territory
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talent. The problem of the o_wrsized legislature is currently

being solved through headquarters efforts to reduce the membership

in those legislatures, but there is still a _A_mimn on talent.

In all district legislatures the number of aclmlnlstratlon employees

runs _ of 30 or 40 percent of the total membership a_ in some

distracts they constitute a ma_orit¥. In Tap, for example, three

members of the legislature wore for one private ent_r_r_,se, three

are unemployed and fourteen are either teachers or other_rl_ wo:_

fo_ _ gowrA'_e_. _he dceflm_tion of a legi_ _hat has the

power to tax and appropriate money and. _nAch must learn to criticize

the use of executive power by men wrklng for the executive is

plainly unhealthy. In addition, the a_mlnlstratlon suffers from

the interru_tlon of its _rk during legislative sessions, from a

confusion of roles among some of its key elployees and a lack of

healthy crltlcism.

No quick remedy is suggested. If all administration employees _ere

denied seats in district legislatures this year chaos _mld ensue

becs_s_ e the legislatures _ be depopulated. The stipends of

legislators are so small that no _lcrcmesin government emmployee

_ opt for a legislative post. It is not too ear_, however,

to lay down some f--a--_Ttal _rlnci_les and plsnnln_ for the fol-

--- 1_ years. _ _ssi_n teen.endsthat (1)no distracta_s-

trstor or assistant distract administrator shoul£ now be _nmitte_
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to hold a zect in the district legislature and (2) within two or

three year= no delmrtmen_ heeds at the district level shou_ be

pen_Lt-_ed to hold a seat. Other employees _ho cont;inue to hold ..
*?

_est= should gr-._ually be given a choice between their legislative

....... and executive functions, but for the l_esen_ should be placed on

leave vlthout pay dnrlng legislative sessions.

It :m_ be z-..co_Lzed that the develcr_=nenC of ln_r_n_ o:_i_t_l_

legislatures in Mlcronesia, _here sessicns last one or t;_ month:

a year, requires individuals who have sources of incc:e fro: the

private sector and who can earn enough from thelr sa/arles as

le61slators to make ends mee_. A good legislative syutem in

Mtcronesla is not conceivable until relatively independent skills1
t

le6islator= can be found. To help foster that development, the

district legislatures should prov!de for ade%uate compensation of

their members on a per diem basis an_, to help ease the burden on

the dl=trtcts, the sdmlntstratlon should yrovlde fr=_- transportation

for members to legislative sessions.

With an increase of _ower over municipal functions (as is proposed

below), greater access to _md discussions of the district budget,

" a eontinui_ reduction in :e:bershtp, a=t .greater tax resources

if the eeoncew TJarlves, the district, legls/stures can be ralsed to
6

.m
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a more useful role. (In that connection, note should be taken of

the Taxation Policy section, II-B-8, of the Mission report dealing

with taxes in which it is recommended that, on the one hand, the

districts be barred from taxing exports a_i imports while, on the

other hand, the district's r_,a_n_ng educational functions would be

transferred to the central goverument with the net effect of increas-

ing the amounts of funds available for other district activities.) To

help in that direction, it is recommended that each dis_ric+_legislature

should appoint an executive committee of _hree to five members Co

perform legislative functions during the periods when the legislature

is not in session -- to study legislation, scrutinize the budget,

investigate executive actions, transmit petitions and prepare the agenda

for the sessions of the legislature. The members of such committees

should receive additional compensation at a rate equivalent to that

of a district department head.

J_.:.Government at the Municiwal Level

In June 1963, the headquarters political affairs officer wrote to

the High Commissioner:

"Our local goverzmenms need a_tention ... Some confusion

and mlsundersVm_ilng exists on the part of local

officials regarding their duties an_ responsibilities.

Financial problems are present also, due to limited

CC__L_
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local revenues, relatively high salaries, tax collec-

tion difficulties and management. Charter provisions

are frequently violated. Elections are often improperly

administered. Many municilmli_ies have simply 'gone bad'

... local government is no_ receiving the support of the

people which it must have. Criticism is mounting in the

municipalities. Further deterioration will weaken _.he

foundations of our active political development program ..."

Beginning in 1957 in Metalanin, She Truss Territory embaraed upon an

intensive program of chartering municipalities with an honest desire

to bring self-government down to the smallest village. In the

previous Japanese admlnistra_ion, of course, neither legislatu_res

nor a democratic expression on policy ha_ existed, with the com-

mands of the Japanese passing to village chiefs for execution. The

current chartered municipalities consist of an elected maglstra_e,

an elected council, sometimes an elected treasurer and secretary,

and they have the power to pass ordnances, tax and collect revenues

subject to the approval of the district _-_m_n4strator. Their power

to tax is fairly limitless with the result that they frequently

duplicate district and even territory taxes.

With the zeal for pushing the responsibility for local government

trponMicronesians, includ_ the responsibility for roads, schools,
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police, and so forth, some of the plain political and administrs-

tire facts that promote govermmen_ efficiency were overlooked. The

largest municipality in the Marshalls, for axmm_le, has just over

a thousan_ electors. They elect a magls_rate aml ten council

members from four precincts. Another municipality has only 238

electors voting for a council of 16 with nominations and voting

carried out by a primitive house-to-house canvass. Three o_her

municipalities, with potential electorates of 4601._O0 and 80 could

not even have their elections supez-_A=edby the dis_ric_ because

the transportation problems were so difficult.

In Ponape district, four municipalities with electorate of a little

more than a thousand people in each had to elect ll, 17, 20 and 21

officials. Members of the town council of Kolonia, the distric+_

center on Ponape, were elected by precinct, the second precinc_

having only 57 inhabitants.

In Truk only five municipalities collected revenues of more than

$1,000 in 1962. The municipality of Parem used nine differenz

taxes to collect $220 of which $32was spent for transportation

and office supplies, $36 for police and the rest for the salaries

and expenses of the magistrate, council an_ secretary. The !arges_

municipality of Palau, with a total budget of $15,502 in 1964, will

spend an estimated _,062 for salaries of the magistrate, council,

LCCN_Z_E_'fEAL--
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clerks, tax collector, high chief, chiefs, and district congress-

man. In Malekeiok municipality, $640 in salaries were paid to

officials out of $845 in revenues, and in N_rdmau the only

expenditures made during the year were $I0 for rental of boat or

vehicle and $1.09 for miscellaneous expenses, the rest of the $394

in revenues going to the magistrate and his council.

Even with this evidence, generalization about municipalities is

misleading. Saipan, for example, _hich was chs__ceredby the Navy

as a single municipality, has revenues of more than $300_000 and

a population of about 8,000. Yap has no chartered municipalities

yet on the other hand. Nevertheless there is a pattern of too many

municipalities for too few people, too many elected officials with

too few responsibilities receiving too large a portion of hard-

earned tax revenues for salaries. A complicate_ governmental unit

has been imposed upon a paucity of resources. The result is formal

elections, meetlngs, paperwork and little to show as a product in

the way of community improvement. The administration is to be

congratulated for its sincere effor_ to include all men and women

in a a_mocratic electoral process, but it is-the recnmmendation of

the Mission that the chartering of municipalities ought to be halted

until the whole institution is reevaluated.

-s7-
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The election of municipal magistrates (mayors) by the people is

probably a wise introduction of democratic control at the lowest

level of government, bu_ they should be the only mt_Icipal officials

receiving salaries. Councilmen and other part-time appointees,

if continued at all, should serve on a honorary basis. Both for

purposes of the rationalization of the tax structure (see II-B-8)

aud to create a li_k between the municipalities and their district

governments rather _hau continue a completely separate and inappro-

priate layer of municipal government, the magistrates :s _alarles

should be paid by the district governments. The magistrates would

then be responsible for the implementation of district laws and

policies at the local level.

Finally, action need_ to be taken to terminate municipal taxing

authority. Taxing authority below the cautral governmen_ level

be confined to the districts,

The longorange objective should be a reduction of the load of

elections and administration on small communities, the better

coordination and supervision of mumicipal programs and activities

from the district administrators office and an iml_rovedbudgeting

procedures aud taxing procedures stemming from the concentration of

authority and re._ponsibility at the district level.

r
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APPENDIX.A

Department of the Interior Order No.

Subject: Amendment of the Code of the Trust Territory to provide for the

establishment of a Trust m=_.rritory Legislature

1. Pursuant to the provisigns of Section 28 of the Code of the Trust

Territozy of the Pacific Islands, such Code is hereby amended by the in-

sertion of the following new chapter:

CHAPTER 3A

LEGIS'LA__JRE

Sec. _l. Le=islative Power. The legislative power of the T__ust

Territory of the Pacific Islands, except as otherwise provided in this

Chapter, shall be vested in the Legislature of the Trust Territory which

shall consist of a single house of twenty-one members. The legislative

power shall extend to all rightful subjects of territorial legislation,

except that no such legislation may be inconsistent with

(a) treaties or international agreements of the United Sta_es;

(b) the laws of the United States applicable to _he'Trust Territory; or

(c) sections 1 through 12 of the Ccde of the Trust Territory.

Prior to his submission of the annual budget of the Trust Territory ta the

Secretary of the Interior, the High Commissioner shall submit such budget

to the Legislature for its review and recommendation. The High Commis-

sioner shall adopt such recommendations of the Legislature as he may deem

appropriate, but he shall transmit to taa Secretary of the Interior all

reco=en tlonshehasnota opted, forthe of

3",,_nmTTV_-_I,'ffT._v --
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funds other than as budgeted by the High Commissioner ana the Secr_u_5"

of the Interior and as appropriated by the Congress shall either in=-ud_

revenue measures to provide the needed funds or shall be based upon

the receipt by the Government of the Trus_ Territory of revenues in

excess of those estimated in the annual budget as presented to the

Congress.

Sec. _2. Membership. For purposes of representation in the Legis-

lature, the Trust Territory shall be divided into the six distri=zs

described in section 39 of this Code. Of the t_°en_y-ezemamber_ f -he

Legislature, three shall be elected by the qualified voters who re_=_

in the Mariana Island District; three shall be elected by the qua=iliad

voters who reside in the Palau District; one shall be elected by _ne

qualified voters WhO reside on the Yap Islands, Yap District, and one

by the qualified voters who reside in the remainder of the i_apDis=r!==.

five shall be elected by the qualified voters who reside in the Tz_. f_z_r=c=;

one shall be elected by the qualified _ters "_horeside on Kusaie _an._.

Ponape District, and three by the quaiifiea vo_ers WhO reside tn _n_

remainder of the Ponape District; and four shall be elected by _he

qualified voters whoreside in the Marshall Island_ Diszric=. _;_n_::_

with the foregoing apportionment, the laws of the Trus_ Territory _h_lS

provide for the further division of each distric_ into a number of 3u_-

districts as nearly as possible on the basis of popular±on equal tc uh_

number of members to which the district is entitled, and the qua-ifled

voters within each subdistrict shall be entitled _o vote for the mamoer
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from that subdistrict. The number of members to be e!ec_ed from each

district and the boundaries of the subdistrlcts shall be reapportioned

as nearly as possible on the basis of population at intervals of ten

years beginning in 1980, but no district shall be entitled to less them

two members at any time, regardless of population.

Sec. _. Qualifications of Legislators. No person _hail be eligible

to be a member of the Legislature who is not a citizen cf the T___st

Territory, who has not attained the age of t_enty-one years, _-noi_ not

a qualified voter in the Trust Territoz_j, or who has no- be_z:_ bona

fide resident of the Trus_ Territory for at least two years next precea_

ing the date of his election. No person who has been expelled from _he

Legislature for giving or receiving a bribe or for being an accessory

thereto, and no person who has been convicted of a felony or of a crime

involving moral turpitude, shall sit in the Legislature, unless _he perEon

so convicted has been pardoned and has had restored to him his civil rigz_s.

Sec. _4. Franchise. The franchise shall be vested in residents oz

the Trus_ Territory who are citizens of the Trust Territory, eighteen

years of age or over. Additional qualifications may be prescribed _U,"

the Legislature: _-._rovided,That no property, language, or income quaiifi_

cation shall ever be imposed or required of any voter, nor shall any

discrimination in qualification be made or based upon difference in r__ce,

color, ancestry, sex, or religious belief.
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Sec. _. Elections. General elections shall be held every three

years beginning in 1964 on the first Tuesday following the first Monday

in November and ending not later than three weeks thereafter. Legis-

lators shall be chosen by secret ballot of the qualified electors of

their respective subdistricts.

Sec. _6. Term. Each legislator shall hold office for a term of three

years, commencing at noon on the third day of January following his election.

except as otherwise provided by law

Sec. _7. Sessions. There shall be two regular sessions of the Legis-

lature held in each year, one beginning on the third day of ./anuaryand

the second beginning on the first d_y of July, except as otherwise provided

by law. Each such session shall be held at the seat of government of the

Trust Territory and shall continue for not to exceed forty-flve conse-

cutive calendar days.

The Legislature may meet in special session at the call of the High

Commissioner, for such period of time and at such place as the High Commis-

sioner may specify in his call, but no legislation may be considered in

a special session other than that specified by the High Commissioner in

his call for the special session or in a special message to the Legis-

lature while in session.

Sec. _8. Enactment of Laws_ Vetoes. The enacting clause of all bills

shall be: "Be it enacted by the Legislature of the Trust Territory cf the

Pacific Islands", and no law shall be enacted except by bill. The High
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Commissioner may submit proposed legislation to the Legislature for con-

sideratlon by it.

Every bill passed by the Legislature shall, before it becomes a law,

be presented to the High Commissioner. If the High Commissioner approves

the bill, he shall sign it. If the High Commissioner disapproves the bill,

he shall, except as hereinafter provided, return it, with his objections,

to the Legislature within ten days (Sunday excepted) after it shall have

been presented to him. If the High Commissioner does not re_urn the bill

within such period, it shall be a law in like manner as if he had signed

it, unless the Legislature by adjournment prevents its return, in which

case it shall be a law if signed by the High Commissioner within thirty

days after it shall have been presented to him; otherwise it shall not be

alaw.

When a bill is returned by the High Commissioner to the Legislature

with his objections, the Legislature may proceed to reconsider the bill.

If, after such reconsideration, two-thirds of all the members of the

Legislature present agree to pass the bill, it shall be presented anew to

the High Commissioner. If he then approves it, he shall sign it; if no+-,

he shall within ten days after it has been presented to him transmit it

to the Secretary of the Interior. If the Secretary approves the bill wXthln

ninety days of its receipt by him, it shall become a law; otherwise it

shall not.

In the event that the High Commissioner has submitted to the Legislature

proposed legislation which he has designated as urgent, and the Legislature

_aT,

(5)
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has failed to pass the same in its original form or an amended form accept-

able to the High Commissioner at the session at which it was submitted,

the High Commissioner may himself, with the approval of the Secretary of

the Interior, promulgate such proposed legislation as a law.

If any bill presented to the High Commissioner should contain several

items of appropriation of money, he may object to one or more of such

items, or any part or parts thereof, portion or portions thereof, while

approving the other items, parts, or portions of the bill. in such case

he shall append to the bill, at the time of signing it, a statement of

the items, or parts or portions thereof, to which he objects, and the items,

or parts or portions thereof, so objected to shall not take effect.

Sec. _. Procedure. (a) Quorum. The quorum of the Legislature shall

consist of eleven of its members. No bill shall become a law unless it

shall have been passed at a meeting, at which a quorum was present, by

the affirmative vote of a majority of the members present and voting,

which vote shall be by yeas and nays.

(b) Title. Every legislative act shall embrace but one s_bjec_

and matter properly connected therewith, which subject shall be expressed

in the title; but if any subject shall be embraced in an act which shall

not be expressed in the title, such an act shall be void only as to so

much thereof as shall not be embraced in the title.

(cI Amendment and revisions by reference. No law shall be

amended or revised by reference to its title only; but in such case the

(6)
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act, as revised, or section or subsection as amended, shall be reenacted

and published at full length.

(d) Journal. The Legislature shall keep a Journal of its

proceedings in English and publish the same. Every bill passed by the

Legislature and the yeas and nays on any question shall be entered on

the journal.

(e) Public sessions. The business of the Legislature, and of

the Committee of the Whole, shall be transacted openly and not in secret

session.

(f) Procedural authority. The Legislature shall be the sole

judge of the elections and qualifications of its members, shall have and

exercise all the authority and attributes inherent in legislative assemblies,

and shall:have the power to institute and conduct investigations, issue

subpoenas to witnesses and other parties concerned, and administer oaths,

whether the Legislature be in session or otherwise.

Sec. 60. Immunity. No member of the Legislature shall be held to

answer before any tribunal other than the Legislature for any speech or

debate in the Legislature, and the members shall in all cases, except

treason, felony, or breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest during

their attendance at the sessions of the Legislature and in going to and

returning from the same.

Sec. 61. Compensa_ion_ other emplo.yment. Each member of the legis-

lature shall receive for his services an annual salary of $3,000, payable

(7)
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at such times as may be provided by law. Each member shall also receive

transportation and a per diem allowance at the expense of the Government

while on official business within the Trust Territory or in Guam.

No member of the Legislature shall, while on official legislative

business, receive any other compensation from the Government.

No member of the Le_slature shall, during the year following the

expiration of the term for which he was elected, be appointed to any

office which was created, or the salary or emoluments of which have been

increased, during such term.

Sec. 62. Vacancies. Whenever, prior to six months before the daze of

the next general election, a vacancy occurs in the Legislature, the

High Commissioner shall call a special election to fill such vacancy.

In case of vacancies occurring within six months of the next general

election, no special election shall be held and the High Commissioner

may fill such vacancy by appointment.

2. Pursuant to the provisions of Section 28 of the Code of the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands, such Code is further amended by the

deletion of section 28.

3. The above and foregoing order is subject to and is to be construed

in accordance with Presidential Executive Order No. ii021 of May 7, 1962.

4. Existing laws, regulations, orders, appointments, or other acts in

effect innnediatelyprior to the effective date of this order shall r_

in effect until they are superseded pursuant to the provlsion of this

order.

L Coi__AL --
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APPENDIX B

EXECUTIVE OBDER

PROVIDING FGR THE AEMINISTRATION GF THE
TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISIANDS

WHEREAS the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands was placed under

the trusteeship system established in the charter of the United Nations

by means of a trusteeship agreement approved by the Security Council of

the United Nations on April 2, 1947, and by the United States Government

on July 18, 1947, after due constitutional process (hereinafter referred

to as the "trusteeship agreement"); and

WHEREAS the United States of America was designated under the terms

of the trusteeship agreement as the administering authority of the Trust

Territory referred to above; and

WHEREAS the United States has heretofore assumed obligations for the

civil administration of the Trust Territory and has carried out such

civil administration under the provisions of Executive Orders Nos. 9875

of July 18, 1947, 10265 of June 29, 1951, 10408 of November lO, 1952,

10470 of July 17, 1953, and 11021 of May 7, 1962:

N_, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Act

of June 30, 1954, as amended (48 U.S.C. 1681), and as President of the

United States, it is ordered as follows:

SECTION I. Descriptions. The islands formerly held by Japan under

mandate in accordance with Article 22 of the Covenant of the League Qf

Nations sad placed under the trusteeship system of the United Nations,

%,1%_'A_U."_-._I d.,,mdr'.ml_
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with the United States as administering authority, by the trusteeship

agreement between the United States and the Security Council of the

United Nations, being the Mariana Islands (other than Guam) and the

Marshall and Caroline Islands, shall be known as the Trust Territory

of the Pacific Islands (hereinafter referred to as the "Trust Territory").

For administrative and other purposes set forth in this order, the Trust

Territory shall be divided into the following six districts:

(1) The Mariana Islands District, consisting of those islands of

the Trust Territory, and the territorial waters thereof, which lie within

the area north of 14° north latitude, south of 21° north latitude, west

of 150° east longitude, and east of 144° east longitude.

(2) The Palau District, consistlmg of those islands of the Trust

Territory, and the territorial waters thereof, which lle within the area

beginning at a point 2° north latitude 130° east longitude, thence north

to a point 11° nort_ latitude 130° east longitude, thence east to a point

ll° north latitude 136° east longitude, thence south to a point 2° north

latitude 136° east longitude, thence west to the point of beginning.

(3) The Yap District, consisting of those islands of the Trust

Territory, and the territorial waters thereof, which lle within the area

beginning at a point 2° north latitude 136° east longitude, thence north

to a point 11o north latitude 136° east longitude, thence east to a

point ii° north latitude 148° east longltude, thence south to a point

0° latitude i_8° east longitude, thence northwesterly to the point of

beginning.

J 1 1 ...... _--llll _ A_
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(4) The True District, consisting of those islands of the Trust

Territory, and the territorial waters thereof, which lie within the

area beginning at a point 0° latitude 148° east longitude, thence

north to a point Ii° north latitude !48° east .longitude, thence east

to a point ii° north latitude 154° east longitude, thence south to a

point O° latitude 154° east longitude, thence west to the point of

beginning.

(5) The Ponape District, consisting of those islands of the Trust

Territory, and the territorial waters thereof, which lle within the area

beginning at a point 0° latitude 154° east longitude, thence north to a

point l!° north latitude 154° east longitude, thence east to a point

ll° north latitude 158° east longitude, thence southeast to a point

_O
p north latitude 166° east longitude, thence south to a point 0° latitude

166° east longitude, thence west to the point of beginning.

(6) The Marshall Islands District, consisting of those islands of

the Trust Territory, and the territorial waters thereof, which lie within

the area beginning at a point ll° north latitude 158° east longitude,

thence southeast to a point 5° north latitude 166° east longitude, thence

south to a point 0° latitude 166° east longitude, thence northmast to a

point 4° north latitude 170° east longitude, thence east to a point 4°

north latitude 172° east longitude, thence north to a point 16° north

latitude 1T2° east longitude, thence nort_r_es¢ to a point 19° north

latitude 158° east longitude, thence south to the point of beginning.

(s)
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SEC. 2. Secre_a_ T of the Interior. The responsibility for the

administration of all ci_-ll govelu_ment in the Trust Te_toz-j is hereby

vested in the Secreta_r of the Interior, and all executive, legislative,

and judicial authority necessary for that administration shall be

exercised under the general supervision of the Secretary of the Interior

in accordance with the provisions of this order. Subject to applicable

law, such policies as the President may from time to time prescribe,

and, where advantageous, in collaboration with other dep_ents and

agencies of the Government of the United States, the Secretary of the

Interior shall take such actions as may be necessary and appropriate to

carry out the obligations assumed by the United States as the adminis-

tering authority of the Trust Territory under the terms of the trustee-

ship agreement and under the Charter of the United Nations: Provided,

That the authori_j to specify parts or all of the Trust Territory as

closed for security reasons and to determine the extent to which Articles

87 and 88 of the Charter of the United Nations shall be applicable to

s_ch closed areas, in accordance with Article 13 of the trusteeship agree-

ment, shall be exercised by the President: And provided further, that_

the Secretary of the Interior shall keep the Secretary of State currently

informed of activities in the Trust Territory affecting the foreign policy

of the United States, and that all relations between the departments and

agencies of the United States Government amd appropriate organs of the

United Nations with respect to the Trust Territory shall be conducted

through the Sedrezary of State.

• C0_=_nTZ_AL
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use without just compensation; nor shall any person be subject for the

same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall any

person be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself.

In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to a

speedy and public trial, to be informed of the nature and cause of the

accusation, to be confronted with the witnesses against him, to have

compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the

assistance of counsel for his defense. No crime under the laws of the

Trust Territory shall be punishable,by death.

(e) No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing the

obligations of contracts shall be enacted.

(f) Excessive bail Shall not be required, nor excessive fines

imposed, nor cruel and Unusual punishments inflicted.

(g) All persons shall be bailable by sufficient sureties in the case

of criminal offenses, excep_ for first-degree murder and other offenses

for vhich the punishment may be life imprisonment when the proof is

evident or the presumption great. No person shall sit as Judge or magis-

trate in any case in which he has been engaged as attorney or prosecutor.

(h) No law shall be enacted in the Trust Territory which discriminates

against any person on account of race, sex, language, or religion; nor

shall the equal protection of the laws be denied.

(i) Subject only to the requirements of public order and security,

the inhabitants of the Trust Territory shall be accorded freedom of

migration and movement within the Trust Territory.

(6)
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(j) Free public elementary and secondary education shall be provided

throughout the Trust Territory.

(k) No person shall be imprisoned solely for failure to discharge

a contractual obligation or for debt.

(1) The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended,

unless, when in cases of rebellion or invasion or imminent danger thereof,

the public safety shall require it.

(m) No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house

without the consent of the owner, nor in time of war but in a manner to

be prescribed by law.

(n) The laws of the Trust Territory may restrict or forbid the

acquisition of interests in real property and in business enterprises

by persons who are not citizens of the Trust Territory, and shall give

due recognition co local customs.

SEC. 4. Office of the Hi@h Commissioner. (a) The Secretary of the

Interior shall appoint a High Commissioner of the Trust Territory (herein-

after referred to as the "High Commissioner") who shall be the chief

representative of the Secretary of the Interior in the Trust Territory,

have the powers and perform the duties assigned to him by the terms of

this order, and carry out any powers or duties delegated or assigned to

him by the Secretary of the Interior. The High Commissioner shall report

to the Secretary of the Interior on the operations of his office and the

Government of the Trust Territory. The High Commissioner may, in case of

rebellion or invasion or imminent danger thereof, when the public safety

(7)
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requires it, suspend the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus, or place

the Trust Territory or any part thereof under martial law, until the

decision of the Secretary of the Interior is communicated to the High

Commissioner. He shall coordinate and have general cognizance over all

activities of a civil nature of the depar_m_nts and agencies of the Unitea

States Government in the Tr_as_Territcry, except that the President may,

by Executive order, provide that any such department or agency shall no=

be subject to the coordination or general cognizance of the High Commis-

sioner.

_-(b) The Secretary of the Interior shall appoint a Deputy High

Commissioner of the '-_t Territory who shall carry out any powers or

duties delegated or assigned to him by the High Commissioner, and have

all the powers of the High Commissioner in the case of a vacancy in the

office of the __ighCommissioner, or the temporary removal, resignation,

or disability of the High Commissioner, or in the case of his tamporar_j

absence.__

(c) The Secre*_aryof the Interior may from time to time designate

another officer or employee of the United States Government to act as

High Commissioner and carry out his powers and duties in case of a

vacancy in the offices, or the disability or temporary removal or absence,

of /Koth7 the High Commissioner _d the Deputy High Commissioner_.

(d) The High Commissioner, _he Deputy High Commissioner_ and

such other personnel as may be deemed necessary to carry out the functions,

powers, duties, and responsibilities of the Secretary of the Interior and

(8)
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the High Commissioner with respect to the supervision and administration

of civil government in the Truss Territory shall constitute the Office

of the High Commissioner. The personnel of that office, _ho shall be

citizens or nationals of the United States or of the T_-_stTerritozT,

_nail be considered to be officers or employees of the United States

_ove_nment. The expenses of that office shall be paid with United States

funas--.

SEC. 5. Truss Territo:V Goverr_nent. The Government of the __rust

Territory of the Pacific Islands, which shall have the right to sue by

that name, shall consist of three branches: executive, legislative, ana

judicial. _/necapital and seat of government thereof shall be located

at Saipan in the Mariana islands District. All officers and employees

of the Governmen_ of the Trust Territory shall be citizens or nationals

of the Trust Territory or of the United States: Provided_ That citizens

cf another nation may be employed with the approval of the High Commis-

szoner. T_neGoverr_en_ of the T_st Territory shall have jurisdiction.

_ncluding jurisdlcZ=on over _-llpersons: in all of the Trust Te_n__itory,

_xcepc tho_e parzs _'hichthe President may from time to time designate

as closed for securlty reasons in accordance with Article 13 of the trustee-

ship agreemen_ and those parts whi=h the Secretary of the Interior shall

designame as rese__tions pursuant to section 14 of this order: Provided,

That the Government of the Trust Territory shall always have the right

to tax persons and corporations, their franchises and property, on the

lands in such parts and to serve civil and criminal process within those

-. (9)
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parts in suits or prosecutions for or on account of _ghts acquired,

obligations incurred, or crimes committed within the _h-ustTerritory

but outside the said parts, and that tle T_-ustTerrito_l shall not be

prevented from exercising over or upon such parts, concurrently with

the United States, any jurisdiction whatsoever which it would have in

the absence of the reservation of such par_s which is consistent with

this order and the United States laws applicable to such parts, and t_

the persons residing in such parts shall not be denied the right to vote

in all the elections in which such par+_sare othez_ise authorized to

participate.

SEC. 6. Executive branch. (a) The executive power and authority

of the Government of the Trust Territory shall be vested in a Chief

Executive, who shall have attained the age of thirty years and who shall

have the other qualifications of a member of the Legisla_cre of the Trust

Territory. The Chief Executive shall have general supervision and con-

trol of all executive departments, agencies, and instrumentalities of

the Government cf the Trust Territory, and shall faithf_Ally execute the

laws of the Goverr_nen_of the Trust Territory. He may grant pardons

and reprieves and remit fines and forfeitures against the laws of the

Government of the T._asmTerritory. He shall appcint all officers and

employees of the office of the Chief Executive and of the execumive branch

of the Government of the Trust Territory, except as otherwise provided

by law, and shall commission all officers that he may be authorized to

appoint. He shall have the power to issue executive regulations which

" (io)
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do not conflict _ith law. He shall maintain his residence dur_ug his

incumbency at Saipan in the Mariana Islands District in a government

house free of rent. He sr_ll receive an annual salary of $17,500 which

_nal! be paid from the funds of the Government of the -_rus_ Territory.

(b"'l,.. _ne _._ez Executive shall be a_inted by the High _s-

_i_ner on the bas-_s of a nomination which is made by the Legislature of

-.n_ T_st Territcry and is acceptable to the Kigh Commissioner. li" the

_ign Commissioner :ices not appoint a person who shall _ve been sc nomina_-_a.

-_=.....Leglsla_ure el" -'-=.._.Trust Ter_tory shall reconsider its nomination and.

i_"_he majori.q_ c_/ its members sm_Li again nominate such person, the

5ecretal_j of the !nzerior shall approve or disapprove his appointment.

The Chief Executive small continue in office until removed by a vote of

the majoriZy of the members of the Legislature of the Trust Te.__ritory,

unless he socner resigns or dies.

,_b)(2) In -he event a vacancy occurs in the office of the Chief

Executive and the Legislature of the T_asz Territory does no_ nomanate

Chief [xecutlve "_itkin a reasonable time whom _he _Igh Commissioner or

the Secre cary cf the interior w%il ap__oint, the _iga Commissioner may

appoint a Chief -r:¢ecu_ivewi_hou_ a nomination. Such appointed Chief

E_xec_/tive shs/l continue, in office until replaced by a Chief Executive

nominated and appointed p-_rsuan_ zo _aph (i) of this s-_bseczion.

%, -
_b)Iz) _ _he even_ a vacancy in the office of Chief Executive occur--.

at a time wnen the Legislature of the 'ETus_ Territory is noz in session.

_.ns Eigh Commissioner shall call a special session within _hi._ days for

the purpose of ncmlnatlzg a Chief Executive.

(n)
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(c) The executive branch of the C_vernment of _ Trust Territory

shall consist of such executive departments or agencies as may be deemed

necessary, but each _u-.hdepartment or agency shall be established by

law which shall enumerate the powers and functions thereof. The head

-o _ agency shall be appointed by the Chief
of each such de_ar_--n_ or

F.xecu_ivewith the aPPro_..alof the High Commissioner.

SEC. 7- Lesislatlve branch. (a) The legislative power and authorit7

of the Government of the Trust Territory shall be vested in the Legislature
")

of the Trust Territoz7 (hereinafter referred to as the "Legislature

consisting of a single house of twenty-one members. The legislative

Dower shall extend to all rightful subjects of territorial legislation?

except that no such legislation may be inconsistent with (1) the treaties

or international agreements of the United States, (2) the laws of the

United States applicable to the Trust Territory, or (3) the provisions

cf tP_i.sorder. The Legislature shall have the authority to select its

owu officers.

(b> For purpose_ of representation in the Legislature, the Tz-_st

_.erritory shall be divided into the _ix districts described in section 1

of this order. Of the twenty-one members of the Legislature, three shall

be elected by the qualified voters who reside in the Mariana island

District; three shall be elected by the qualified voters who reside in

the Palau District; one shall be elected by the qualified voters who

reside on the Yap Islands, Yap District, and one by the qualified voters

who reside in the rem_in_r of the Yap District; five shall be elected
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by the qualified voters who reside in the Truk District; one shall be

elected by the qualified voters who reside on Kusaie Island, Ponape

District, and three by the qualified voters who reside in the remainder

of the Ponape District; and four shall be elected by the qualified voters

who reside in the Marshall Islands District. Consistent with the foregoing

apportionment, the laws of the Trust Territory shall provide for the

further division of each district into a number of subdistricts on the

basis of population equal to the number of members to which the district

is entitled, and the qualified voters within each subdistrict shall be

entitled to vote for the member from that subdistrict. The number of

members to be elected from each district and the boundaries of the sub-

districts shall be reapportioned on the basis of population at intervals

of ten years beginning in 1980, but no district shall be entitled to less

tAan t-;omembers at any time, regardless of population. The Chief

_xecutive shall make recommendations to the High Commissioner with respect

to such reappor_ionment.

(c) No person shall be eligible to be a member of the Legislature

who is not a citizen of the Tx-_stTerritory, who has not attained the age

of t_enty-one years, who is not a qualified voter in the TTust Territory,

and who has not been a bona fide resident of the TTust Territory for at

least two years preceding the date of his election. No person wOo has

been convicted of a felony or of a crime involving moral turpitude shall

be eligible to be a member of the Legislature unless such person has

been pardoned and h_s had restored to him his civil rights. The Legislature
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shall be the judge of the selection and qualification of its

members.

(d) All citizens of the Trust Territory, eighteen years of age

or over, shall be entitlea to vote for the member of the Legislature

in the s'dodistrictin which they reside, except that persons who have

been convicted of a felony shall not be so entitled ,Aulessthey have

been pardoned and have had restored to them their civil rights.

(e) General elections of members of the Legislature shall be held

every three years beginning in i964 on the first _lesday following the

first Monday in November and ending not later than three weeks thereafte._

Each member shall hold office for a term of three years, commencing at

neon on the third day of January following his election.

(f) There shall be two regular sessions of the Legislature held

in each year, one beginning on the third day of January and the second

beginning on the first day of July. Each of the regular sessions shall

continue for not to exceed forty-five consecutive calendar days. The

Legislature shall meet in special session at the call of the Chief

Executive or the Eigh Commissioner at such time and place as may be

specified in She call, but no legislation shall be considered at such

session ocher than that specified in the call or in a special message.

All sessions of the !egislature shall be open to the public, and the

Legislature shall keep a Journal of its proceeding in English and pub-

lish the same. Every bill passed by the Legislature and the yeas and

nays on amy question shall be entered into the Journal.
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(g) The Legislature shail have and exercise all the authority

inherent in legislative assemblies, and shall have the power to institute

and conduct investigations, issue subpeonas and administer oaths whether

the Legislature is in session or otherwise.

(h) No member _ the Legislature shall be held to answer before any

tribunal other than the Legislature for amy speech or debate in the

Legislature, and the members shall, except in case of treason, felony,

or breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest during their attendance

at the sessions of the Legislature and in going to and returning from

the same.

(i) Each member of the Legislature shall receive an annual salary

of $3,000, payable at such times as may be provided by law. Each member

shall also receive transportation at the expense cf the Government of

the Trust Territory and a per diem allowance at the same rate as other

officers of the Govermment of the Trust Territory while on official

business. The salaries and other expenses of the Legislature shall be

paid from the funds cf the Government of the Trust Terr__tory.

_j) No member of the Legislature may hold another position, excep_

that of Chief Executive, in the Government of the Trust Territory, the

Office of the High Commissioner, or the United States Government during

his term as member. If a member serves as Chief Executive, he shall

receive only the compensation of the Chief Executive during such service.

No member shall, durlng the year following the expiration of the term

for which he was elected, be appointed to any office in the Government
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of the Trust Territory which was created, or the salary or emoluments

of which were increased, during such term.

(k) Whenever, prior to six months before the date of the general

election of members of the Legislature, a vacancy occurs in the Legis-

lature, the Chief Executive shall, -;ithinsixty days, have a special

election held to fill such vacancy in the s-abdistrictin which the

vacancy occurs.

SEC. 8. Enactment of laws. (a) The enacting clause of all bills

shall be: "Be it enacted by the Legcslature of the T_-as_Territory of

zne Pacific Islands", and no law shall be enacted except by bill. The

_._hiefExecutive may submit proposed legislation and messages to the

Legislature for its consideration. No bill shall be passed by the

Lea-islatureexcep+_at a meeting during a regular or special session, at

-#nicha quorum of at least eleven members is present, by the affirmative

vo_e of the majority of members present and voting.

(b) Every bill passed by the Legislature shall, before it becomes

a law, be presented to the Chief Execuzive. If the Chief Executive

approves the bill, he shall sign it. If the Chief Executive disapproves

the bill. he shall return it, with his objections, to the Legislature

'#ithinten days after it shall have been presented to him. If the Chief

Execuzive does not re_urn the bill within such period, it shall be a law

in like manner as if he had signed it, unl4ss the Legislature by adjourn-

ment prevents its return, in which ease it shall become a law if signed

by the Chief Executive within thirty days after it shall have been

- CO_@_.um.'_'±._J.,
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presented to him; otherwise it shall not be a law. When a bill is returned

by the Chief Executive to the Legislature with his objections, the Legis-

lature may proceed to reconsider the bill. If, after such reconsider-

ation, two-thirds of all the members of the Legislature present vote

to pass the bill, it shall be sent to the High Commissioner. If the High

Commissioner approves it, he shall sign it. If he does not approve it

within forty-flve days after it shall have been presented to him, it

shall not be a law. If any bill presented to the Chief Executive should

contain several items of appropriation of money, the Chief Executi:e may

object to one or more of such items or any portion or portions of the

bill. In such case, the Chief Executive shall append to the bill, at

the time of signing it, a listing of the items or portion or portions

thereof objected to, and those items or portion or portions shall not

take effect. In computing any period of days undmr this section, Sundays

and legal holidays Shall be excluded. Copies of all laws enacted by the

Legislature shall be transmitted within fifteen days of their enactment

b}-the Chief Executive to she H_gh Commissioner and the Secretary of the

l_.terior.

SEC. 9. United States funds. The High Commissioner shall annually;

in consultation with the Chief Executive, develop a budge_ for the United

States funds to be appropriated for the use of the Government of the

Trust Territory. That budget shall be submitte_ to the Legislature for

its review and recommendations. The High Commissioner shall adopt such

recommendations of the legislature as he may deem appropriate and transmit
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the other recommendations together with the budget to the Secretary of

tee Interior. Upon receipt of an allocation of appropriated funds, the

High Commissioner shall allocate such funds for obligation and expendi-

ture among the various activities of the Government of the Trust

Territory in accordance with the budget s.ud the actions taken thereon

by _h_ Secretars" of _he Interior, the President, and the Congress. _2

_zbaiitake such steps as may be necessary to insure that United States

__nds are properly used by the Government of the TTust Territory, and he

may _ithhold any or all such funds for such periods of time as he may

Ahdeem necessary if _ ey are not prowerly ut_lized.

SEC. lO. United States interest. Wlth _ro_er regard for the basic

Liberties of the people of the Trust Territory and Lhe rights of :c_

government and the people of the _rust Territory and the need to encourage

the development of an effective and responsible civil government in the

Territory, based on democratic principles and supported by a sound

financial _tru=turs, the High Commissioner, withthe approval of the

_cre_; of the -n_erior, may, if such action is deemea essential for

t_.e r&ifillmen% of the United States responsibilit_ for the security of

the :f-_=s_TezTitor_j, or for the securit_j of the United States: (1) veto

any bill. or any portion or portions thereof which may be presented to the

Chief Executive under section 8 of this order; (2) _,unui any law or any

portion or portions thereof enacted under section 8 of this order within

foray-five days after its enactment; and (3) remove stay _-/blic official

from office in the Government of the Trt_t Territory. A'ir,a _he _pprovai
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pf. the Secretary of the Interior, the High Commissioner may assume in

whole or in par_ the exercise of executive and legislative power and

authority in the Trust Territory, if such assumption appears mandatory

for security res_ons.

_ SEC. ii. _he Judicial Branch. The Judicial power and authority of

the Government of the Trust Territory shall be vested in a High Court for

the Trust Territory, a District Court for each of the six districts

described in section I of this order, and such local courts as may be

established by law from time to time. The High Court shall have juris-

diction over the entire Trust Territory, and shall consist of a Chief

Justice and an Associate Justice, who shall be appointed by the Secretary

.u_ of the Interior, and such temporary _nd special judges as the Secretary

of the Interior may designate from time to time. The _gh Court shall

consist of a Trial Division and an Appellate Division. The Trial Division

shall consist of the Chief Justice and Associate Justice, except that

sessions may be held by either judge alone, and shall have original Juris-

diction to try all civil cases where the amount claimed"or value of the

property involve_ exceeds one thousand dollars ($I,000), all admiralty

and maritime matters, all civil cases involving the ac_udication of title

to land or any interest therein, and all criminal cases in which the

maximum punishment which may be imposed exceeds a fine of two thousand

dollars ($2,000) or imprisonment for mare than five years or both. The
b

Trial DAvision shall have J_risdiction to review on appeal the decisions '

of the district courts and to review on the record the decisions of

,, 111 m. ,_nw,m. mm,m _I.

(19)
--°
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district and local courts in which no appeal is taken. ._hena murder

case is assigned for trial, the judge of the High Court assigned to

preside at the trial shall assign two of the special judges appointed

fcr the district in _hich the trial is to take place to sit with him in

:_-=_rial thereo-_". '_ne special judges shall participate with the presid-

ing judge in deciding, by majority vote, all questions of fact and the

finding and sentence, but the presiding judge alone shall decide all

questions of law involved in the trial and determination of the case.

_-neAppellate Division shall consist of three judges assigned by _.heChief

J._sticefrom among the temporary judges designated by _he Secre_aav of _h_

interior, provided _ha_ either the Chief Justice or the Associate Justice

may also sit as a member of the Appellate Division in a case which he

has not heard as a judge in the Trial Division. The Appellate Division

s_ll have jurisdiction to review on appeal the decisions of the Trial

u[vision in all cases originally tried in the High Court, cases decided

=v the High Cour_ on appeal from a distric_ court involving the con-

s_ructlon or validity of any law or regulation or written enactment

intended to have the force of law_ cases decided by the High Cour_ on

review of a district or local court decision in =r_ch :L-2_decislon _s

been modified or reversea: ariacases on appeal .iirectl-.;from a distric_

or local cour_ involving the construction or validity of any law or regu-

lation or written enactment intended to have the force of law. The con-

ctu_renceof two judges shall be necessary to a determination of any

appeal by the Appellate Division of the High Court, but a single judge

(20)
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may make all necessary orders concerning an appeal prior to the hearing

and determination thereof, and may dismiss an appeal for want of juris-

diction, or failure to take or prosecute it in accordance with applicable

law or rules of prccedure, or at the requesz of the appellant. Each

district court sha_i consist of a presiding judge and may include one or

mcre assoczate judges, all of whom shall be appointed by the Chief

Execu=ive for a definite fixed term co be prescribed in law. The juris-

diction and manner of operation of the district courts and local courts

shall be prescribed in law.

SEC. i2. District _overnment. (a) _ne chlef executzve and adminls-

trative official of the Government of the __rustTerritory in each of

the six districts described in section 1 of this order shall be a district

administrator who shall be appointed by the Chief Executive with the approval

of the High Commissioner. The district administrator shall, under the

general _uperwis=cn of the chief executive, assist in the faithful execution

of the laws of the Trust Territory in his district, shall perform such

_ties as the Chief Execuzive may assign, and shall be responsible for

the cocrdination of the activities of the departments and agencies of

the Government of the Trust Territory in his dis=rlct. Ee shall also

faithf_u!iy execute the lays oz the dist_ict legzslature of his district

and shall consult _;1thsuch iegisla=ure.

(b) The legislative power and authority within each district shall

be vested in a dis.._:-ic_legislature wnlch shall be established by law of

the.Trust Territory. The membership of such a legislature shall be
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determined by law, but shall be elected in such manner as to provid_ for

fair representation of all the people of the district on the basis of

population. The power of the legislature shall be set forth in law,

but snell not extend to matters which arm within the jurisdiction of

the Leg!slature of the C__astTerr_.torynor s_ it enact laws which

a_-einccnsistenz with the laws of the Trust __erritory,the treaties and

international agreements of the United States, the laws of the United

States applicable to the Trust Territory, or the provisions of this order.

Eve_j bill passed by tae district legislature, before it becomes a law,

_haii be presented to the dis_rlct administrator. If the district admln=_.

_rator approves the bill, he shall sign it. Xf the dlstric_ aaministrator

disapproves the bill, he shall rettu_nit, with his objections, to the

district legislature within ten days after :t shall have been presented to

him. T __z the district administrator does not return the bill within such

uer_cd, it shall be a law in like manner as if he had signed it, unless

_he district legislature by adjournment prevents its re_urn, in which

case it shall become a law if _igned by the district administrator within

_hlrty days after it shall have been presented to him; othe_._izeit shall

not be a law. When a bill is returned by the district administrator to

+:hedistrict legislature _th _s objec_i0ns, the dis_rlct legislature

may proceed to reconsider the bill. If, after such reconsid_razicn, _o-

thirds of all the members of the district legislature presen_ vote to

pass t_ bill, it shall be sent to the Chief Executive. If the Chief

Executive approves it, he shall sign it. If he does not approve it within
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forty-five days after it shall have been presented to _him,it shall not

be a law. 'incomputing any period of days under this section, Sundays

and legal holidays shall be excluded. Copies of all laws enacted in the

districts shall be transmitted within fifteen days of their enactment by

the district administrators to the Chief _bzecutiveand the High Commis-

sioner. _"T_esalaries and expenses of the district legislatures shall be

paid from the f-&udsof their respective districts.

SEC. 13. MIAuicipalgovernment. The Government of the Trust Territory

may, by law, c_rter such municipal governments as are deemed appropriaze

and desirable based on the wishes of the peop£e concerned s.ua_he neea ";c

provide for an effective government. Such charter shall provide for the

organization of the municipality to exercise governmental, economic, and

social functions not inconsistent with this order or the law. The char_er

shall provide for legislative, executive and judicial instrumentalities as

appropriate which shall exercise such powers as may be assigned to them

by the cnar_.er. Zach char_.ershall provide for the election of a magis-

_waze by the resldents of the m_uicipaiity. The magistrate shall assist

the Chief Executive and the district administrators in the execution of

the laws of the T_st Territory and the districts, for vLhicnhe snail

receive such reimbursement as may be provided in the laws of the Tz-_st

Territory.

SEC. 14. Federal reser_rations, zhe Secremary of _he in*.er'_orzb

authorized, :from _ime to time to designate portions of the Trust Te-_-u-zmory

as Federal reservations for the use and purposes of Federal departments

and agencies.

(23)
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SEC. 15. Savings provision. Except as they may be inconsistent here-

with, the laws, orders, proclamations, regulations, ordinances, and other

directives heretofore issued by the Secretary of the Interior, the High

Commissione_, the _]overnment of the Trust Territory, or other public

officials and bodies in the Trust Territory in effect immediately prior

to the effective date of this order shall continue in force and effect

until modified, revoked, or superseded under the authority of this order.

No proceeding, either civil or criminal pending in any court in the Trust

Territory on the date of this order shall abate by reason of this order;

and any such proceeding shall be con@ucted an_ concluded in accordance

with the laws, orders, proclamations, regulations, ordinances, and other

• =-_" directives in effect immediately before the date of this order. Nothing

in this order shall be construed as modifying the rights or obligations

of the United States under the provisions of the trusteeship agreement

or as affecting or modifying the responsibility of the Secretary of State

to interpret the rights and obligations of the United States arising out

of that agreement.

SEC. 16. Superseded order. Executive Order-No. 11021 of May 7,

1962, is hereby superseded.

SEC. 17. Effective date. This order shall become effective

THE WHIT_ HOUSE

(241
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THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF MICRONESIA

Section A

Private Sector Economic Survey and Recommendations.
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ECONOMIC DEVELGPMENT IN MI_RONESIA

I This part of the Survey Mission'_SReport describes briefly the

economy of the Trust Territory and sets forth the Mission's recommenda_

tions for economic advancement in Micronesia. It is divided into six

chapters. Chapter 1 sets out in broad terms the economic problems which

face the Trust Territory now and in the near future and suggests the

general lines along which solutions should be dra_no Chapter 2 describes

the Mieronesian economy_ to the extent it can be done, in°quantitative

detail. The major features of its population, output, income, and foreign

trade are set forth. Chapter 3 provides a more detailed discussion of

the labor force, attitudes toward work, labor mobility, and related topics°

Chapter 4 considers the major actual and potential producing sectors

of the economy: agriculturE, fishing, mining, and manufacturing, and

makes recommendations on their further development. A separate part of

the Report discusses agriculture in greater detail. Chapter 5 considers

commerce, finance, and savings habits in the Trust Territory°

The Mission's recommendations have been incorporated into the dis-

cussion of each issue as it comes up, in order to indicate directly their

relevance. The major recommendations are also summarized in Chapter 6°

, FOR _ STATES GO'gE_ USE ONLY
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Chapter 1

THE BROAD ISSUES

The economy of Micronesia is based largely on food gathering

and on subsistence agriculture and fishing° @fan adult population of

about 45,000, fewer than lO percent are regularly employed for wages

and salaries, although at least an equal number work from time to time

at preparing dried coconut meat, copra, for export° The labor force is

at a low level of educational and technical skill, with less than 200

percent of the adult population having completed more than 6 years of

schooling.

Despite the importance of subsistence production in Micronesia,

there is a growing desire for money income to use for purchasing wanted

imports. In many areas a taste has been cultivated for rice, sugar,

tobacco, beer and other items typically consumed in market economies_

and outboard motors, motor scooters, gasoline, and kerosene are rapidly

l becoming "necessities" in and around the d/strict centers of Micronesiao

Largely because it is viewed as a channel to desirable employment and

higher money incomes, more and better education is everywhere extolled

and is widely coveted by the young°

Subsistence production can support adequate living standards

only so long as land resources are ample° Rapidly growing population _

nearly 4 percent a year (see Table l) -- is beginning to press against
I1

land resources in some parts of Micronesiao Throughout the
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Table 1

Population Growth in Micronesia

Age Group 1953 .... 1'95'8.... 1962 1967 _/ 1972 _/

Under 15 19,796 b/ 30,_173 35,690 41,260 48,000

15-64 34,321 37,009 40,606 47,500 56,200

65 and over 3,725 _/ 3,412 4,784 6,130 8,20.0

Total 57,842 70_594 80,980 94,890 112,400

@

_/ Projected from 1962 assuming no change in the numbers of live births
per thousand of adult population aged 15-64 and no change in the death

rates experienced in 1962.

_/ These reported population figures seem inconsistent with later census
results.

Note: The population of the Trust Territory rose 40 percent in the nine

years 1953-1962, or 3.8 percent a year.
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_t Territory the population density is only 121 per square mile; but

several large volcanic islauds, now virtBlly inaccessible in the

interior, account for most of the unused land. On some coral atolls in

the Truk District rural population densities exceed 500 per square

mile. With one of the fastest growing populations in the world,

living standards in Micronesia may well fall in the coming years°

Indeed, using the Trust Territory government's data, imports per

capita appear to have fallen by nearly _ percent since 1957o Neither

the political nor the humanitarian interests of the United States are

served by permitting this malthusian squeeze of population against laud

to depress Micronesisa living standards. A two-pronged program which

will raise productivity and facilitate mobility is required to prevent

the number of people from out-runnlng the availability of productive

resources •

Proper education plays a critical role in any program for economic

development° Education is necessary to provide the minimum skills

required to raise productivity and to provide sufficiently common

background to make successful migration possible° But greater education

will in turn stimulate further the dmman_ for money incomes and imported

goods. Secondary education at boarding schools attracts teen_agers from

the rural into the urban and seml-urban centers of the _t Territory

and Guam and exposes them to a way of life substautially different fr_

that to which they are accustomed° The same education which prepares
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Microneslaas for absorption into the modern world often generates dls-

satisfaction sad impatience wlth traditlonal modes of existence. The

students became too sophisticated in their t_stes to go "_ck to the

farm". An expanded and improved educational system will, unless care

is taken to prevent it, increase not only the desire for more cash but

will raise unrealizable expectations for salaried employment.

While secondary education -- particularly as it is improved --

prepares students for more modern life and moremodern employment, it

dinesnot automatically provide them with jobs. The demand for better

educated Micronesians Will not rise spontaneously to absorb the in_

crease_ supply of them. Unless jobs are available for graduating

students -- or unless the educational program is designed to discourage

unrealistic expectations for salaried employment -- many reasonably

well-educatc_l stuxlentsWill be disappointed when they reach the job

market. Already in Palau _here are substantial numbers of men and women

willing to work but unable to find jobs, and in Ponape and Truk "urban"

unemployment in the District Centers is reported as beginning to appear.

Provision of employment opportunities becomes more urgent as the school

system is expanded and as it is centralized in areas of urban populations;

special .efforts will be required to assure that employment opportunities

are aAe%uate.
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School enrollment is expected to grow rapidly in the near future

(Table 2). In 1962 there were only 84 Microneslans graduated from

high school, and fewer than 600 gr_uated from junior high school.

Total high school enrollment is expected to double between 1963-1967

and to quadruple in the next i0 years. The number of graduates will

increase by tenfold over the same i0 years. While there now seems a

shortage of qualified personnel in most _istricts, this situation will

rapidly change to a surplus unless employment opportunities are increased

in step with the numbers leaving school after six or more gr_eSo
0

The Trust Territory government, now the major employer with over half

of the total estimated wage and salary earners in Micronesia, will

absorb some of these additional graduates -- partly through new pro-

grams and partly through the gradual replacement of less qualified

personnel now working for the government. The construction program and

associated •rise in operating costs recommended by the Mission will prow

vide ample job opportunities in most districts during the next few years.

Thereafter, government employment will decline while the total demand

for jobs continues to grow.

The provision of additional jobs is imperative from a political as well

as a social and humanitarian viewpoint ° The young _eople are keener

than their elders to become a part of the modern world, and partly
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Table 2

Projected School Enrollment

Grades Grades High School College
I - 8 9 - 12 Graduates Graduates

1952 8,261 585 12 *

1955 8,728 658 20 *

1960 14,556 i,042 I00 *

i

1963 17,581 I,492 i00 *
0

1964 17,985 1,717 150 18

1965 18,495 2,074 275 22

1966 19,012 2,515 375 27

1967 19,634 3,030 450 34

_968 20,259 3,567 535 42

1973 23,000 ; 6,900 1,000 125

...... ..,,,,,,,,

• In 1963 there were 21 Micronesians with bachelors degrees, all gradu-
ated since 1955. In September 1963, 125 Micronesians will be enrolled
in institutions of higher education.
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for this reason they tend to be more receptive to closer association

with the United States° It is the younger generation which is less

insistent and less fearful of changing the present status of the Trust

Territory, for it has less psychological commitment to the status quo°

Yet the absence of job opportunities following secondary education may

disillusion the younger generation with modern existence, with education,

and with the United States as administering authority. Dissatisfied

with traditional ways of life, this important political group will feel

caught between a traditional life to which they cannot return and

frustrated hope for a more modern mode of living°

The basic characteristics of Micronesia, its vast distances and its

paucity of resources (including, ironically, labor), limit sharply the

rise in living standards which can take place even with extensive

assistance, and this fact should be recognized frankly. The ultimate

solution for those Micronesians who aspire•to ever increasing living

standsrds is emigration from the Trust Territory, and partial prepara_

tion for such emigration should be one objective of U.S. policy in

Micronesla. But extensive emigration from Micronesia, even if it were

financially and legally feasible, cannot be regarded as a near-term

solution to the problem of inadequate incomes and prospective unemploy_

ment in the territory. It will be years before any but a few exceptional

Micronesians would be able to compete openly and effectively in the
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sophisticated labor market of the United States. More could find un-

skilled work on Guam, but the labor market there is limited too. In

the meantime, some improvement in employment opportunities is possible

within the Trust Territory, and this should besufficient to serve both

U.S. objectives and Micronesian interests in the near future. However,

several impediments stand in the way of marked increase in private

employment outside the traditional agriculture sectors: Lack of capital,

lack of entrepreneurial initiative, lack of adequate technical knowledge,

and, not least, the lack of obvious profit-making opportu_ties.

There is evidence everywhere of the lack of capital, both

public and private capital_ both fixed and working capital. Often ex-

pensive construction equipment sits for weeks for want of spare parts;

much time is lost in areas where there are roads because vehicles have

no spares; and even more time is lost in other areas because there are

no roads or vehicles. Produce and fish cannot be marketed for lack of

chilling facilities and ice. Copra is not produced because small stores

have insufficient capital to stock the trade goods wanted. And small

manufacturing ventures cannot be launched because of inadequate working

capital.

Even when capital is available-- and there is some local

capital, especially in Saipanand Koror -- few ventures are undertaken

FORUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT USE ONLY
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due to lack of technical knowledge and the lack of managerial initiative

in acquiring practical knowledge of markets and production techniques.

As inmost underdeveloped countries, "business" means "trade" and few

Micronesians even think in terms of non-agricultural production for

sale. In a few cases where initiative has been demonstrated, it has

been stifled by conflict with regulations or administrative practice in

the Trust Territory. Especially in western Micronesia_ historical

channels for trade and technical assistance have been with Japan_ and

because of the small scale of operation in Micronesia, technical advice

can sometimes be found in Japan when it cannot be found in the United

States. Yet until July I, 1963, it was against regulations for Japanese

to visit or reside temporarily in Micronesia even on a consultant basis.

Even if all the ingredients discussed above -- potential markets,

capital, technical knowledge, and initiative -- are present, surface and

air transportation as it exlsts today within the Trust Territory hampers

the development of Continuing relationships between Micronesian producers

and foreign buyers or buyers in the other districts. The transportation

system is inadequate and irregular. For economic development of

Micronesia, first priority should be given to improvements in trans-

portation. Recommendations of the Survey Mission are outlined in a

separate part of this Report.
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The United States must overcome the years of neglect of the

Trust Territory which is evident everywhere -- in the roads, the public

buildings, the schools, the water and sewer systems. To overcome some

of the present deficiencies the Mission recommends a substantial public

works construction program, outlined elsewhere in this Report° In

addition to these public expenditures, however, the Mission feels that

some mechanism must be found to overcome the formidable impediments

to economic development in the Trust Territory, a catalyst to economic

activity which will work effectively to provide jobs when _hey are

needed. Moreover, the timing of any public construction program is

critical when viewed as a provider of local employment rather than as

a program to get things built.

To program public construction expenditures and to act as a

cmtalyst to business in the Trust Territory, the Mission recommends

establishment of a Programming and Development Unit within the Trust

Territory government, to be staffed with highly qualified technicians

provided on contract by a firm with extensive economic and engineering

experience in underdeveloped areas. The full responsibilities of the

Programming and Development Contractor are set out in Chapter 4 below°

They would includeplanning the timing of public capital expenditures

to achieve the most desirable impact on local employment and income

consistent with accomplishing the job efficiently, assisting private
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businessmen with capital and technical advice, and initiating certain

promising commercial ventures which Micronesians are not yet ready to

start on their own.

Public capital expenditures in Micronesia must serve two

objectives: (a) to get the job done quickly and efficiently, so the

services from the construction project will be available without undue

delay; and (b) to generate local employment and income. Although usually

these two objectives will converge, in some instances they may conflict

0

(for example when the fastest and cheapest method of getting a job done

is to bring in sophisticated equipment and highly skilled labor and

management from outside the Territory). In such cases the timing of a

project should give heavy weight, in the view of the Mission, to the impact

on local employment except in those cases where the indirect effects on

local employment were judged so favorable that the project should be

undertaken as quickly as possible. 0nly a continuously functioning

Programming and Development Unit can make the needed judgements.

What is necessary in Micronesia is a sense of pro$ress toward

better living standards and social services, not a large one-step improve-

ment. It would be a mistake to attempt to make up in a short period of

time for more than a decade of U.S. negligence in the area. Indeed a too

rapid increase in U.S. activity in the area could have two consequences

which are better avoided: (I) local employment, a by-product of any
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*1 program to enlarge social capital such as schools, roads and docks, would

be created in abundance during construction and then wouldbe largely

eliminated upon project completion, leaving workers with no alternative

employment. (2) A pattern of expectation for a pace of future improve-

ment which cannot be sustained may be created. Both consequences would

have an unfortunate political impact on Micronesian attitudes toward the

U.S.

For these reasons a "cras_h" program of public construction is

not appropriate for Micronesia. Rather, a program of pubOlic construction

and assistance to private enterprise should be paced to generate as smooth

and continuous a rise in employment and incomes as is consistent with

efficient programming. Instead of a crash investment program in all the

sectors, it is preferable from the viewpoints both of employment and of

intelligent planning to move ahead with the educational program quickly,

and while the actual construction of schools and teachers' housing is

taking place, the rest of the public construction program could be planned.

Construction on these projects would begin as school construction tapers

off_ releasing workers. By the time total employment generated by the

public construction program began to decline, employment in commercial

ventures undertaken withthe help of the Programming and Development

Contractor should be onthe increase. This recommended sequence of plan-

ning and implementation corresponds, the Mission feels, to the practical

timing possible for intelligent use of funds. And it should succeed in

providing a steady increase in Micronesian employment and incomes.
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Chapter 2

THE ECONOMY IN PROSPECTIVE

The largely self_sufficlent character of Micrenesia's subsistence

economy has hindered the systematic collection of statistical information

for the area. Even statistics collected as a by-product of normal governs

maut operations, such as tax and duty collections, are often of doubtful

quality, as are those _ellberately collected for information to be in_

clu_ed in official re_orts. For this reason careful quantitative economic

0
analysis is not usually feasible. _splte the varying quality of the basic

d_ta, the Mission has worked with quantitative information on the labor

force, production and foreign trade survey of the economic problems of

Micronesia. However, many of thei_X_es set forth below should be re-

garded as roughestimates or indicating orders of magnitude rather than

as precise measurements.

Because of a period of sustained and rapid growth in popul_tion

since the war (ann!_l average, 3.8%), there are a large number of chil_ren

in Micronesia -- in the M_rianas district persons under 15 years of age

make up over 50 percent of the total population, dud for Micronesla as a

whole the percentage is nearly 45 (see Table 3)o This large percentage

; of children, even more pronounced here than in most other underdeveloped

areas, places a heavy economic burden on the relatively small working
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Table 3

Age Structure of Populatlon

(Percent)
Age Group Micr0nesia, 1962 USA, 1960

Under 15 44.1" 31.1

15 - 6_ 50.8 6o.0

65 aua over 5.1 8.9

Total lO0 lO0

@

* The percentage of _opulation under 15 is probably understated due to

an un_er-reportlug of births.

FOR _ STATES GO_ USE ONLY
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adult population. _ the total adult population of nearly 45,000, only

4,100 worked for wages and salaries in mid-1962. To these should be a&led

the 5,000 who in the 1958 census reported themselves as "copra producers"

and perhaps another l,OO0 who through part-time producing or selling of

artcrafts and produce should be considered at least partially in the

monetary economy of Micronesia -- a total of around lO,O00 or only one-

eighth of the total population.

_er half of those working for wages and salaries are directly employed

by the Trust Territory governmento Table 4 lists employme_ntby type of

employer.

her 65 percent of all wage earners are reported as employed by govern-

ment agencies, but even this figure is low and should be increased by

a large number of teachers and domestic servants in households _f U._.

Government employees. Employment in manufacturing establishments of

any kind is notable by its absence. "

Large-scale hiring by trading establishments or firms manufactur-

ing for the local market is precluded by the miniscule size of local

msrkets and the vast distances which separate th_mo Quite apart from

the low purchasing power of the average Micronesian, there is no concen_

tration of population (including childreni large enough to be considered

a City.

-16-
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Table4

Employment of Micrenesians for Wages, by Type of
Employer, Fiscal Year 1962

Number of Employees Annual Wages
(,ooo)

Trust Territory Administration 2,325 2,297

U.S. Post Office 4 7

U.S. Coast Guard 8 6

0
U.S. Weather Bureau 40 30

Naval Station, Kwajalein 174" 231"

Other Government_encies 135 ll8

TraaingCompauies 426 332

Other Wholesalers 146 82

Other Local Business 23_ 60

Private Household_ 309 171

Missions 212 76

All Others 92 102

Total _,i05 3,513

*As reporte_ in the 1962 Report to the United Nations. By mid-1963
KwaJalein employment was about twice as high as reported here.

FOR UNITED STATES GOVEKNMENT USE ONLY
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While "urban', areas are developing around the district centers, none is

larger than a small American town (see Table 5)o The wide dispersion of

population and labor force hampers efficient division of labor and pre-

cludes a volume of sales in local markets large enough for efficient, low

cost operation. 0nly by turning to export markets can Micronesia hope to

achieve the scale of production necessary for modern efficlemcy --even

though, as discussed further in Chapter 4 below, there are some instances

in which it would be feasible to substitute local production for imports.

The major source of money income, apart from wages and salaries, comes

from the production dud export of copra, the dried meat of the coconut.

In addition, limited amounts of fruits and vegetables, fish, trochus

shells (for buttons), and handicraft are exported from Micronesia,

while some produce and fish is sold locally. Any estimate of the total

money income for the ares, following national income accounting concepts,
%

is necessarily hazardous, but a crude attempt for 1962 is made in Table 6.

Since national income data are not collected on a systematic basis, some

component data are available only for calendsm years (or parts thereof)

and some for fiscal years° Some data do not exist at all. The computa-

tion here must be regarded as a rough guess for a 12-month period around

1962. It shows total national income of about $9 o4 million for 1962o

If U.S. employees of the Trust Territory government are excluded, money

income was $7°3 million, or around $90 per capita, placing Mieronesia, in

FOR _ STATES GOVERNME_f USE ONLY
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I Table 5

Geographical Dispersion of Population, June 1962

Population A_ult Male Population

Marshalls District 15,710 4,126

MsJu.ro 3,933 1,026

Kwajalein 1,971" 468*

Ponape District 17,224 5,132

Kolonia i,247 o367

Kusaie 3,019 802

Truk District 22,564 6,677

Truk Lagoon 15,541 4,598
t

Moen 3,903 1,263

Yap District 5,931 1,825

Yap Islands _ 3,530 1,086

Palau District 9,965 2,5hO

Koror 4,111 1,080

Ma_ianas District 9,586 2,298

Sail_n 7,830 1,874

iL •

i *As reported in the 1962 Report to the United Nations. By mid=1963
I about 2,600 people were living on Ebeye alone. Recorded figures

were consistently lower than those generally accepted in the District
. Centers. For the sake of consistency, we have used the recorded figures.

i
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Table 6

Total Money Income, 1962

Wage an_ Salary Compensation 5,984_000

Trust Territory Government 43397,000

U.S. Employees 2,100,000
Micronesian Employees 2,297,000

Other i,587,000

U.S. 371,000
Micronesian 1 _216,000

Income from Unincorporated o
Business 2,659,000

Copra Exports 1,662,000
Other ,Exports 247,000
Production and Sale of Local

Goods and Services 750,000

Corporate Income (before dividends)* 500,000

Income from Property ll5,000

Rent 50,000
Interest 65,000

TOTAL 9,358,800

; .._

_includes estlm_ted income from sale of imports by unincorporated
businesses.
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'I

terms of mone___yincome, among the poorest areas of the world along with

_fghanistan, Bolivia, India, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Tanganyika.

Comparisons of money income can be deceiving unless they are aqcom-

panied by comparisons of the non-monetary sector of the economy.

Except in a few over-crowded atolls lan_ has not been scarce under the

U.S. administration of Micronesia, and during most of the time subsistence

•foodstuffs -- notably taro, breadfruit, fish, and the all-purpose coconut --

have been in abundance. Well-informed observers state that production ofq

these subsistence products has grown along with the population growth -_

again with the exception of a few over-crowded areas such as the Mortlock

Islands -- so consumption standards have not deteriorated. Those relying

on subsistence production with little cash income are subject, however,

to periods of acute food shortage after heavy storms in which wind and

salt spray have temporarily ruined the s_aple food plants. Inadequate

communication and infrequent visits to some of the more remote islands

sometimes results in long periods of great deprivation.

There is some non-agricultural production and even exchange which

takes place outside the money economy. Houses are frequently built

c_mnunally on a cooperative basis, but sometimes they are "bought" through

traditional modes of exchange. The same is true of other durable goods

such as canoes. In addition, many community projects such as school and

FOR UNITED STATES GOVERI_4ENYUSE ONLY
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road maintenance are undertaken through labor contributions not involving

the use of money. All such economic activity makes the computation of

money national income represent only a shadow of the whole economy. A

crude estimate based on available labor and usable land and on consumption

places the value of subsistence production at 1-1½ times the value of

money national income, so total national income inclu&ing subsistence

production (but excluding household services)would be $15_18 million a

year. But money is required for imported goods; which are in ever greater

demand, so to an increasing degree tracking the evolution of the monetary

sector is appropriate for following changes in living Standards -- so

long as developments in the subsistence sector are not neglected entirely.

! The paucity of accurate statistics prevents careful study of recent

economic growth in Micronesia, but Table 7 sets out d_ta for earnings

from employment and exports and expenditures on imports since 195_.

It was stated above that subsistence food production has probably kept

pace with population_growth in most of Micronesia, but it can be seen

from Table 7 that after a sharp increase from 1953-1957, imports seem

to have risen very little in the past six years despite an increase in

the population by one-fourth during the same period. At the same time,

however, money incomes from wages and salaries rose about one-third, and

exert proceeds also rose about one-third. Under these circumstances

the stability in imports is puzzling. Assuming the figures reflect the

FORmum STA S ONLY
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Table 7

Employment and Foreign Trade

Fiscal• Total Empleyment Micronesian Wa_es

Year for Wsges Total T.To Govt. Ex_orts _Imports
...... - -----($,ooo) " . ($,_(_); "

1954 e,407 1,_91 953 * 3,343** 2,058

1955 2,799 1,581 1,165" 4,30_** e,488

1956 3,939 e,076 13404* 1,733 3,175

1957 4,201 e,604 1;342 1%,649 4,158

1958 4,999 e,915 1,815 1,653 4,338

1959 4,196 e,981 1_980 1,241 4,009

1960 4,073 e,990 1,966 1,891 3,747

1961 4,207 3,545 1,778 2,130 4,560

1962 4,105 3,513 e,297 e,125 4,139

•Assuming average anntlal compensation of $630per employee.

•* I_eludes exports of phosphate totalling $e,o49,9ooin 1954 and
$e,74_,500 in 1955o
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trends accurately, this behavior can be accounted for only if the Micro_

mesiaus are spending more on local goods and services J- if so the

domestic monetary sector must have grown very rapidly in the last few

years -- or if they are saving more. We have been told that savings

have indeed increased, but they are not likely to account for the full

difference between the higher money incomes and stable imports.

A rough check on Trust Territory import data is provided by recorded

exports to the Trust Territory from the United States and Japan, which

together normally provide over 90 percent of imports into the Trust Terri_
@

tory. Official U.S. and Japanese export figures (Table 8) suggest quite

a different trend for imports into the Trust Territory, and one that

corresponds more closely to expectations based on the recorded rise in

Micronesian wage earnings and exports: a rise of over 30 percent between

1957 and 1961, aud a trebling between 1954 and 1961, compared with in-

creases of less than l0 percent and 100 percent for the corresponding

periods recorded by the official import statistics.

The two series are conceptually different both in coverage and

definition -- UoS. and Japanese exports_!ude ocean shipping costs

for example -- but the sharp divergence in their trends points up the

need, critical if the economic development of the area is to be properly

progra_ned, for •more accurate and more complete economic statistics.

F_ UNITED STATES GO_ USE ONLY
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Table 8

Exports to the Trust Territory from the United States
and Japan, 195_-1962

Calen_sr Year United States _ Total

1954 910 866 l,776

1955 i,217 900 S,117

1956 1,843 813 2,656

1957 3,o51 877 3,928

1958 2,505 625 o 3,130

1959 1,974 772 2,7_

1960 3,675 909 4,584

1961 4,106 1,086 5,192

1962 1,538 n.a. n.a.

Sources: Statistical Abstract of the United States; an_ Japanese Ministry
of Finance, Foreign Trs_e of Japan (annual).
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Even though official import statistics show a relatively stable total

for several years, they show some shift in the geographical origin

of imports away from the United States toward Japan, although the United

States remains the dominant supplier (Table 9)- In 1958=59 Japan

supplied 15 percent of imports into the T_t Territory_ by 1962_63 this

share had risen to 22 percent. Steady Japanese advancement into _orld

export markets with low prices is probably the main reason for the rising

importance of imports from Japan, but the price advantages have been

fortified by more frequent trips by"Trust Territory ships to JalXm, both0

for servicing and for regular logistical runs, and by favorable freight

rates between Japan mad the Trust Territory. The political implications

of this and other growing ties with Japan are d/scusse_ briefly elsewhere

in the Mission 's Report.

Along with most under_evaloped economies, Micronesia's exports are

concen+_rate_ heavily on a few products vhile its imports are rather

diversified (Tables i0 and ii). Copra alone accounts for about 80 percent

1
of the exports from the Trust Territory; and the remainlng exports are all

primary products except for a small amount of han_icrafto Imports include

a much wi_er range of goods, including several important products such as

canned fish and such starchy foods as rice an_ flour which compete with

local products.
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Table 9

Origin of Imports

., (Percent)

11958 1959 19 _ 1961 1962 1963"

Unitea States 75.5 76.4 74.1 70.9 64.8 70.8

Jal_1_l 15"S 14@7 17"7 19o5 _. 4 el.6

Other 9.3 8°9 8.1 9.6 12.8 7.6

Total i00 i00 i00 i00 i00 i00

i .

* Estimated on the basis of incomplete returns.

J
t

1

I
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Table i0

Composition of _EXl_rts

, (:t;'_0)
.... ' ....... 19571958 1959 196o 1961 1962

Copra.. 1,488 1,423 968 1,588 1,776 1,662

Scrap metal n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 133 217

Troehus 76 149 175 l_B 64 3_

; _eraft and shells 27 17 13 21 23 32
0 '

i Vegetables 54 57 61 105 69 95

Fish, crab meat, etc.) 5 19 27 66 85
) 5

Chsrcc_l ) 2 5 2 ....

Total 1,649 1,653 1,241 1,891 2,130 2,125
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I Table ll

Composition of Imports

. ($'000)

1958 1961 1962

Food 2,189 2,329 l,883

Rice 566 613 _81

Flour 159 166 141

Sugar 217 _1 200

Cannea Meat 26_ 257 194
0

Canned Fish 210 _)5 232

Other 774 857 636

Beverages 328 385 365

Tobacco sad Products 262 307 293

Clothing and Textiles 518 6()3 585

Building Materials 283 939 917

Boat Parts and Gas l__ 116 97

Machinery 75 81 •79

Petroleum Products _l 151 155

All Other 358 347 465

To_I "4,335 4,560 4,139
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Financing the substantial excess of imports over exports (see Table

7) requires other external sources of funds. The main source, of

course, is that part of the annual appropriation by the HoS. Congress

which finances the local wage bill of the Trust Territory government.

Other sources and uses of funds in transactions with the rest of the

world are difficult to trace because of the paucity of statistical ins

formation° Since U°S. currency is used throughout the Trust Territory,

foreign exchange transactions do not provide information as they do in

countries with a separate currency. But Micronesian families do receive0

remittances from relative_living on Guam and elsewhere abroad, and

sales to visitors also contribute to the total receipts of Micronesia

from outside the territory. Against these receipts must be set various

outpayments, such as direct mail order purchases by individuals, travel

abroad, and new savings deposited in banks which hold their funds in the

United Sta_es o Also_ many;government expenditures do not get into the

Micronesian economy, for they go to purchase goods or services outside

the Territory. Direct government purchases from abros_lare not included

in the recorded imports, nor are Micronesian purchases in the stores of

Kwajalein °

In estimating the total economic impact of additional expenditures

in Micronesia, such _s would result from the Mission's recomnend_=

tions, it is necessary to know roughly how much of the additional local

FOR UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT USE ONLY
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income will be spent on imports of goods and services, how much will

be spent on _Lamesticgoods and services, an_ how much will be save_.

Again inadequate statistics make a large amount of guesswork necessary,

but it probably would not be far wrong to estimate that somewhat more

than half of additional money income woul_ be spent on imports, while

perhaps _ percent would go to purchase local goods and services (in-

cluding thewholesale and retail markups, usually around 40 percentj on

im_rte_ goods). Savings would prohably be under 5 percent, while

municipal sad district tax collections might tap 5_10 percent of the0

additional money income. Because of the heavy leakage of additional

incomes into imports, any secondary ("multiplier") effects of additional

expenditures on Micronesian incomes and employment would be small. (For

every three Jobs resulting directly from an increase in government ex-

penditures, perhaps 1-1½ to 2 additional jobs would be created locally.)

It "_uld be a mistake to suppose that average figures for exports,

imports, and w_ge and salary compensation for the Trust Territory as

a whole could be applied with accuracy to all _reas within the Trust

Territory. Substantial differences in per capita trade and %_ge compensa-

tion exist among districts (see Table 12), and within districts the dif-

ferences between the district centers and the outer islands is undoubtedly

even greater. Per capita exports are highest in the Marshalls, the major

copra-producing area of Micronesia and an area where the Trust Territory

FOR UNITED STATES GO_ USE ONLY
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Table 12

Wages an_ Foreign Trade by District, 1962

Micronesiau Pa_ll Foreign Tra_ei

Total T.T.Son. _qrt_

: _riau_s i_157 816 42 1,064
Marsh_lls 728 280 702 963
Pala_ 542 384 17o 546
Ponape 417 334 415 575

431 3_ 347 706
Yap _37 157 69 284 "

Tote& • 3,513 2,297 2,125 4,139
0

Per Capita Payroll _nd Foreign Tr_e by DiBtrict_ 1962

Micronesi_u P_oll Foreign Trade
Tot_l ToToaovto E_6rt_ _ort___s

(
Mari_ I_0.69 85.10 _4.08 llO.99
N_rshalls _6.34 _ 17 o85 _d_o68 61.30
Pal_u 54.39 38°49 17.06 54.79
Pon_pe _. _l 19.41 _4.09 33.38
Truk • 19.10 14.45 15.38 31._9

Y_P 39-96 _6._3 11.63 47.88

Total _3.38 28.36 26._4 51.i1
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government payroll adds much less per capita than in most other districts.

Yap, by contr_st, enjoys a relatively high government payroll per capita,

and exports are much lower° The Mission also received the impression that

subsistence living stan_rds are probably higher in the Yap Islands than

in any other district of the Trust Territory, and it is well known that

the Yapese have resisted the intrusion of foreign customs and tastes more

than other districts° Nonetheless, imports per capita do not differ

greatly from the average for the entire Territory.

The Marianas District> including Saipan_ clearly enjoys the _reatest

financial benefit from the presence of government, an_ per capita ex_

ports are also much higher than average. As a result, imports into the

Msrianas (where subsistence agriculture an_ fishing_ while present, is

far less prevalent than ether areas of Micronesia) are more than twice

per capita imports for the Territory as a vhole.

In terms of money income_ Truk i8 clearly the most depressed district,

ranking lowest both in _ge compensation per c_pit_ _nd in imports

per capita° As mentioned e_rlier> parts of Truk District are alTeady

pressing the limits, with existing methods of production> of agricul_

tural output, and some observers suggest that the living standard

may have fallen in parts of the district in recent years.

1
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No description of Micronesia's economy would be complete without

_iscussion of the transportation system, which alone makes it possible

even to speak in terms of a "Micronesian economy" rather than h_if a dozen

to a dozen separate 'economies" with broadly similar problems. Transporta-

tion facilities in the Trust Territory are _iscussed in detail in another

part of the Mission's report° It should be mentioned here, however, that.

the Infrequency of port call_ by inter=district vessels prevents extensive

tra_e between dlstrict_ mu_h less economic integration. While the

similarity of population and resources in many district8 naturally points
G:'

to closer trade links with the outside world than between districts,

there are nonetheless a number of promising possibilities for inter=

district trade, and developing these lines of activity awaits first of

all more frequent, more regular shipping and air connections.

Programming and following through on a development program requires

a continuing back=flow of reasonably accurate statistical information

about the economy _= production and trade, financial flows, size and skills

of labor force. While the Trust Territory now _oes a commendable Job in

collecting as many statistics as it does for its annual reports, neither
)

the coverage nor the accuracy is adequate to the requirements for tracking

the economic development of the area. The istatistics which do exist are

often not _ualyzed as fully as they could be. Several suggestions for

improving the statistical coverage are:
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_a. Import da%_ sho_ be extended to include d/feet mail order pur-

chases, purchases at Kwajalein which are not made through currently

reportlng import firms, and as a separate entry, impo1_s into the Territory

by the government which are no_ made throu_ reporting firms. S_ecial

care should be %_ken %o assure that the landed price, excluding all local

mark_ups, is recor_edo

b o Greater detail on impo_s should be reported where there is some

possibility of substituting Micronesian production for imports, for example;

soaps, cooking oil_ hardwood lumber, fiber bo_rd_ non-carbonate<l soft
@

drinks, and so on.

Co S_ne attempt should be ma_e %o estimate other payments to outside

the Territory and receipts from outside the Territory _ remittance from

@uam and elsewhere, travel abroad, movements of capital to and from the

Territory (especially through the UoSo bank branches which operate in the

Territory) and so on°

d. Systematic collection of monets/y statistics should be undertaken,

including demsmf[ and time deposits in banks (and annual changes therein),

bank loans in the TerriTory, bank clearances in the Territory, credit

union deposits and loans outstanding, and, if possible, currency in clr_

culation o
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e o The major components of m_tional income should be collected.

The most Importsat omissions at present are business income aad rental

income. Such statistics would be a useful by-product of a territory-

wide income tax, consideration of which is recommended elsewhere in

this report°
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' Chapter 3

LABOR

A critical element in the economic development of the Trust Territory

is its labor force. Labor productivity, or output per man per day, is

exceedingly low. Climatic conditions are oftmn given as the maln reason

for low output in the tropics; but Micronesla lacks• the stultifying

heat of the tropical continents and climate alone does not begin to

explain the low level of output. Perhaps a more delibitatiug fact0r

than climate is the general health of the working populatleno Even

tho_ health conditions are much better .thau in many other under-

developed areas, intestinal l_qrasites,respiratory diseases, and un-

balanced diets all take their toll in human energy. In some areas as

much as 90 _ercent of the population has stomach worms, for example.

Moreover, the shortage of capital in all its forms -- including shipping --

lowers the level of output. _ Unreliable and infrequent visits to outlying

islands fail to provide the incentive for extensive and well-plannod

copra production. And men trained to do construction work with heavy

machinery cannot work when aged machinery is continually breaking down

and when it is kept unusable for prolonged periods for lack of spare parts°

Reco_ndations to correct these deficiencies are made elsewher_ in the

Mission's Report. This chapter will focus on three further factors which

limit productivlty, however, dud will suggest measures to reduce these

Barriers to higher output. Inadequ&te labor skills, conv_ntion_l
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attitudes toward work (and the closely related question of adequate work

supervision)_ and relative immobility of the working population all

inhibit increases in production. Improved living standards in Micronesia

require that these obstacles to higher •output be overcome. Moreover,

in view of the proposed increases in govermmentLpay scales, productivity

meeds to be increased to _a_oid-getting wage costs in Micronesia far out

of line with those:of other countries. Finally, this chapter considers

briefly the impact of theMission's propo_ pub!le construction program

on employment in the Trust Territory.

, X_bor,Skills

Modern skills and technical knowledge are almost non-exlstent in the

! M_Icronesiau labor force. The population census of 1958 showedonly

lO percent of the population over l_ years as having technical, managerlal_

or clerical skills. Educational attainment_ shown in Table 13, was

exceedingly low even when no allowance is made for the fact•that in many

schools the fact of physical attendance is a mlsleading measure of the

education actually acquired. Less than a third of•the adult l_opulation

has a minimum com_mnd of English, and there is no technical literature

in the indigenous languages which are taught in the schools. Among adults,

knowledge of Japanese is probably about as co_on as English in the Trust

Territo1_ as a whole. The lack of technical skills and the poor educational
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i Table 13

Educational Atta/nment in 1_Acronesia and the

United States, 19_

(Percent of Population over 25 Yea_s)

Trust Territory United States
Years Completed (Percent) (Percent) Years Completed

Ne.e or not reported 39.0 8.3 Less than five
One - three 25.5

Four - six 16.0 13.8 Five - seven

Seven - nine 12.8 17.5 Eight

Ten - eleven 3.5 19.2 Nine- eleven

Finished high school 0.6 24.6 Finished high
school

College: one -three 0._ 8.8 College: one -
three

I four or more 0.i T.7 four or more

i Special school: one- I.i n.a. .-
three

i
: four - SiX 0.9 n.ao

Total i00.O i00.0
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B_round (_king .advanced on-the-Job training,difficult)hinder the

introduction of production processes or techniques which deviate shyly

from tradition. Improvements in the.eclu.cationalsystem_..b_dge_ .inthe

past year and_f_rthe.r,improvements recomnended by-the..Mission should....

provide the basis for a more highly skilled worklng force as graduates

from the improved system leave school.

Improvements in.the school system must be complemente_j however, by a

program for on-the.Job training of those now working and by a .program of

adult education in the evenings and special vocational prdgrams in

fisheries and a_riculture. Recommendations•for general adult _ducation

are discussed in the Mission's report on education. On-the-Job traininG

provides a direct and visible way for raising labor productivity. Such

training has been a natural by-product of Micronesian employment in the

public works departments of all districts. It is also taking place at

the.Paclf&cMisaile.-l_l_cat_xi-, on,Kwajs_ein. ....But .on-_he-job_trainlng

should become a more deliberate part of the over-all educational progr_

in the Trust Territory. The Texas Transport Company_ ,servicingcontractor

at Kwajalein, estimates that it can train (including instruction in

English) 115 Micronesians for $40-50,000 a year to cover lost production

time. At $340-_30 per trainee per year, this is an inexpensive form of

vocational training. Such training will open up additional Jobs for

Micronesians as they become competent to replace higher priced American
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personnel now _filling many positions not requiring very sophisticated

skills. In addition, •there is a substantial dema_ for skilled and

semi-skilled-labor on Guam. The Mission recommends that .on.the-job _-

trai_ng programs, both at Kwajalein .and-by arrangement _Ith the Navy

on Guam, be explored fully to assess their contribution to adult

!

education and to employment. In such training, _icular attention

should be paid to the buildlng trades and to general mechanics, skills

which are needed in the Trust Territory itself°

Attitudes Tc_ Work
• , H , ,

•Mieronesian attitudes towar_ work vary from district te district. It
• • L

has been said on more than one occasion that Micronesi_ans are erratic

workers and work only enough to satisfy their immediate needs for casho.

If %rue, this would imply that higher wages would actually reduce the

number of hours worked, for given cash needs could be satisfied more

quickly. This attitude toward cash income may still exist in some parts

of Micronesia -- particular!y where population density is low and sub,

sistemce living is relatively easy -- but it is certainly net a valid

generalization for the entire territory. Where it is valid, it affects

the timing of new programs rather than their direction, for in all but the

remotest areas of Micronesia work attitudes are likely to change sub-

stantially over the next decade or two° In Palau, attitudes to-_ard
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regular work are decidedly ,modern° Yap is perhaps at the other extreme,.

where possibilities for cash income :(eogo copra production) seem.to go

unexploltedfor want of incentive. (It ,shouldbe added that. the M_ssion ...........

was told of instances where •cashincome was foregone,for.lack of labor • -

•time rather than.economlc incentive; conmmity projects in.Yap frequently ,

• create heavy demands for voluntar_ labor-- sometimes as ,m_ch.as two-weeko.

a month. ) Em_loymen% o1_portunlties should be geared, among.other things,

to work.attitudes. Big projects-should be especially carefully scrutinized

for their political and economic impact in those areas where an adequate

labor force is not available. Resentment against or contempt for the

United States as.a_nlnisterlng authority is l_rhaps as-likely to be

generated by employment-generating projects which fall or are obviously

bungled -- for whatever reason, including poor labor cool_ration -- .as.

they are by failure .toprovide employment o1_ortuni-ties for those wishing

to work.

Labor turnover rates, one indication of attitudes toward wa_e e_ployment,.

are not exceptionally high in Micronesia by comparison with young,

clerical and junior professional working groups in the United States

(Table IA). The very high turnover rate for Marianas indicateo not only

reduction in force of 55 (without it terminations would h_ve been

37 percent of total employees in the Marianas), but also the use of

Trust Territory government emplos_ent as a stepping stone to higher _aying
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1

Trust Territory Employment and Termlnations_ FY .1963

Trust Territory Marianas

Total employment 2,209 _30

Terminations _65 213"

Termination as a percent of employment by district

Marianas _8"
G

Marshalls 2_

Truk 22

Total Trust
Territory 21

Yap 20

Palau 16

Pona_e 6

* Includes a reduction in force of 55 after the Navy turned Saipan_8

administration over to Interior; excluding these, the termination

rate was 37 percent°

Note: Total Trust Territory employment fell by 16 during the year°
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Jobs in Guam,. where an esttmate_ 1500 Saipanese. are .now living.... Ninety-

term£natio_,,_gave s_ch for er_lo_men'_ in Guam_._as the reason for ,leaving o

_e .Mission ,was_-.informed, ho_ver, that absenteeism..i.shi_h., tl_o_t

the Territory, in some Places _s n_ch as 20 percent of all work_t._

days. Moreover, "le_fir_en the job" h_s-_een ,_orted. in sc_ne dlstrictso

Discipline through:.-fi+ring..isat presentdifficult in some districts

because' of the_.llmitedavailability .of.labor, so _ir_d .em_loyees-_scmetimes.....

must be re-hire_. Much of the "loafing" _e_. to _resultfrom _nadequa@e

supervisory personnel, for with proper supervision...mostMiorones-ians_a_e

capable of working hard and efficiently. For exam_le,..b_in_-produc_ivity

in the Metalanum Housing Cooperative, where close supervision .Is provided,

seems to be several times as high as buil_ prod_tctivityin some dlstrict

public works depar_nents, where supervision is ina@equate, MOSt Micro-

nesians are apparently not yet able to follow a general set.of instructions;

detailed supervision an_ gdidance is needed _. Moreover, custom oi_n

prevents aggressive supervision of Micronesians by another Micronesian from

the same area. In the Marshalls, for instance, conventions of behavior

prohibit one Marshallese from ',ordering"another Marshallese to do some.

thing; similar inhibitions exist in some other districts. In those _reas

where such conventions impede efficient work (and foster poor working

habits), the Mission reco_nends that Micronesians be brought from other

districts as supervisory personnel where practicable; and where this _would
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not work effectively (because ,of traditional antagonlsms.bet_een diffe_ut ....

groups of Microneslans, for example), the-Mission recommends that additlonal

UoSo_ supervisory personnel be brought into the Territory°

A potential problem in Mic_onesia, as in many underdeveloped-areas, is

the attitude of the"educated" toward manual work, including agricultural ....

work. The view-is widespread that education, ...andl."_Ar_,'b_.,,1.lye_ucatlon .......

alone,,is the route to..good JObs and hi@her incomeSo. U_lly this.meanB ......

government Jobs,° So ,,longas,,thepolicy of,replaclng Uo,So employees ,with

Micronesians as rapidly as possible, is in _ll,s_ng,, thi_ favorable attitude

toward government employment is not entirely undesirable; it assures that

.... the best-trained Micronesians _are attracted into government service, where

they are badly .needed. With a new emphasis on more and-better schoollng ....

for more Mieronesians, and with less emphasis on the rapid replacement

policy, it will no longer be desirable that qualified graduates look only

to the government for Jobs_ disdaining 'blue-collar" forms of employmanto

The educational system should itself help to generate a more useful

attitude toward work. Secondary education can in part be oriented t_

skills which can be usefully applied to traditional occupations, ViZo

agriculture and fishing, and to_rd the practical arts such as carpentry

and mechanics. Such orientation need not be "vocatlon_' in the

narrow sense; but it can provide the subject-matter focus on which
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i
other more academic training is based. For example, agricultural train-

ing would involve a heavy dose of biology, plant ecology, etc. as well as

more practical training in modern agricultural techniques suitable for

the local environment. The object of such a program would be threefold _.

a. To train students in proper techniques of farming and fishing

and the reasons for the difference between these and more trs_litional

methods.

b. To instill the notion that proper agricultural techniques are

continually changing with new knowledge and new products aSd that modern

agriculture requires extensive post_school professional reading.

c. To teach the "scientific" approach and to carry enough academic

content so that those students close to graduation are sufficiently

equipped to face a real occupational choice of going on in scientific-

technical pursuits or returning to agriculture, trained to approach it a

modern way and without shame° Such an orientation can minimize the post-

gradnation disillusionment which is bound to occur if government jobs are

not available in sufficient quantity and if newly acquired standards of

job acceptability preclude alternative forms of employment.

Developing favorable work attitudes is desirable on many grounds, but

the educational program must still have enough academic content so that

the brighter students can reasonably be encouraged to go on to college_

there is likely to be adequate demand in the Trust Territory for qualified

college graduates for some years to come, and in addition those who choose

to do so will be well prepared to emigrate to the United States or elsewhere.
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Labor Mobility

Over-all productivity can be improved by encouraging movement from

low productivityto higher productivity forms of employment. Migration

out of over-populated atolls into areas of urban employment is one way of

accomplishing this. If manufacturing, even on a sm_ll scale, is to

operate efficiently, the dispersed labor force of Micronesia must somehow

be concentrated. Within districts the avail_bility of Jobs will itself

attract labor from the outlying islands, and within some districts

mobility is already high, facilitated by the customary and prolonged

hospitality to even distant relatives who move in. Yap, and to some
0

extent Ponape, represent exceptions since the out-islanders are not re_

lated to those living in the district centers.

Mobility between districts is much lower_ only 39 Micronesians are

reported to have moved from one district to another in fiscal year 1962.

Some inter_d/strict migration has taken place: _a number of Trukese

reside on Ponape (and more _ere brought in under the homestead program),

and a Palauan Community exists in Yap. People from the over-croWed

Mortlocks in the Truk District have expressed a desire to move to highly_

populated Tinian n_r Saipan in the Marianas but the Chamorros living

on Tinian are reluc_nt to accept the move. Several dozen government

employees work outsids the _istrict of their origin, largely in

headquarters on Saipan. But on the whole the geographical horizon of

most Micronesians is limited to the district in which they were raised;
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in many instances other districts are regarded as no less foreign than

foreign countries.

Inter-d/strict mobility should be increased3 for several reasons. First3

such mobility will help reduce the wide regional differences in Ix)pula-

tion densities within Micronesia, thereby raising output and incomes.

Second, it should provide labor where larger working forces are needed,

as may be the case in the future in -urban areas that develop processing

industries, or in certain agricultural areas that develop large labor-

using production. Third, it will help to brea/_ down traditional patterns

of behavior which inhibit raising living standards =- patterns which

many younger Micronesians now resent but are unable to avoid in their

o%_n districts. Finally, it will reduce the parochial attitudes now

fostered within each district and will increase dependence on a common

culture based _Tound the English language and American ways.

One way of increasing mobility would be through a conscious policy of

placing some qualified Micronesian government personnel as well as some

secondary school boarding students outside their home districts. A valuable

service performed by the Pacific Island Central School and by Xavier High

School at Truk is to bring together intelligent Micronesians from all

districts where the only common language is English and where students

can learn about the rest of Micronesla through their informal contacts
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with other students. With the expanding high school programs in each

district, PICS will probably cease to be a Microneslan-wide school,

Placing government employees in other districts will serve Somewhat the

same function, and will have the additional advs_itageof insulating those

government employees from traditional obligations and responsibilities

which might result in conflict of interest or, as discussed further in

Chapter 5, inhibit personal savings.

International mobility, while greater than inter-district mobility, is

also low except in the case of Saipanese in Guam. In fiscaY year 1962,

lO0 Micronesians are reported as having emigrated from the Trust Terri_

tory; of these, 60 were Saipanese and 32 were Palauans. Half of the

total went abroad in search of further education. It is in the long_

run interests of the United States and of Micronesians seeking higher

living standards that such emigration, particularly to Guam and the United

States, be encouraged. It would increase personal contact between Micro-

nesians sad the United States and it would provide qualified Micronesians

with much wider opportunities for education and employment° Guam alone,

with large UoS. military installations there, provides many more employ_

meritopportunities than are presently available in the Trust Territory,

and Micronesians are prized there as workers. In a_d/tion, Nicronesians

(especially Trukese men and women) have a reputation as providing excellent

domestic help. At present the Trust Territory has an annual immigration

quota into the United States (including Guam) 0f only 100, and this
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limits emigration sharply. The mission feels that this quota should be

greatly emlarged, and that a program should be set up to facilitate

hiring Micrenesians as domestic help in the UoS. If Congress is reluctant

to permit increased _igr_tion to the United States, _ a minimum freer

migration to Guam shoul_ be _ermitted and, indeed, aided. In addition

an expanded scholarship program for higher education in the U.S. is

recommended in the Mission's report on education.

Pay Scales

Raising productivity is not only necessary to raise living _tandards,

but also to compensate for scheduled increases in government pay for

Micronesians, designed to reduce or eliminate the remaining gap between

government wage rates in Sai1_n and elsewhere in Micronesia and to

reduce the __ifferencebetween pay for _Licronesians and U.S. citizens

in identical jobs. Still further increases in Micronesian pay are likely

in the next few years. The _iscrepancy between Micronesian and U.S. salary

scales for se_ningly comparable Jobs is a source of considerable resent-

ment, and some attempt to mitigate this source of friction should be ma_e.

The Council of Micronesia has recommended that professional (C-Scale) pay

for Micronesians be increased by more than 50 percent. As the opportunity

and interest in emigrating to the United States increases, government wages

for Micronesians will have to be raised enough to keep the desired number

of qualified an_ capable Micronesians at home. The required professional
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wage scale is therefore linked to U.S. policy regarding emigration from

the Trust Territory. In the Personnel section of Part III of this

report, the Mission develops recommendations for both a new transitional

"D-Scale" in the interim before the plebiscite and for the long-run

objective in the post_plebiscite period.

Government pay increases, while raising some incomes directly and in_

Jecting more purchasing power into the economy_ will also tend to raise

the general wage level and make competition of Micronesian products in

world trade more difficult, or it will perpetuate the favored position

of government over other k$_Is of employment. While political and equity

considerations require some upward adjustment in pay, corresponding efforts

to raise productivity Should be made. At present, financial incentives

are often insufficient to encourage higher productivity. The government

practice of l_ying time wages does not provide a financial incentive to

greater effort. There is a _triking contrast in the number of concrete

blocks laid per day between those on time wages and those on piece wages,

for example. The Mission recommends that, wherever practicable, the

government contract out jobs on a payment_for_work_done basis, even when

government supervisory personnel are involved. This could be done in many

construction jobs, such as the building of schools, teachers' housing,

and other public buildings.
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_lo_ment Effects of Proposed Program

As already amphasized in Chapter i, the need for addition_l wage employ-

ment in Micronesia will grow as the large number of postwar babies enter

the labor force, as education is improved, and as Micronesians are

increasingly attracted to the goods and services re@heywill buy. To

provide _quate employment opportunities or to accomplish successful

emigration will be a m_Jor task° In the near future, however, the large

public works and education_l construction program recommended by the

Survey Mission will generate enough adzlltion_l jobs == an_ in a few
0

instances more than enough -= to satisfy the near=term demand for them.

The precise impact of the program on Micronesian employment cannot be

estimated in the absence of more precise estimates of total expendi-

tures and of their timing. But Table 15 sets forth rough estimates

of the local labor requirements, on the assumptions specified in the

note to the +able, for that;part of the capit_l expenditure program

which can be allocated by districts. As a practical matter the expendi-

tures will not be spread evenly over the four years 1965_1968, but will

•probably rise towar_ the end of the period. Some disbursements will

probably take place after 1968. Both prospects are consistent with

f_%Ure employment requirements.
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her-all labor requirements of the program can be satisfied, even when

allowance is made for rising requirements over the period, except

possibly in the Yap District. In Yap labor re%uirmments may possibly

exceed the need for jobs in the next five years_ and in that event it

would be desirable either to stretch out capital expenditures in these

districts so that jobs will be provided over a longer period, or to

import labor from True or Palau_ Where both population and the demand

for Jobs are greater. The employment requirements in the fin_l column

of Table 15 should be compamed with the adult male population in e_ch
@

d/strict shown in Table 5 (l_ge 19).

The incomes generate_ by expenditures on the construction program will

result in higher expenditures on imports an_ on local goods and services.

Some of these expenditures will create additional local employment.

For reasons discussed in Chapter 2, this "multiplier" effect will not

be large =- every two _Iditlonal persons working on public projects

might create enough local demand for one additional job or a little

i more -= but it should also be borne in mind when programming public

expenditures o

1 The four-year capital expenditure program will provide time during

which employment opportunities in business_type operations can be

developed, and with adequate programming four years should allow

[
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Table 15

Estlm_e_ Labor Requirements for Proposed Capital Expenditure
Program, by District, 1965-68

Capital Micronesian Men
Expenditure* Payroll Man-hours Per Year**

($,ooo) ($,ooo) (,ooo)

Marianas 2,050 717 i,792 _4

Marshalls 6,250 2,187 5,467 683

Palau S _700 l,295 3,237 405
@

' Ponape 5,900 2,065 5,162 645

Truk 5,i00 i,785 4,462 558

Yap 3,7oo 1,295 3,237 40___/_5

Total 26,700 9,34_ 23,357 2,920

* Excludes ships and other equipment.

** Assuming 2,000 working hours per year, and 4 full years.

Note: Total payroll is assumed to comprise half of capital costs, and
Micronesis_u payroll is assumed to comprise 70 per cent of total
payroll° The average hourly wage for Micronesians is assumed to
be $oriO.
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t
ample time. As the labor requirements for the capital expenditure

program taper off after 19683 commercial operations (_iscusse_ in

the next chapter) in agriculture, fishing, manufacturing, an_ services

shoul_ be ready to a1_orb the release_ workers.

i
i

1

i

\
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Chapter 4

PRODUCTION SECTORS

AGRIC_, FISHING, MINING_ AND MANUFACTURING

Agriculture

The economy of Micronesia is largely agricultural, and agricultural

production takes place largely for local consumption. The crop com-

position varies somewhat from district to district, especially as be-

tween the high volcanic islands and the low coral Islands,obut virtually

everywhere the coconut, taro, breadfruit, and pand_nus are found, and

the first three are the major food crops in Micronesiao Pandanus leaves

are used for weaving, and the fruit is only a supplementary food° In

general the most efficient agricultural techniques are not used. Land

use -- plant selection, spacing of plants, and inter_cropping _ is poor,

and virtually no fertilize_ is used in the Trust Territory despite the

great improvement in yields which would result° But outside of a few

areas the land and the surrounding water produce enough to feed most

island populations adequately most of the time, although there is fre-
J

quently some malnutrition (due to lack of a balanced diet) and, especially

in certain densely populated areas where the breadfruit is important,

there is an annual cycle of feast and famine°

In many parts of the Trust Territory land is held communally =- an

extended family, or clan, claims ownership-_ but use rights are often
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allocated to individual adult members of the fmnilyo Sometimes the use

rights of an individual piece of land will remain with an individual

throughout his life, reverting to the clan for reallocation on his death°

In other places the land is reallocated more frequently, so a person does

not use a particular piece of land for an extended period° Land use

rights often cover many small, widely scattered pieces of land, with the

resulting loss of time in moving from one to another° These land practices

are not conducive to individual investment in land, and they probably re-0

&uce agricultural productivity° Some individual homesteading of land has

been done in Ponape, Palau, and the Marianas, but it is too early to test

the success of the program° The homestead program provides little other

ths_ land and certain specifications regarding plauting; however, there

is insufficient technical guidance and none of the financial aid which

is required to get homeste_ers into efficient agricultural production°

Moreover, no account is _en of laud quality in the homestead program,

so productive land varies widely among homesteads° Finally, some land is

under lease from the government° Since in many cases the future status

of these leases is uncertain, Micronesians holding the leases do not know

whether they will be allowed to take title to the ls_ud,whether the leases

will be affirmed and continued, or whether they will be moved off the

land. This problem seems especially acute in Ponapeo
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The main market crops in Micronesia are the coconut (in the form of

copra), fruits and vegetabl.es (especially from the Marianas), and,

increasingly, cacao. In addition, produce such as taro and sweet

potatoes are sold locally in the dAstrict centers, and some beef cattle

are slaughtered and sold in Sail_no

Economic progress in agriculture can be divided into the developnent

of new c_ercial crops and the improvement in production and marketing

of existing crops. There has been too much attention l_id in the Trust

Territory to new crops and not enough to the commercial development of

existing crops. Cacao, pepper, and ramie have all been introduced and

passed through a period of experimentation to the point at which some

small amount of output is now being marketed° Other products, such as

coffee, tobacco_ and various fruits and nuts are still in the stage of

experimentation@ While it Hould be desirable to find products which will

do well in Micronesla and for which there is a substantial world market3

it is doubtful whether the administration of the Territory is equipped to

do this kind of work efficiently and whether the Micronesian farmers have

yet res_he_ the stage of agricultural sophistication where they can take

on new crops aug make them a commercial success.

It is not sufficient that a product grow well in Micronesia to

warrant the expenditure of substmutial resources toward its development_

it must also be profitable to grow Ito More critical attention should be
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paid to the economic prospects of new products in the area; most such

products must compete for land and l_bor with the coconut and other

, products which are known to be marketable at a profit° Considering the

substantial technical assistance and persuasion required to introduce ac

new crop among uneducated farmers, the pay=off to such a crop must be

high relative to improvements in crops which they know in order to

warrant devoting resources to the new crop° There is a tendency to hope

that there is agricultural gold or oil around, and it is Just a question

of finding the right product° The Trust Territory is not _taffed to do

the kind of agricultural and market research required to develop new

products successfully° Recommendations in the Mission es report on

agriculture suggest transferring agricultural research to a university

or research institution interested in tropical agriculture° The Pro=

grmmming and Development Contractor, discussed later in this section,

would include qualified personnel in agricultural economics° When a new

agricultural product does look profitable on a commercial basis it

might be established as a direct government venture to be transfrred to

private enterprise (eogo a farmers" cooperative) once it was well established°

Several undeveloped possibilities for marketing products which are known

to dD well in the Trust Territory seem to exist° For example, the

market for produce and meat is very large compared with production in

the Trust Territory° There are ll,O00 UoSo Navy personnel and 8,200
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Air Force personnel on Guam, in addition to 50,000 ether residents. The

Navy alone provides a large relatively unexploited market° Demand for

meat and produce on Kwajalein is also substantial, and can be ex]pected

to grow rapidly in the next few years° Tables 16 and 17 indicate roughly

the size of these markets. In addition, there is substantial unsatisfied

d_m_nd for fish and produce in several of the district centers within the

Trust Territory.

These markets far exceed the potential Output of Micronesi_ for some

time to come. The principal obstacles to develol_nentof these markets

revolve around quality control and reliability of supply° Pro_DAcequality

must meet whatever U.S. legal standards are require_ bud must meet the

staudards of uniformity which are available in purchases in the United

States, or else compensate adequately with lower prices° Achieving high,

uniform quality in commercial crops is not an easy job, and it will

require close guidance by UoS° personnel until Micronesiau businessmen

or cooperatives can take over the job of policing agricultural sales and

inducing the f_rmers to improve quality and reliability of pro_tion

supply° The main obstacles to reliable supply, however, are the trans=

portation system and the absence of adequate chill storage capacity°

Shipping schedules are neither frequent nor regular enough to permit the

development of continuing commercial relations. The Mission's report on

transportation spells out recommended improvements in the system of surface
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Table 16

Produce Consumption by the UoSo Navy

Monthly Demand in Pounds
Guam Guam Pacific Missile

Fruit or Vegetable Unit Price -- Range, Kwajalein

Papaya _ • •15 300 noa.
Avocados .23 500 8_

Pineapples .04 4,000 n.a.
Cucumbers •07 5,000 i, 500

Bananas n oa o 2,500
Broccoli .16 200 n.a.

Cabbage o04 35,756 _,800

Cabbage, Red .06 1,650 0 noa.
Garlic .41 I,032 200

Lemons •13 ll, 891 2,0_

Lettuce (leaf) .12 _,180 9,0_
Limes •59 350 250

Onions, dry .04 25,937 i0,000

Onions, Yellow .ll 9,786 noa.
Onions, White .II 1,000 n.a.

Onions, Green .14 2,520 i,_O

Parsley .16 b_4 i00

p el>pets •13 3,920 i,600
Potatoes .04 147,425 40,000

Potatoes i0# 1_g _05 4,960 n.a.
•Radishes .ii 2,760 400
Romanine .08 4,560 I,000

Rutabagas o06 340 n oao
Turnips o07 I,020 n •a o
Yams ;08 1,400 n•a o
Grapefr_/it .ii 7,39-2 2,I00

Grapefruit, Pink .Ii 1,020 noao

Honeydew Melon .09 6,000 2,000
Nectarines o21 2,000 n oa.
Oranges .14 33,806 7,500

Orange, Temple .14 3,000 n oa •
Orange, Val o2_I 9,000 noa.

Tangelos °21 4,000 2,000
Watermelons o05_ 25,000 8,000

noao - not available
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Table 17

Meat aua Poultry Consumption by the U,So Navy

Guam Pacific Missile Range

Pounds Per Month Unit Price K_ajalein

Beef 80,000 .36 - o38 33,000

Pork 27,000 .40 9,

Ham (canned) 24,000 .45 - °65 7,500

Bacon 18,000 •39 ® •45 3_000

Poultry llS,0_ o27 - •34 15,000

Eggs 39,OOO* ;_ - o78 15,000"

* In dozens
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and air transportation. It is sufficient to mention here that such

improvements are essential if the Trust Territory is to capitalize on the

existence of substantial potential markets for Micronesian agricultural

products within Micronesia.

A separate part of the Mission's report treats in greater detail the

land ecology in Micronesia, the possibilities for agricultural improve-

ments, and the functioning of the Trust Territory's department of agri-

culture. The major recommendations of the agricultural report are brought

together here, however, because of the central role which agriculture must

play in the steady development of the Micronesian economy. More extensive

discussion of these recommendations can be found in the agricultural report,

where the agricultural program is considered district by district. Here

the recommendations are grouped into three categories: (A) those which

will produce results in the relatively near future, say by 1968; (B)those

whose payoff will require a longer period of tlme_ and (C) administrative

changes.

(A) 1. An undetermined but large amount of copra, coconut, and other

usable products is lost through rodent and pest damage. A rat control

program should be undertaken at once in those areas where the limits on

output are land rather than labor, and should be extended gradually to

other areas. Programs to control or eliminate the Marianas beetle and

harmful fruit flies should also be instituted. Finally, a more extensive
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quarantine program should be inaugurated, especially at Kwajalein where

hundreds of tons of food products enter Micronesia annually without in-

spection. Like human diseases, plant diseases and harmful insects can

enter Micronesia and do tremendous damage.

2. Production of cacao beaus is expected to rise sharply in the

next few years, and enlarged fermentaries at Ponape and Truk are essential

to prepare the beans for market.

3- The program for introducing carabao as beast of burden into

Palau should be enlarged. Moreover, beasts of burden such as burros
@

should be introduced into rugged high islands such as the northern Marianas

and Ponape to haul copra.

_. Micronesians should be encouraged to use organic fertilizers.

The tropical soils are poor and agricultural output could be increased

substantially with the use of fertilizer. This will require some increase

in agricultural extension wprk and some experimentation with the use of

local products, particular marine life, as fertilizer. Effective use of

imported chemical fertilizers should also be encouraged where the crop

is sufficiently marketable to pay for the imports.

5. Local livestock and poultry should be improved with the

introduction of pure strains, and livestock feed crops should be eno

couraged. At present swine and poultry are left entirely to scavenge
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for thmnselves, with resulting inefficiency in meat and egg production.

This too will require more extension work.

(B) 1. The present program for replanting coconuts shoul_ be continued

for another four years, during which time an estlmated 800,000 trees

can be planted, primarily in Ponape and the MarshallSo

2. A p_ogram of afforestation should be started on most of the

high islands. These islands once supported substantial stands of com-

mercially valuable h_rdwoods, but uncontrolled cutting and other factors
0

have reduced the forests to scrub and scattered individual trees. Affore-

station is desirable for soll protection as well as to generate a local

source of building materials for houses, boats, furniture, and so on.

3- On many low islands windbreaks to reduce salt spray are necessary

before badly needed vegetables can be grown° A program for planting

salt-resistent trees as windbreaks should be inaugurated, especially

in the Marshall Islands.

4. New, disease-reslstent varieties of citrus trees should be

introduced where they will grow, with the ultimate objective of replacing

the numerous citrus trees now plagued by citrus canker°
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5. Castor beans should be introduced on a pilot basis on the

low coral islands to provide an alternative cash crop to copra. If

success_, an extensive tree planting program coul_ be undertaken.

6. The l_ssibility of growing bananas in exportable quality and

quantity should be explored in detail, and the feasibility of rice

cultivation with a view toward reducing the more than $500,000 annual

imports of rice should be underts_en.

7. The Farm Institute (agricultural training pro_) should be

expanded from its present capacity of 12 students to at le°st 50 students,

with the understanding that it is an agricultural training school and not

a school exclusively for training agricultural extension agents which will

automatically lead to a government Job for all graduates. In addition,

a mechanism for disseminating information to agricultural extension agents

and other interested parties should be established -- perhaps a monthly

circular containing information useful to Micronesian agriculture.

(C) i. The Department of Agriculture should be reorganized so the

Director of Agriculture has direct authority over District Agriculturists

and can coord/nate the agricultural program in the entire Trust Territory.

This is a!ao in line with the Mission's recommendations in Part III re-

garding the administrative organization under the High Commissioner.

Moreover, the District Agriculturists should be absolved of their present
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responsibilities for cooperatives, credit unions, and other development

efforts _- a Cooperatives Officer should take over those functions in

each district -- and of their research responsibilities. Finally, new

agricultural substations for propagation and agricultural extension

work should be established in several of the districts°

2. Basic agricultural research should be placed in the hands of a

qualified research organization° The College of Tropical Agriculture

of the University of Hawaii has expressed through a letter from the

President of the University a general interest in establishing a research

facility .in the Trust Territory under contract, and suggested a short-

term contract to study the feasibility and recommend the location and

scope of such a facility° This possibility should be pursued° In

addition to a general arrs_ngementbringing a research institution into

the area, the Director of Agriculture should have a Specialist Fund for

hiring agricultural specialists, including those at the research facility,

on a short_term basis°

The total annual budget required to implement the recommended agri-

cultural program is about $800,000, of which $515,O00 is for personnel°

This compares with a total agricultural budget of $705,000 in fiscal 1964o

The contingency fund of $100,000 for hiring specialists is not included

in this estimate.° In addition, $250,000 is recommended for a revolving

loan fund to provide small loans to fsrmers, and $60,000 is recommended
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to establish a small pool of agricultural equipment for lease to farmers

in the Marianas.

Several commercial-type agricultural operations seem to offer

enough promise to warrant detailed exploration: a ramie plantation at

Palau_ a cattle ranch and slaughterhouse on Tinian,, a large produce farm

on Rota_ etc. While agricultural, these operations would be commercial

in intent and should be operated by the development contractor (see below)

-- with the objective of transferring them to private handsCas quickly

as feasible -- rather than by the department of agriculture. These

business operations are discussed further later in this chapter.

Fishin5

While the marine resources in the Trust Territory have never

been thoroughly surveyed, the presence of Japanese fishing ships in open

water and the large inshore catches by Micronesians indicate an abundance

of fish and other edible marine life.• Despite this, there is a shortage

of sea food in the area. The Trust Territory imports over $_00,000 in

canned fish annually, and the demand for fresh lagoon fish in such "urban"

I

areas as Ebeye, Majuro, and Moen (Truk) often goes unsatisfied.

Two types of fishing are possible in Micronesia, and each presents

separate problems. The first is inshore fishing, generally within or just
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outside the barrier reefs, by net, line, or spear gun. The second is

off-shore fishing of pelagic species, notably tuna, from boats of 50 or

more feet in length. Lagoon fish are desired fresh; but except in a few

places fresh tuna is not liked.

There seems to be three bottlenecks to catching and marketing

inshore fish in greater abundance: ice, chill storage capacity, and

transportation to markets. These factors are not all lacking in all

districts; in Majuro, for example, a reefer is being used to store
0

canned goods because there is not enough fresh fish or produce to use it.

But both in Ponape and Palau inshore fishing is periodically stopped

because the modest limits of cold storage capacity are reached before

the fish can be exported to other areas. Transportation from areas of

excess supply -- Palau and sometimes Ponape -- to areas of excess

demand -- Majuro, Kwajalein, Truk, and above all Guam -- is inadequate

and irregular. Development of commercial inshore fishing could proceed

much further if these obstacles were eliminated.

In ponape and Palau fisherman's cooperatives have been organized

as clearing houses for keeping production records, arranging for storage,

marketing the fish_ and paying the fishermen. These organizations still

need further guidance_ particularly with _respect to record-keeping and

general management, but on thewhole they seem to be very promising.
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When the cooperatives are capable of extending their operations they could

be encouraged to provide other services to the fishermen, such as stocking

fishing supplies and perhaps arranging for the care of small boats.

Similar cooperatives might also be started in Truk and Majuro, where the

local demand for fish would justify better organized systems for catching

and marketing than now exists.

In addition to improvements in inshore fishing, there is some

possibility of developing the modern industry of deep-sea fishing. World

0

demand for edible pelagic fish is expected to double to 800,000 tons

annually in the next decade, and a substantial part of this increase will

apparently have to be supplied with the smaller and less desirable

skipjack tuna, a species abundant in Micronesian waters. Successful

skipjack tuna fishing depends on plentiful sources of live bait within

the vicinity of the fishing zones, so many more fishing bases are required

than for larger tuna, which can be caught with frozen bait. Parts of

Micronesia are well suited to skipjack fishing, and it is known that live

bait sources were sufficient to support a substantial Japanese tuna fleet

in the area just before World War II. Unfortunately Micronesians today

have neither the equipment nor the technical skill to undertake deep-sea

fishing, although 28 Micronesians are now training in Hawaii.

The Van Camp Company has been given a contract to establish a

tuna fishing base and freezing plant at Palau, where it will land and
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freeze fish for shipment to canneries in American Samoa or the United

States. The letting of this contract seems to have raised unrealistic

expectations, especially in Palau, about the amount of employment and

income which will be brought into the Trust Territory in the near future

from tuna fishing. The Shore-side employment requirements of a freezing

plant, once it is built, are not high; servicing the fishing boats could

also generate some employment -- if the facilities and skills were

there -- but again the resulting employment is unlikely to be great.

In the absence of a cannery, the most important impact on employment

would result from staffing the fishing boats with Micronesians. At

present very few Micronesians are trained in the kind of fishing

required, and the Van Camp contract fails to specify the number of

Micronesians to be trained, although the clear understanding apparently

exists that as rapidly as possible the Okinawan fishermen brought in to

supply the fish will be repla6ed by Micronesians. The Mission was told,

however, that fishermenfs wages on the Okinawan boats which Van Camp

plans to use are so low that Micr0nesians will probably not be willing

to work on them in significant numbers and consequently will never

replace the 0kinawan fishermen. By contrast, Hawaiian tuna fishing

techniques, using more expensive Hawaiian-type tuna boats, permit

incomes which would attract Micronesians into tuna fishing.
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A second defect of the contract is that it fails to specify

any rule for determining the price which will be paid for landed fish.

As a monopolistic buyer in Palau, Van Camp will be able to set the lowest

price consistent with the volume of fish required. A greater flow of

income into the Micronesian economy could have been assured by linking

the buying price to some widely recognized world market price (e.g., the

Tokyo price).

Finally, the contract's stipulation that the live bait resources
0

shall be reserved for the people of Micronesia is inconsistent with

Van Camp's present plans for establishing skipjack tuna fishing with

Okinawan boats and crews.

It is now too late to re-write the entire contract, but the High

Con_nissioner (subject to Defense Department veto) does control

the entry into Trust Territo#y ports of Okinawan fishermen and of

foreign freighters_ as well as Japanese fishing vessels (from whom

Van Camp is interested in buying the larger size tuna). He should use

this leverage to assure that the long-run interests of Micronesia are

served by training Micronesians to fish and by conserving their sources

of live bait. At a minimum, a "statement of objectives" should be agreed

in writing between Van Camp an_ the Trust Territory government. Such a

statement would stipulate that the tuna operation is to be for the mutual
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benefit of Van Camp and the Micronesian people and to that end Van Camp

will purchase equipment and use fishing techniques suitable for the

speedy employment of Micronesians. Such an agreement would provide a

rationale for punitive action if Van Camp seemed to be relying indefinitely

on Japanese and Okinawan boats and fishermen for its skipjack. In addition

to such a statement of objectives, it would be highly desirable to get a

firm agreement from Van Camp on the rate at which Micronesians are to be

trained as skipjack fishermen.

0
It should be recognized that a commercial fishing operation

requires large volume if it is to be successful. No operation, particularly

one which relies on training Micronesian crews, will generate substantial

volume rapidly. It is cormmercially advantageous, and possibly essential,

to use the excess freezing capacity while catches of skipjack are still

small to freeze yellow-fin tuna caught in the area by Japanese fishermen.

Van Camp's request to permit Japanese tuna boats to land their catches

is not unreasonable. To permit Japanese boats to land without bringing

into play Article 8 of the Trusteeship Agreement, requiring that equal

treatment be given to all UN members beyond the administering power, a

contractual arrangement between Van Camp and certain Japanese fishermen

could be worked out and only specified boats would be permitted to land

their fish.
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Additional employment could be generated by establishing a

factory in Palau to can tuna. The Mission has been told that the main

obstacle to opening such a fish cannery is the 45 percent U.S. duty on

fish prepared in oil. As a general recommendation, the Mission

favors a change in UoS. tariff laws to permit products with 50

percent or more of the value added in the Trust Territory to enter

the United States duty-free_ and the extension to the Trust Territory

of the same legislation covering the landing of fish in Guam and

American Samoa° Such a change would facilitate greatly development

of Micronesia's marine resources in a way which would provide

maximum benefit for the Micronesians. The Mission is aware that

there is domestic resistance fromPacific Coast fishermen on this

point, but in addition to other considerations, the greater the economic

development of the Trust Territory, the smaller the financial burden

on the United States. Certai61y it would be most discriminatory to

maintain this situation if this area were to become a U.S. territory.

Large scale commercial offshore fishing should be encouraged

in other areas of Micronesiao There are three ways this might be done:

a. The Fisheries Project could buy or build fishing boats and

hire Japanese or Okinawans to train the Micronesians in

offshore fishing techniques.

i
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b. Along the lines of the Van Camp contract, a private firm

would be invited to build facilities to service the catch

of its own fleet manned by Okinawans, but with stipulated

responsibilities for training Micronesians and phasing out

the Okinawans°

_. Main emphasis could be placed on dockside employment for

processing fish landed by selected foreign fishermen over

the indefinite future. This would result in some employment

benefit (e.g., at Truk) from long-line and other types of

fishing which the Micronesians are not likely to be able to

do successfully in the near future.

These three possibilities are not mutually exclusive and could to some

extent be combined, using different approaches in different districts

or sharing dockside facilities in the same district. All should be

considered in planning the commercial development of Micronesia's

marine resources_ a development which will require such "infra-structure"

: as wharves_ fresh water lines and dredging and marking channels. Only

the higher priority of these kinds of public works that also have

important general use are included in the Mission's recommended

capital investment program through Fiscal Year 1968. It is
i

envisioned that the Programming and Development Unit would

bear in mind additional infra-structure needs and, where appropriate,

would provide loan capital for ice-making and cold storage capacity.
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Given the potential importance of fishing in the Micronesian

economy, the Mission feels that the Trust Territory's Fisheries Project

should receive greater budgetary support than it is now getting. In

fiscal year 1964 the final budget request for fisheries was $52,000

(plus $15,000 for boat-building), compared with over $700,000 for

agriculture. This budget covers the operation of a fisherman's school,

support to local fishermen's and boat building cooperatives, and the main

job of fisheries research and market development. The Fisheries Project

has requested a budget of $140,000 for fiscal year 1965, _ budget which

provides for additional U.S. personnel and equipment, and which also

provides for opening a second Fisheries Station, at Truk. The Mission

feels that a budget increase of this magnitude is justified, although it

would place fisheries research outside the Fisheries Project, as discussed

below. Fisheries Stations outside of Palau would lay the basis for larger

scale and more efficient i_shore fishing in other districts.

Detailed fisheries research is not a responsibility which should

be placed on the Fisheries Project. It lacks qualified staff and its other

responsibilities are too numerous and too important to be diluted by the

requirements of a major research effort. Yet systematic research is

required in Micronesia if sound conservation practices and optimum

exploitation of the marine resources are to be achieved. The Mission

recommends that some qualified research organization be invited into
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the area to establish a station for the use of scholars and graduate

students pursuing marine research. If the Trust Territory Wished

specific studies to be performed, it could then contract for them
q
I"

using the facilities of the research station. Tentative approaches to

the Marine Laboratory of the University of Hawaii (which already has a

small facility on Eniwetok) suggested that a mutually satisfactory

arrangement could be worked out for the study of inshore marine resources.

The Mission was told that the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, based

in Hawaii, was best equipped to study offshore pelagic fis0h, so the Trust

Territory government should discuss with the Bureau the possibility of

extending its research into Micronesian waters. In addition, the Scripps

Oceanographic Institute has indicated it would be interested in working

with the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries if it were to undertake the job.

Mining

The mineral resources of Micronesia are meager, but two mining

operations existed before the Second World War in the Palau District:

t phosphate on Angaur and bauxite on Babelthuap. The phosphate is of good

quality and is a fertilizing mineral badly needed in the Pacific area.

Mining was continued after the war (resulting in large export receipts

in the early fifties), but was halted in deference to the people of

Angaur, since stripping the overburden off the phosphate eliminated the

arable land. If in future the people of Angaur decide to move to the
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relatively unpopulated island of Babelthuap_ consideration should be

given to resuming the phosphate mining operations.

The bauxite on Babelthuap is of low but apparently usable

quality under certain conditions. Given its low quality, it is too far

from U.S. mills to be of interest to them at present; but several

Japanese firms familiar with the area have expressed interest in

re-opening the bauxite mines. One of these_ Yawata_ proposed a

combined operation with Kaiser Aluminum s but there seems to be little

interest on their part now that their representative visited the area°

The Mission has nothing to contribute in this matter, except to suggest

that any serious proposal for resuming bauxite mining be examined, in

; the light of _ecent changes with respect to U.S. security requirements

in the area, with an open mind for its impact on Micronesian employment

and incomes, and that the Trust Territory government be aided in any

contract negotiations by qualified persons.

Light manufacturing
J

The possibilities for developing competitive manufacturing industries

in Micronesia are distinctly limited_ and that fact should be

recognized at the outset. There are just too many disadvantages for

substantial industrial production: paucity of raw materials_ great

distance from large markets, small local markets, and a small_ poorly
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trained, and generally undisciplined labor force unwilling to work at

wages as low as those in many other underdeveloped countries .

Despite these substantial disadvantages, there do seem to be several

possibilities for developing small scale industry to produce some

of the goods which are now imported, and even for developing exports

to a limited degree. The Trust Territory needs some method for

systematic evaluation, through feasibility studies, of those possible

ventures which look as though they have commercial promise; and it

•
further needs to be able to play an active role in organlzlng and

financing the ventures which seem worthwhile. Very little manufacturing

is likely to develop spontaneously in the Trust Territory. Initiative,

technical guidance, capital, and management all may have to be supplied

at least in part by the government. The Trust Territory government is

not presently equipped to provide all these missing ingredients from an

economic development program, and the Mission feels that resources and

time would be largely wasted in attempting to so equip it. Of critical

i_portance in the development effort which the Mission has in mind is

a practical, business orientation toward possible commercial ventures.

The Mission recommends, therefore, that a firm from the U.S. private

sector with suitable experienceand expertise be contracted to

perform two broad sets of functions on an advisory basis: (A) acting

as an over-all programming office to assist the High Commissioner in
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P;

I
drawing up budget priorities; and (B) promoting the economic development

of the Trust Territory. This Programming and Development Contractor

would have the following responsibilities:

A.__,Prosrammin$ functi on:

i. To program and coordinate budget priorities for all

capital expenditures by the Trust Territory and for those

current expenditures which bear on the economic development

of the area_ such as agricultural extension work_ vocational

i training_ and the like; o

2. Assist the High Commissioner in the technical problem of

coordinating the remaining budget components.

B. Development function:

I. To provide technical and managerial assistance to

Micronesian businessmen who seek it and to interest

businessmen in undertaking ventures within their

competence;

2. To help finance private ventures through loans from

a Development Fund (described below) or through guarantees

on private loans;

3. To undertake direct ventures, both agricultural and

industrial, which seem commercially promising but are un-

suitable for Micronesian businessmen to manage at the time°
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The Programming and Development Contractor would establish a

compact organization within the Trust Territory government and its

director would be responsible to the High Commissioner. Aside from its

small permanent staff, the Contractor would bring in the requisite

experts for such length of time as seemed necessary to launch a

particular enterprise or to provide specific technical assistance.

Its permanent organization would provide a highly qualified planning

and progran_ning staff to the High Commissioner, whose integrated

expertise, experience, and businesslike organizational efficiency

he could not easily achieve in Micronesia through the alternative of

hiring individual programming personnel on a civil service basis.

Certainly, at best, it could not be achieved rapidly enough to meet

this top priority for the efficient execution of the capital

investment program needed in the Trust Territory. It is envisioned

that this contractual servi_e would eventually give way to a

comparably efficient governmental staff as the needed Micronesian

expertise developed.

Hiring the Programming and Development Contractor would require

negotiation with several of the qualified firms in the field of economic

development and management. After Preliminary discussions an interested

firm would doubtlessly want to send a representative to Micronesia to

ascertain the character and dimensions of the job and to establish the

principles and coverage of the final contract. It is not possible to

i
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specify in advance of such a survey precisely how much the contract would

cost, but on the basis of its research the Mission believes that it should

be in the neighborhood of around $200_000 a year. Special technical

assistance brought in for short periods of time would be financed separately,

and management of direct ventures would be financed by each venture.

A Development Fund of $5 million should be established to supply

capital, under the technical direction of the Programming and Development

Unit, but subject to control by a Board, to promising business enterprises

in Micronesia when local capital is not available in sufficient quantity.

Capital is only one of the missing ingredients for the economic develop-

ment of Micronesia, and without the adequate technical and managerial

guidance which the Programming and Development Unit can provide, capital

is not likely to be used effectively. But without additional capital the

economic progress of Micronesia will falter from the start. A fund of

$5 million should be adequate_ when supplemented with local capital and

private American capital, to launch those agricultural and industrial

ventures which show commercial promise.

The Development Fund would sUpply loan capital to qualified local

businessmen or farmers, would supply equity capital in joint ventures with

Micronesians or with U.S. businessmen investing in Micronesia, and would

finance direcZ ventures •staffed by the Programming and Development Con-

tractor and run on a commercial basis, Overhead expenses in administering
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the Fund should be covered in the Contractor's fee, which would be part

of the Trust Territory government's annual operating budget.

The Fund should plan to sell any equity interest (or convert!It

to fixed debt instruments) as rapidly as qualified Micronesians or joint

U.S.-Micronesian groups are able to take over a business venture. Some

ventures might best be reorganized as producers' cooperatives_ while

others would more appropriately require individual business management

or a corporate structure.

0

Consideration should be given to permitting the Fund to borrow

additional capital in its own name from the Angaur and Saipan Trust

Funds, from the banks established in the Trust Territory, or even from

the public in the Trust Territory_ Guam_ and the United States. This

possible privilege would permit local banks and savers to purchase good

securities without worrying about the outlook for any particular

enterprise, and foreigners could invest in the area indirectly through

the Fund.

Day-to-day management of the Fund would be the responsibility

of the Programming and Development Contractor, which would be responsible

to a board of directors on which the High Commissioner and the Council of

Micronesia would also be represented. A liaison with the Guam Development
l

Commission (possibly through the use of the same Contractor by Guam) should

also be established for greater economic coordination between Guam and

the Trust Territoryo
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The recommendation to bring in an outside contractor is no

reflection on the present staff, which does not have, and cannot be

expected to have, the degree and diversity of expertise required for

systematic economic development of the area. Launching a development

program requires complex teamwork among a number of qualified individuals_

plus the ability to draw quickly on skills which are needed for a short

period of time° A number of firms have built up knowledge and experience

in dealing with the problems of underdeveloped countries, and this

knowledge and experience should be brought to the Trust Ter_itoryo

The Mission does not wish to impose limits on the income- and

employment-generating projects which the Programming and Development

Contractor should explore. However, the following list of ventures

represents its judgment of the more promising projects for promoting the

economic development of Micronesi a.

Coconut Oil and Soap° Copra, the raw material for coconut oil,

!

is the most important produce of Micronesiao About 13,000 tons of copra

are produced annually_ half of which comes from _the Marshall Islands°

Improved copra storage and more regular collection in the outlying islands

alone could apparently raise copra production in the different districts

by amounts ranging up to 40 percent, while thinning out old trees and

replanting could, in time, raise output even further° Today the

dried copra is shipped to Japan for processing into coconut oil and cake
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and thence into further fabrication. Some employment could be created

in Micronesia by doing some oil extraction and further processing _

there. Coconut oil is an expensive vegetable oil and is used in fine

soaps_ shampoos and detergents; ordinary soaps and detergents are

now imported into the Trust Territory in amounts exceeding $50_000

per year° Odorless coconut oil can also be used as a cooking oil_

which is also imported in some quantity° Coconut cake_ the residue

after the oil has been extracted_ can be used as fertilizer and as a

livestock feed, both badly needed in the Trust Territory. Of less
<J

importance is the fact that a high-protein baking flour can be made

with still further processing.

Oil extraction can be done in large or small volume_ although

the larger scale operations are substantially more efficient° A simple

oil extractor with a capacity of about one ton of copra a day, yielding

roughly 1200 pounds of oil_ can be purchased for about $1500 in Japan°

A more efficient oil mill with a daily capacity of about 70 tons of copra

can be erected for around $400,000 on one estimate° Working capital

requirements would make this 70-ton mill somewhat more than a million

dollar investment. It would require much water to operate, and the logical

location of Majuro would be ruled out unless additional water could be

collected. However, making the airfield into a water catchment, as recom-

mended elsewhere in this report, would produce water far in excess of a

1
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If mill's requirements ,and would meet Majuro's general water needs.
t

I A relatively new oil extracting process, now being tested in thePhilippines, requires virtually no water, and this should be studied

as an alternative by the Programming and Development Unit.

One large mill could provide whatever oil and cake were required

for the local market and the rest could be exported to the United States,

where the imports of coconut oil run 75 - i00,000 tons annually, mostly

from the Philippines° (Japan_ which now imports copra from the Trust

o
Territory_ has a prohibitive duty on oil imports.) If necessary,

shipping rates within the Trust Territory -- which now favor the shipment

of copra -- could be adjusted to give greater preference to oil and cake.

The process of extracting oil would put $5-10 a ton into the

Micronesian economy for wates and other services. In addition, some oil

and coconut cake could be prpcessed further -- oil into soaps and cake

into livestock feed. An average hog or steer can consume 1/2 - 3/4 tons

of coconut cake annually, so a I0,000 head herd of cattle on Tinian (see

the Mission's report on agricultural p_O_S) alone could absorb up to

7_000 tons of cake a year, just about the production of a mill with a

daily capacity of 70 tons of copra. Coconut cake alone can make up 40

percent of a hog's diet, so swine herds could be built up to the

availability of the coconut cake if other feed (for example ground fish)

were also available.
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There is now one soap manufacturer in Palau. He manufactures

soap for the local market, retailed through his ownstore, for about three

days every two months, employing sixmen in the process. He also exports

some soap to Ponape and has produced some for the Trust Territory govern-

ment, although wrapping before thorough drying resulted in a 75 percent

rejection rate on a large order° The soap lathers and washes well but

retains a lingering odor of coconut which could be eliminated by the

proper cooking of the extracted oil' The soap could also be perfumed,

for example with ylang-ylang blossoms, found in abundance both in Palau

and on Ponape. Crudely cut soap can be produced to compete with the

greatly inferior brown laundry soap now widelyused in the Trust

Territory. The main obstacle to larger sales is consumer buying

habits, but at Ponape a gradual substitution of the Micronesian soap

for the brown laundry soap is reported to be taking placeo To compete

with the wrapped toilet soap_, considerable technical help on hardening,

flavoring, and packaging is _equiredo The costs of competing in this

market do not look prohibitive, but consumer buying resistance might

require a territorial tariff during the first few years to help get

the soap accepted.

other coconut products. In addition to oil and coconut cake,

the coconut provides a shell which can be made into buttons or charcoal

and a husk which yields coir fiber and fiber dust, The fiber can be made
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into yarn, rope, upholstery material, or miscellaneous household items

such as brushes. Coir fiber dust can be made into a variety of building

materials, •presently in short supply locally and expensive to import,

such as fiber board for interior walls and insulation. Each of these

offers some possibility for manufacturing, though largely for the

Micronesian market. Some pilot project work with coir fiber is shortly

to begin in Truk.

Lumber and woodworkin _. Lumber is another building material
0

available in a few parts of Micronesiao Sawmills exist on Kusaie and

Palau, where good timber •is available but only in scattered stands.

Sawing lumber is a haphazard affair on Kusaie, but in Palau mills operate

quite regularly when construction is going on. Fine timber also is found

on Ponape but it is so inaccessible that it is not now economical to

fell. The new road system that the Mission is recommending in Ponape,

primarily for other reasons, would open up some exploitable timber areas.

There is an urgent need and, to some extent, a money-backed demand

for reasonably priced building materials in Micronesia, for much of

the housing is recognized to be in need of renovation° Even where

cement is largely used, there will also be a demand for lumber from

the continuing government construction •program of schools, teachers'

housing and other public building. Local mills could, with proper _,

organization and capital, profit from •this demand° Kusaie faces the

',
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difficulty of transporting lumber to the areas of high potential demand

such as Ebeye and Majuro, and irregularity in transportation is

reflected in irregularity in lumber production. All sawmills face

a severe shortage of working capital, as well as some essential

equipment in certain mills, so they are unable to cut to stock standard

sizes and allow the lumber to cure for the appropriate length of time.

Micronesia lacks extensive stands of good timber, but at present

cutting rates the timber supply is adequate° Local sawmills should be
0

assisted in modernizing, however, and should be encouraged to supply

local private and government demand. Any sharp increase in demand will

require a more extensive source of timber, and until the forest planting

program recommended bythe MissiOn can supply it either the Philippines

or New Guinea timbers could be used. At present, Philippine lumber must

be transhipped twice before_landing in Palau, and is thus uneconomic, but

the recommended improvements in surface transportation should permit

occasional trips to the Philippines for stripped logs or crude cut lumber

to be reduced and milled in Palau.

The Palauan Woodworkers and Handicraft Guild obtained a modest

order for furniture to supply some of the new schools° While the final

returns are not yet in, the venture looks very promising. More such

orders (which can result in considerable savings for the government)
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should be directed toward such indigenous factories, and they should be

aided in developing a local market for their products° Relatively little

I technical assistance in design is needed for supplying these government
contracts but working capital aid is essential,

Food processing. Micronesia imports large quantities of Canned

and packaged foods° Some •of these foods compete closely with products

which can be produced within the Trust Territory, such as fish and pine-

apple; and others, such as gelatins, ice cream_ non-carbonated soft

drinks, etCo, are made from simpl e raw materials which could be imported

and processed for the local market.

Much simple food processing, however, relies on canning; many

fruitful lines might open if there were a cannery in the Trust Territory.

Palau, with a relatively able labor force seeking employment and an

agricultural hinterland in _abelthuap_ would provide a good location for

a cannery operation, which could be operated as a direct venture and

could also be leased to small private enterprises arrangingtheir own

supplies of materials. Many products could be canned for the local

market: fish and other marine life, kamaboko, fruits such as

pineapple, and fruit juices, jellies or jams from the guava, acerola

cherry, passion fruit, custard apple, and a host of others° The

canning of soft drinks, now imported in large quantities, might also

be possible (an alternative would be a bottling operation, using

secondhand beer bottles). A few products, such as the Caram_l_l_ke
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coconut syrup used in ice cream, cake frosting, dehydrated banana

flakes, exotic tropical jellies, etc., might even have a profitable

export market° The cannery itself would provide urban employment,

and growing the contents would provide additional agricultural

employment yielding a cash income.

Bulk fertilizer_ livestock feed_ and feed bags.

In place of importing individually packaged and already mixed

fertilizers and livestock feed, the bulk importation of the separate0

ingredients and their local mixing and bagging may be economic. Such

an operation would have the further advantage of gradually replacing

imported with local ingredients. Different variety fibers currently

or previously cultivated in Micronesia, such as jute_ kenaf, hemp,

etc. would supply the raw material for a bag fabricating plant. The

needs of the copra trade wo_Id •supplement the fertilizer and livestock

feed demand for these bags°

Boat-building is a manufacturing activity which has great appeal

in an island economy extremely dependent on small and medium-sized boats.

There are a few private boat-builders in various districts of the Trust

Territory, but they do not begin to meet the demand for even small boats

and rarely do locally-built boats exceed 30 feet in length° Most boats

are imported from Japan. A boat-building cooperative has been established
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in Palau, under the guidance of an experienced Hawaiian boat-builder, with

the expectations of building boats up to 90 feet in length. Unfortunately,

there are no orders for boats of that length and there are not likely to

be any •unless they come from the Trust Territory government. In order to

begin operations -- to buy tools and stock building materials -- the

cooperative would have to go very heavily into debt on the basis of a

very uncertain expectation for orderso The cooperative form of organiza-

tion seems peculiarly unsuited in Micronesia to an operation like boat-

building, which requires careful coordination and managemen_ of many diverse

activities. The Mission recognizes•the useful role which successful boat-

building and, even more, boat maintenance and repairs can play in

Micronesia -- particularly once a tuna boat fleet is based in the area.

But the operation should not begin with the very heavy ratio of debt to_•

equitywhich the cooperative now has; the government should consider

reclaiming the boat shed which has been built, cancelling the loan for

it, and leasing it at nominal rates for boat.building and boat

maintenance and repair. If a boat-building enterprise seems viable

in the long run (and it will be difficult to tell until Van Camp's

plans clarify), •then perhaps the Palau boat-building association should

be run as a government training program, and partially funded as such,

until there is a regular order for larger boats and the Palauans can

build them economically.
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Small boat-building should be encouraged elsewhere in the Trust

Territory. The Mission's proposal to equip each lagoon in the Marshalls

with 21-foot boats provides a fine opportunity for encouraging local

enterprise throughselective contracts.

Other manufacturin$ ventures. There are numerous other possibilities

for light manufacturing which deserve further exploration: brick-

making in Palau and Yap where the U.S' Geological Report indicates

that appropriate clays exist; slaughtering, tanning, making fertilizer
0

and other meat-related industries in the Marianas; crocodile hunting and

crocodile farms in Palau; tapioca starch and garment manufacturing in

several of the districts; inexpensive perfume using local blossoms, and

so on. Handicraft, nowwell established in some of the districts, does

not seem, to the Mission, contrary to general thinking, to be an area to

which further resources can be profitably devoted; the market has become

world-wide, and Micronesian designs, workmanship, and costs are not likely
i

to provide the basis for successful competition with handicraft from other
i

parts of the world. The poor commercial prospects for a Micronesian

handicraft industry were indicated by the failures under Navy adminis-

tration of the •Trust Territory° Rising sales to the Micronesian Products

Center on Guam should be assessed in light of the Center's large unsold

inventories and its continued•purchases on a consignment basis.
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0hher ventures: Agricultural. A number of agricultural ventures

mightbe commercially successful under good management and a carefully

supervised labor force which would not besuccessful if left to individual

Micronesian farmers. In such circumstances, organized plantations might

be introduced -- particularlywhen a new product or novel production

techniques (e.g., extensive use of fertilizer) are required° Such

plantations would be under government management until the private sector

was ready to operate them successfully_ but they would be run as

businesses and would hire labor on the basis of work actu_lly done rather

i than on fixed salaries or hourly wages° The following ventures appear

to be among the more promising for this type of operation in Micronesia:

cattle raising_ vegetable and other produce, and ramie fiber° These are

dealt with in more detail in the section of this report dealing with

governmental agricultural programs°

Other ventures: Tourism. A potential source of income for

Micronesia not now fully utilized is tourism° Micronesia is too far

from the United States and too much off the beaten track to attract

many tourists directly from the United States in the foreseeable future°

Foreign tourists from Asia would pose a number of problems which are

best avoided in the pre-plebiscite period° Guam, however, has a popula-

tion of 70,000 including over 20,000 military personnel and their
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i dependents. Another 3000-4000 Americans live on Kwajaleino Both groups
have a rapid turnover, and for both groups there are potential tourist

attractions in certain parts of Micronesia. From Guam the most obvious

tourist centers would be Saipan, Yap, and Palau_ of which Palau would

probablybe the most popular. For•thepeople on Kwajalein Atoll, the

high island of Ponape with its luxuriant vegetation could offer an

interesting break to living on a low coral island. In the short•runi•

there would be political disadvantages as well as advantages from these

increased American tourist contacts with Micronesians, bu% the Mission

believes the net effect would definitely befavorableo

Some tourism already exists; there are irregular but frequent

flights to Saipan from Anderson Air Force Base on Guam; people from

Kwajalein visit Ponape and even M_juro in small numbers. But development

of a sizeable tourist business is impeded by inadequate and unreliable

transportation (except to Saipan) and limited hotel space and eating

facilities. Once these bottlenecks are broken , tourists would come in

considerable numbers if there were enough diversions to keep them

•happily busy. Completion••of the land airstrip at Palau and construction

of one at Ponape_ along with commensurate improvements in air transporta-

tion, should provide adequate•travel facilities° The military have

voiced the possibility of running special flights if accommodations were

available.

i
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I Constructing tourist hotels and restaurants requires a substantial
amount of capital. In the initial stages it would be appropriate

for the Trust Territory to attempt to achieve rather "rustic"

accommodations, however, and this would require less capital. In

Palau, additional accommodations could be made available simply by

expanding the existing hotel at no great expense; and modest hotel

facilities already exist on Saipan. New accommodations would have

to be constructed before Ponape or Yap could absorb any more than a

handful of tourists. 0

In addition to better accommodations, various service facilities

would have to be made available -- car and boat transportation around

the islands, diving equipment, water skiing, evening entertainment,

etc. After a thriving tourist industry was established, these

subsidiary businesses could perhaps be relied upon to develop entirely

with local initiative and with local financing; but in the formative

I stages of the industry, considerable guidance and some capital for

getting things established would be required. Yet once transportation

is adequate this may be one of the most promising avenues for raising

incomes in somedistricts. One estimate we have seen places the capital

cost of adequat e tourist facilities in Palau at only $71,000 -- a very

modest investment considering that every tourist generates one and a

half jobs, according to the admittedly dissimilar Puerto Rican

experience with tourism.
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I: Other _entures: Construction. In Palau and Saipan there are
I

I already a number of local contractors who build houses and stores

I locally. At Koror we were told that the four regular contractors
L

1 build 40 to 50 new houses a year. A source of considerable

: discontent in Palau is the government's failure to invite local

contractors to tender bids for building teachers' housing under the

accelerated school program, and the Palauan contractors claim they

could have done a satisfactory job of building housing in Palau at

a substantially lower price than the housing will cost under the

outside contract. The Mission feels that for political as well

J

i as economic reasons, greater attention should be paid to the

possibility of using local contractors when simpler construction is

required -- whether it be schools, teachers' housing, public housing

or other public building. Invariably some mistakes will be made and

more sophisticated tasks w_ll require contracting with U.S. firms

(who should be encouraged to subcontract to local contractors).

But construction, with its relatively high labor content, is a

useful area for encouraging local entrepreneurshipo And if done byf

contractors rather than the public works department, the building

can be done on a unit payment-for-work-done basis. There has been

sufficient experience in private housing ventures in Metalanum (Ponape)

' and Palau to indicate that this method of payment can help raise

productivity above levels achieved when workers are paid on an

hourly basis.
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Preferred Treatment for Micronesian Enterprise. Micronesian

business, particularly manufactures, may fail without some temporary

protection from outside competition from the United States, Japan, and

elsewhere. Such protection could be provided through import tariffs,

through favorable freight rates for internal trade and unfavorable rates

for competing imports, and, in the case of government orders, through

price differentials favoring local work. • The purpose of protection should

not be to shelter local•business indefinitely, for that would foster

inefficiency in production at the expense of the consumin_ public° Rather

it should simply provide enough preference to local goods and services to

overcome the inertia of human buying habits -- the public has gotten used

to imported soaps, cooking oils_ and canned fish, for example -- and to
b

give local business a breathing space during which it I earns the techniques

of efficient production and quality control. The Mission recommends that

territory-wide duties be placed on imports of goods which look as though

they can be produced and marketed successfully in the Trust Territory.

However, it is premature in Micronesia t0 rely solely•on profit incentives

-- such as would be created by a protective duty -- to generatelocal

production. Protective duties should be imposed only after an evaluation

of production and marketing prospects has been made and after the

production and marketing facilities have been set up. Moreover, these

duties should generally not exceed 50 percent (the need for greater
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protection, except in unusual circumstances, would cast doubt on the

long-run viability of the venture), and they should decline to the level

of revenue duties over a period of five years.

In addition to making a special effort to use the services of

local contractors when there is construction work to be done, the Trust

Territory government should rely on local production where, as in the

case of school furniture and soap, local production can be made

available. Reliance should be placed on local sources of supply even

when the price is slightly (say I0 percent) higher -- some of the

earnings will be recouped in taxes -- or where some sacrifice in quality

is required, at least during an initial learning period. Such forms of

protection must be provided selectively; and instituting a protective

arrangement must be followed up by technical consultations with the

producers or contractors to be sure that they are taking the opportunity

to learn better techniques and improve quality during the period of

protection. It should be recognized that proper protection will generate

useful technical and managerial skills among Micronesians, and to the

extent that these skills facilitate general economic activity in the

Trust Territory, the future grants by the U.S. congress can be reduced.

i

Other Forms of Assistance to Business. Economic development

cannot proceed very far without government help in still other areas --

transportation, power and water. An adequate and reliable transportation

system is critical for bringing the •distant parts of Micronesia together
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commercially. Without transportation, markets will remain too small for

most efficient production. To develop markets on Guam and Kwajalein, and

tourism on Ponape, Palau and Saipan, requires reliable personnel trans-

portation. A separate part of the Mission's report recommends substantial

improvements in both surface and air transportation°

In addition, extension of power and water facilities at moderate

rates is one of the most useful forms of economic development assistance_

quite apart from the additional social advantages of a proper utilities
o

system. Electric power will be required in "urban" centers to run power

tools, freezers, cold storage, and ice-making machines. Water is needed

for ice and for some types of manufacturing° The fact that over-all

programming and administration of the Development Fund are both to be done

by the Programming and Development Contractor should ensure that program-

ming for utility extension will take into account potential industrial

needs as well as other needs.

The recently formulated more liberal policy toward temporary

residence of foreigners in Micronesia must ultimately be well publicized

in the Mission's judgement if it is to have any impact on the economic

development of the Trust Territory. The Mission was apprised of

a number of instances inwhich Micronesians were prepared to seek

technical advice or assistance directly -- mostly from the private

sector of Japan -- but were hindered from doing so by the security
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requirements for the Trust Territory. However, as of July I, 1963_

the High Commissioner has the authority to permit any foreigner to

reside in the Trust Territory or any foreign ship to land in a Trust

Territory port, subject only to the absence of objection from the U.S.

Navy within a reasonable period of time after application. The

Mission feels that in the period before the plebiscite there are both

political and economic advantages in using this authority but not tO the

point of admitting large numbers of foreigners. After a resolution

of the political future of the Trust Territory, however, t_e new policy

should be well publicized.

Similarly, United States capital should be encouraged into the area

under general restrictions designed to protect Micronesia from exploita-

tion, and abuse_ rather than under the detailed evaluation of proposals

which now exist. It will be clear from the preceding discussion that

profitable business opportunities are not so numerous in Micronesia that

foreign capital would flood into the area if the present restrictions

were relaxed. The government is not always better able to judge the

economic viability of a business venture than the willing businessman-

investor. At the same time_ some limits should be placed on the ability

of Americans to invest in the area, particularly in view of the ambivalent

feeling throughout Micronesia about foreign investment -- a recognition

that it is desirable for economic progress combined with a fear that the

Micronesians will be displaced and shoved aside much as the Hawaiians were
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in Hawaii. To protect Micronesian interests while also permitting capital

to come in more easily, the Mission recommends the promulgation of an

Investment Code governing all foreign investment in the area. The Code

would stipulate that a minimum of 50 percent of Micronesian equity be

retained in any venture established in the Trust Territory, except in

special cases where the High Commissioner could waive the requirement.

Where the amount of required capital is too large to be raised from

Micronesians, the Development Fund might participate in Joint ventures

on behalf of Micronesianso This would also permit the technical and

I
managerial expertise of the Programming and Development Contractor to

become involved in any large investment in the area. The Code would

include any other general provisions deemed desirable by the High

Commissioner, and any American enterprise which adhered to the conditions

of the Code could enter the area freely.
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Chapter 5

COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Commerce

The only substantial firms now in the Trust Territory are a

dozen and a half trading companies which import, export, wholesale, and

retail. Gross sales for the chartered companies, including the Ponape

Cooperative and the Faichuk Cooperative, run around $4°2 million a year

including copra sales. Several large unchartered companie_s probably

bring total gross sales in the Trust Territory to $7-8 million. The

large trading companies sell most of their goods through their own

retail outlets. In addition to the major wholesale-importers, there are

countless retail stores in the Trust Territory, many with inventories

hardly greater than an enlarged kitchen larder. In some outlying islands

they really operate on a ba_rter basis, exchanging trade goods for copra

and reselling the copra when the field ship visits.

Each district has at least one big importer-wholesaler, and most

have two or more. The trading companies undertake a variety of activities

outside trading -- boat rental or operation, movies, restaurant-bars,

garages, and so on -- but with few exceptions they have not gone into

manufacturing. A number of companies expressed relief at having gotten

out of the intra-district shipping business, although several indicated

that they would willingly go into the business on a contract basis with

the government if financial arrangements were satisfactory.
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I Several companies expressed a reluctance to expand either theirexisting operation or extend themselves into new lines because it might

invite the charge of monopoly. Only in Ponape was the view expressed

that the several trading companies may be "exploiting" their position,

especially on field trips when people have little choice but to buy at

the ship, whatever the price. _This feeling, whatever its merits (and

the Mission did not have the time to investigate the charge carefully),

has given impetus to a local cooperative movement° Village cooperatives

plan to buy copra for cash and to sell trade goods off their shelves,

declaring a dividend at year-end if gross revenues exceed total costs.

Working capital requirements of the trading companies is very large

by U°S. standards. Total trade-turnover is often as little as two,

although three-to-four is more common. In addition to stocks on hand_

goods in transit beyond the credit period of the foreign exporter also

require working capital. And an unusual amount of business must be

transacted by cablegram because mails from some of the districts

cannot be relied upon to meet business deadlines. Improvement in

transportation_ both as to reliability and frequency, should reduce

Working capital requirements and transactions costs considerably°

Thirty-dayvisits by logistic vesselwould lower inventory require-

ments well below requirements with 45-day visits; but an even greater

reduction in inventory requirements would be permitted by reducing
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the uncertainties of ship arrivals. With greater regularity in shipping,

trading companies could plan their inventory policies much more carefully,

perhaps reducing total inventory requirements of around $3 million by more

than one-third. This would release for other uses over $i million in

capital now tied up in inventories -- or would permit the stocking of

badly-needed retail stores in the outlying islands.

A number of importers expressed dissatisfaction at having to

order their goods through licensed dealers on Guam at what they con-
o

sidered excessive mark-ups and transhipment costs at Guam. The

Mission found that transhipment costs excluding spoilage and pilferage

(which is alleged to be high) range from one to four dollars a ton,

resulting in total transhipment costs of $40-50,000 a year, hardly

enough to warrant building an extensive ocean port in the Trust Terri-

tory to avoid transhipment _t Guam. Nonetheless, unsatisfactory com-

mercial relations with Guam provide a point of friction between the

Trust Territory and Guam which is undesirable from the viewpoint of U.So

political interests. Guam dealers should be encouraged to take more

seriously their markets in the Trust Territory. In case of egregiously

bad service official correspondence with the parent company migSt be

undertaken with a view to changing the dealership. A joint Chamber of

Commerce between Guam and Trust Territory businessmen, or some other

form of social relationship, might serve to lessen any antagonism.
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Marketing of the main export, copra, is done through chartered

dealers -- one in each district except Truk, where there are two -- under

the regulations and supervision of the Copra Stabilization Board. The

Stabilization Board sets the grading standards, allowable shrinkage, and

the prices which will be paid to the producers. These prices are the

same in all district centers_ and $I0 a ton less in the outlying

islands -- the $10 difference just covering transportation and handling
I

costs to the District Center and allowing no profit on that phase of the

operation. Profit is made by the licensed dealers by selleing copra to

the Stabilization Board at $i0 a tonmore than the buying price at the

district centers. It is on this price that the 15 percent Territorial

processing tax on copra is levied_ so the effective tax on the producer

in the outlying islands is closer to 18 percent. The copra is shipped

from the district centers to Japan on the logistic vessels of the

Trust Territory and markete_ there by a commercial agent, Atkins, Kroll

and Company, at a fee which works out to about $6 a ton at the present

Japanese price of $160 a ton.

The Copra Stabilization Board attempts to absorb week-to-week

fluctuations in world market prices, so the price to the producer is
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changed only infrequently. The csB seems to be accepted as a desirable

organization, although the copra producers •fail to understand the secular

fall in copra prices (until July 1963) since 1957. Still less understood,

even among sophisticated Micronesians, is why a U.S. agent must

be paid to market copra. There is no doubt that for a relatively small

seller such as Micronesia_ the contacts and experience of a professional

commodity trader can be very helpful. The Mission recommends, however,

that the arrangement with Atkins Kroll be reviewed to see whether the

arrangement is beneficial to the extent of $6 a ton, or a _otal of

$70-80_000 annually. It may be possible for the Copra Stabilization

Board or residents of the Trust Territory to undertake this function, if

necessary with the aid of expert advice in Japan hired on a consultant

basis.

A principal deterrent to the development of a market economy in the

outlying islands is the absence of ready buyers of copra and sellers

' of trade good s. Some retail stores have enough capital to support

4
a small inventory_ but generally the would-be copra producer has no place

to buy trade goods except during visits of the field trip vessel° Some

areas go without staple imports such as sugar for weeks or even months.

One device for moving closer to a market economy would be the establish-

ment of small producer-consume r cooperatives in the outlying copra-

producing areas such as now exist in•the British administered
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Gilbert and Ellice Islands. The British cooperatives pay cash for copra and

stock the staple trade goods. Until they are running well, such co-ops

are under the supervision of a qualified Cooperatives Officer, who makes

sure good weighing, grading and record-keeping practices are established.

A producer can sell copra at any time of the working day, in amounts as

small as one pound. Working capital requirements are met by loans from

the reserves of the Copra Stabilization Board.

The Mission feels that a similar system should be introduced to the
o

Trust Territory, where much copra is said to be lost for want of

accessible collection depots where the natives can always sell copra

for cash or trade goods. Cooperatives have been started in several

of the districts, but they lack working capital and they lack adequate

supervision. Moreover_ discussion with Micronesians outside district

centers revealed hardly a glimmering of what cooperatives are all

about, except that they are alleged to result in more money to the

producer. With such ignorance, mismanagement will soon overtake the

cooperatives which are being established. The job of supervising

cooperatives, and credit unions as well, now falls on the agriculturist

in most districts -- a man who is generally overworked by his

agricultural responsibilities alone. If cooperatives are to succeed --

and they seem well-suited for the type of economy which now exists in

Micronesia -- they will need both superVision and capital. The Mission
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therefore recommends that a Cooperatives Officer should be assigned to

each district for the purpose of setting up and supervising cooperatives

and credit unions. In this connection, the Cooperative League of the

USA should be contacted; it has done useful work in underdeveloped areas

for the Agency for International Development. AID is also associated

with the International Cooperative Training Center, which offers a

16 week course at the University of Wisconsin for Cooperative Officers.

Working capital for the coops could be provided from the assets of the

Copra Stabilization Board and supplemented, if necessary, 9rom the

proceeds of the copra processing tax.

Finance

Throughout Micronesia claims of ownership are not well defined,

and what '!belongs" to one person generally also "belongs" to all of his

relatives. Relatives -- including relatives very distant by U.S.

standards -- feel free to use anything another relative has, including

cash. This practice of commumal ownership discourages savings and makes

it very difficult for Micronesians to buy durable goods, for the little

cash income they have is often distributed far beyond the wage-earners'

immediate family for consumption of essentials such as food and clothing.

It is not unusual for families in UrSan areas to have as many as three

or four relatives (other than spouse and children) living with themat

any point in time -- although sometimes small children are left with

grandparents.
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The practice of communal ownership also inhibits purchase of staple goods

in economic quantities, for they will probably be "borrowed" before the

purchaser is able to use them.

If the maximum use of local resources for development is to be
i

encouraged, some method must be found both to encourage individual savings

and to protect them from the claims of relatives. Two methods of doing

this are:

a. Individual savings accounts in banks or credit unions -- and
o

in school savings accounts -- with direct deposit deducted from

receipts of government employees and copra producers.

b. Commercial credit with payments on time which convert

current purchases into contractual payments.

In the first case individual savings precedes the "investment"
J

in a durable product_ while in the second case savings follows the

"investment."

Contractual saving through credit unions has been strongly encouraged

in the Trust Territory and there is now at least one credit union

in every district and there are 15 in the _alau district alone.

Typically the member of a Credit union agrees to regular periodic

deposits, say $I every month Or every pay period. He is entitled

then to borrow from the credit union for "provident or productive"

purposes. Borrowing in some credit unions is limited by the
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individual's deposits and shares, e.g., the loan cannot exceed i-1/2

times his claim on the credit union. In other cases all loans are

decided by a loan committee, and there is no fixed limit. Members

typically bDrrow to purchase capital items -- motor scooters,

outboard motors, home repairs; but occasionally borrowingtakes place

to discharge outstanding debts to storekeepers. Interest charges on

! loans are high -- i percent a month or, in a few cases, 2 percent aI

month.

0

Many of the credit union treasurers are not adequately trained in

credit union principles or in bookkeeping, and the financial records

are often in very poor condition. From this viewpoint the large

scale movement into credit unions, as at Palau, was premature.

Yet the contractual savings achieved through credit union membership

is so valuable from the viewpoint of financial self-improvement that

the credit union movement should be encouraged. The Cooperatives

Officer in each district, recommended above, should also supervise

credit unions and give close guidance on record-keeping. Where

possible, credit unions should be consolidated under good management,

and the indiscriminate formation of credit unions should be discouraged.

Possibly the formation of district-wide credit union leagues would

not only promote better management practices but would also provide

the organizational structure for credit union merges.
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There are now bank branches of the Bank of America or the Bank of

Hawaii in every district except Yap. In the Marshalls, however, there

is no bank in the district center at Majuro, and in Ponape the branch

bank was just opened in July 1963. On the whole these branches are

simply banking facilities which accept deposits and clear checks; only

rarely do they make bank loans. Moreover, the bank officials are

not doing an adequate job of explaining to the public the advantag_ of
4

savings and checking accounts. Despite this, the value of deposits

have grown nearly 20 percent over the past year (Table 18)_

The Mission agrees with the Trust Territory government's use of

its own deposits to encourage the extension of banking services (which
-!

should be extended to Majuro and Yap), but it feels that the loan

policies of these banks should be clarified and stimulated. To

encourage the use of b_nkin_ among Micronesians, government salaries

should be paid by check rather than in pay packets, Where it is

agreeable to the employees, salary checks could be deposited directly

into individual bank accounts. Such an innovation, favored by the

banks and a number of officials, would encourage (and permit) greater

savings, would increase financial sophistication and foster family

budgeting, andwould reduce the risk of theft from government finance

offices when much cash is on hand.
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Table 18

Total Reported Bank and Credit Union Deposits, by District

June 1962 June 1963

Marianas $334,544 $433,407
I

Marshalls n.a. n.a.

[

! Palau 267,050 252,595

Ponape O 5,450

Truk 31,885 <r_ 38,001

Yap O 9_929

Total $633,479 $739,382
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The branch banks of Bank of America and of Hawaii now make a

negligible number of loans to individual Micronesian employees and business-

men. The little loan business they do is installment lending at high

interest rates, generally to employees of the Trust Territory government.

The failure of the banks to lend in Micronesia means that deposits are

sent out of the area for investment in Guam or the United States. One

reason the banks have been reluctant to lend is the lack of satisfactory

collateral in Micronesiao The prohibition against alienation of land

(so banks cannot take clear title to it) and the absence of an active

market for land reduce its attractiveness as collateral, but the banks

!
are apparently unaware that under Trust Territory laws they can obtain

a court judgment and foreclosure order on land used as collateral so

long as the land is sold to Micronesians. More acute is the problem

of undefined and ambiguous land titles, both as to boundaries and

ownership. This lack of ciarity in land ownership has other

undesirable effects, both political and economic, and the Mission has

recommended a Land Surveying and Registration Program.

One function of the Programming and Development Unit, using

assets of the Development Fund as backing, would be to guarantee bank loans

in Micronesia, thereby providing adequate security to the banks. This
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would keep Micronesian bank savings productively at work in the capital-

short Territory. Ultimately, it might be advisable that banks should be

able to buy -- and might even be required to buy -- securities issued by

the Development Fund under its own name. This would be another way of

putting Micronesian savings, deposited in U.S. bank branches, to work in

the Trust Territory.

Consumer credit is used extensively in some districts, while

in others the trading companies operate on a strictly cash-and-carryG

basis. Curiously, where consumer credit is extended it is largely for

staple products -- food and cloth -- and not for consumer durables, which

are more often imported on specific order _ather than from stock and

must be paid for in cash. It is an anomaly not to have time payments

for durables, where collateral is available, when credit is given for

day-to-day purchases. Where purchases of durables can raise productivity,

as in the case of boats or outboard motors or building materials, con-

sideration should be given to setting up a system of time payments°

In the case of government employees, payroll deductions --such as are

being used to pay off credit union loans -- could be made. And in those

cases where the trading companies are short of working capital, loans

from the Development Fundcould be arranged. Credit Union lending has

facilitated the purchase of durable goods.
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Three substantial funds already exist in the Trust Territory:

_. The Angaur Trust Fund, amounting to $1.2 million, which

was set aside from the proceeds of postwar phosphate mining

on Angaur to be used for the benefit of the people of Angaur.

Interest earnings of about $37,000 annually are distributed

as current income. Investment of the Fund is determined by

the High Commissioner.

_. The Saipan Trust Fund, now about $375,000, was set aside by

the Navy for the benefit of the Saipanese as ren_ for the

property it used on Saipan. This Fund once amounted to over

$i million, but it has been used for such community projects

as the new hospital and high school in Saipan. Use of the

Fund is determined by the High Commissioner.

_. The assets of the Island Trading Company, liquidated in 1954,

have been held as a loan fund for all chartered trading

companies and cooperatives. The fund amounts to about

$330,000, of•which $155,000 was outstanding as loans in

mid-1962o Loans are determined by a committee comprising the

Executive Officer, the Program Officer, the Attorney General,

the Economic Officer, and the Finance Officer of the Trust

Territory. It has been the practice to lend from this fund

only for fixed capital investment; and only on one occasion,

the Mission was told, has a •loan been made for working capital.
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_. In addition, $I00,000 was appropriated in fiscal year 1964

to be used for financing economic development. About $40,000 of

this has already been transferred into general funds by the

High Commissioner_ however, to replace funds used previously for

economic development.

These funds should be used in close conjunction with the proposed

Development Fund to the extent it is consistent with limitations on their

use. Indeed, the loan fund for chartered companies and what is left of
c o

the recently appropriated funds for economic development should be

fullyabsorbed into the Development Fund. Geographical limitationsI

on the use of the Angaur Trust Fund and the Saipan Trust Fund require

maintaining them as separate funds, although their use should also be

influenced by the over-all development program.

At the same time, greater M£cronesian participation in determining

the use of these funds should be permitted and encouraged. The

leaders of Angaur showed considerable misunderstanding about the use of

their fund, which is entirely controlled by Trust Territory headquarters,

and one result is substantiaLsentimen t in Angaur for distribution of

the entire fund to the people° The Mission feels that such distri-

bution would be a mistake, but that a locally-chosen representative

from Angaur should sit on a three-man Management board (which

the High Commissioner is empowered to create)made up of the

High Commissioner and a second person appointed by the High
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Commissioner to administer the Fund. Apart from several scholar-

ships and the purchase of a boat, the Fund has not been used for the

improvement of Micronesia. Interest earnings of the fund are distri-

buted as income. Greater thought should be given to using a part of

the fund for productive investment on Angaur, or if the 450 people of

Angaur decide to move to Babelthuap, as has sometimes been suggested,

a pa_t of the Fund could be used to establish a community there.

If no productive use of the Fund can be found on Angaur, then
0

some thought should be given to using the Fund for investment elsewhere

in the Trust Territory, with interest and/or dividend earnings paid to the

i people of Angaur. At present the Fund is earning only about 3 percent a

year in U.S. Government securities. The Trust Territory government should

be willing, if attractive investment opportunites in Micronesia present

themselves, to use the Angaur Trust Fund as a source of capital. It would

be advisable to guarantee a return to the people of Angaur slightly higher

than that which would have resulted from retaining the Fund in govern-

ment securities. This would be an inexpensive way of raising capital for

productive use, provided the investments were carefully selected and

supervised.

The Municipal Council of Saipan has proposed that the Saipan

Trust Fund be used for public housing ($i00,000), economic development

($I00,000), agricultural development ($75,000), scholarships ($25,000),
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and capitalization for a Bank of Micronesia ($75,000). Reconstruction

of the town of Garapan with modern housing to replace the patch-_ork

housing which now exists in Chalan Kanoa is an excellent objective. The

Mission feels, however, that a Bank Of M_cronesia would be premature at

this time, and it would be unnecessary if the lending policies of the

bank branches in the area can be adapted to Micronesian needs, as

discussed above.

i
I

4
i
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

For convenience, the major recommendations by the Survey Mission

made in its Report on Economic Development are brought together here

in surmnary form, with page references to the discussion in the

text. The recommendations have been grouped into three categories

on the basis of how they can be implemented, although it should be
0

recognized that the borderlines between them are not clearcut:

I. Those recommendations which can be implemented by the

High Cormnissioner, subject only in some cases to approval

by Interior, with only minor changes in institutional

arrangements and with no major increases in expenditures°

2. Recommendations which require more extensive institutional

changes or entail substantial increases in expenditures.

3. Recommendations which require changes in U.S. statutes.

i. Recommendations which can be implementedby the High Commissioner

In programming capital expenditures in the Trust Territory, particular

attention should be given to their impact on Micronesian employment

and income. This applies especially to large programs such as

The Accelerated Elementary SchOol Construction Program and the

public works program recommended in this Report. Where it is

possible without great cost, capital expenditure should be geared

to local employment requirements --accelerated or stretched out

according to the local desire for jobs and cash income (pages 13-41) o
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Education plays a critical role in economic advancement, and

the school curriculum should be designed accordingly to serve

the two-fold objective of training Micronesians in the application

of intelligence and accumulated knowledge to local problems and

of giving them sufficient breadth to emigrate successfully.

(page 45-46 and the Education Section of the Mission's Report).

To encourage the development of supervisory capability, to foster

the accumulation of savings, and to integrate further the Trust
0

Territory, there should be a deliberate policy of placing capable

Micronesians in districts outside their home districts (pages 44,

48, 49).

Where possible, Micronesian employees should be paid on the basis

of work performed rather than for hours spent on the job, with a

view to raising labor productivity. (page 51).

Where the cost is not prohibitive, the Trust Territory government

should make a greater effort to direct its procurement of goods and

services to Micronesian businessmen. (page 99)°

The Trust Territory government should use its regulatory powers

to ensure that Micronesian interests are served by foreign investment

in the areas and in particular it should reach a clear understanding •
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_ith The Van Camp Company on the rate at which Micronesians are

to be taken on as fishermen. (page 72-73).

The High Commissioner should invite the University of Hawaii, or

other qualified research organizations, to establish agricultural and

fisheries research stations in Micronesia. (pages 67, 76).

The practice of prohibiting foreign citizens from entering the area

should be relaxed considerablyin cases where visits or temporary

residence by selected foreigners would further economic d_@lopment

in the area. (page i00).

The High Commissioner should promulgate an Investment Code, under

the general provisions of which American investment could be

undertaken in the Trust Territory without specific government approval.

The Code would be designed to protect Micronesian interests while

encouraging U.S. investment in the area. (page 101-102).

Where banking facilities exist, payment of salaries to government

employees should be made by check, with a view to encouraging savings

and raising the level of financial sophistication. (page 112).

Banks now in the Trust Territory should be encouraged to make more

business loans than they now do in the Trust Territory. (page 114-115)o

The various trust and loan funds administeredby the High Commissioner

should be used more actively to further economic development.

(page 116-117).
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Measures should be taken to improve the quality and the coverage of

the economic statistics collected for the Trust Territory. (page 34).

2. Recommendations requiring additional appropriations, or requiring
substantial institutional changes .....

A Programming and Development Unite contracted from a qualified

consulting firm should be established within the High Commissioner's

staff on an advisorybasis to program and coordinate government budget

priorities, to give technical and managerial assistance to Micronesian

businesses, to administer a newly established Development@Fund, and

through that Fund to undertake where advisable direct business ventures

important for development of the area. (page 79-83).

A Development Fund of $5 million should be established to finance

commercial undertakings in the Trust Territory. (page 82).

The agricultural program in the Trust Territory should be extended in

a variety of ways. The major recommendations of the Mission's Report

on Agriculture are summarized on pages 63-67.

The fisheries program should also be expanded, both in training and in

commercial development. (page 75).

Greater use should be made of the technical skills available on Guam and

Kwajalein for on-the-job training of Micronesians. (page 38).
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Cooperative officers should be appointed in each district center to

supervise the founding and management of producer-consumer

cooperatives and of credit unions, institutions which are needed in the

Trust Territory if properly managed. These responsibilities should

be removed from the district Agriculturists. (pages 107, 108, 112).

3. Recommendations requiring a qhange in U.S. statutes _

The U.S. in_nigration quota for Trust Territory residents should be

enlarged or abolished, to permit freer emigration from the area andO

closer ties with the United States. (page 50).

U.S. tariffs on Trust Territory products should be abolished, and the

Trust Territory should be given a tariff-status like that of Guam and

the Virgin Islands. (page 74).
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